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Stochastic calibration of sensors in turbulent flow fields 

K. S. Breuer 

Abstract The calibration of high-bandwidth sensors is 
typically carried out in an steady environment or at least 
a well-controlled unsteady flow. A simple technique for 
calibration of sensors in flow fields with arbitrary unsteadiness 
(such as a turbulent field) is described. Although the method 
requires a DC reference measurement at each calibration point, 
the resulting calibration is accurate for both average and 
unsteady measurements up to the full bandwidth of the sensor. 
Applications and limitations of the technique are also 
discussed. 

1 
Introduction 
The calibration of sensors for use in turbulent flows is often 
complicated by the need to perform the calibration in a quiet, 
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laminar flow. A typical procedure (e.g. Perry 1982) is to place 
the sensor in a laminar flow field (for example in the free 
stream above a boundary layer) and to measure the sensor 
output voltage at several velocities over the desired calibration 
range. A polynomial can then be fit to the calibration data 
yielding the calibration curve. Assuming that the sensor 
response is flat up to some high cutoff frequency, the 
calibration in the steady field is assumed to be accurate in the 
imsteady environment. For several sensors, however, it is 
difficult or inconvenient to place the sensor in a low- 
disturbance environment. This is particularly true, for 
example, in the case of wall-based sensors for temperature, 
pressure and shear-stress. In such instances, it would be 
desirable to be able to calibrate the sensor in the turbulent 
environment, without the need to construct a special laminar 
flow facility. The current paper discusses a technique to 
accomplish this in-situ, or stochastic, calibration. 

We shall refer to the measured quantity as "velocity". In fact 
it is unlikely that this technique would be used for calibration 
of a velocity probe since low-disturbance fields (such as the 
freestream above a boundary layer) are usually easily 
accessible. As mentioned above, the technique would be better 
applied to surface measurements of pressure, shear-stress or 
temperature. That being so, it should be clear that the use of 
the phrase "velocity" is purely for ease of discussion. 

We assume that the frequency response of the sensor is 
sufficiently flat such that, at any instant, we can write the 



velocity, u(f), as a function of the measured voltage, e(t): 

u = Co + C,e + C2e' + C3e'+•••+^.6" (1) 

where N is the order of the calibration polynomial and C, are 
the calibration coefficients. The time dependence of u and e is 
assumed throughout, but has been dropped for clarity . If we 
decompose both the velocity and the voltage into a mean 
(time-averaged, denoted by an over-bar) and fluctuating 
component (denoted by a prime), we obtain; 

u + w'= Co-f C, (e + e') + C2 (e + e')- 

+ Qie + e'f+---+CAe + e'y (2) 

Expanding this, and averaging the equation over time, we see that 

■C^e' 

(3) 

Note that the average velocity is represented by the polynomial 
evaluation of the average voltage plus a contribution from terms 
associated with the fluctuations of the raw voltage. 

In the conventional calibration procedure, the calibration 
points are measured in a low-turbulence environment and 
the contribution by the higher-order moments of the raw 
voltage may be neglected. For such cases, the calibration 
problem may be formulated as a system of M linear algebraic 
equations for N^ 1 calibration coefficients (each equation 
arising from a separate calibration point): 

1 ei fi! -e\ 
1 ei ei el 
1 Si el el 
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where each subscript on u and e denotes a separate calibration 
point. This system is easily solved (in a least-squares sense if 
M>.V-l-l). The difficulty arises when it is either impossible 
or inconvenient to perform the sensor calibration in a low- 
fluctuation envaronment. An example of how this can occur is 
found in the use of wall shear-stress (or pressure) sensors in 
a turbulent boundary layer. The probes may be fixed to the surface 
and thus cannot be easily moved to a calibration facility. At the 
same time, the flow above the sensor is inherently turbulent and 
the voltage signal thus contains large-amplitude fluctuations. In 
such cases, the standard calibration procedure is not very useful 
because the errors associated with the fluctuating voltages are 
non-negligible. However, as the next section shows, a simple 
modification of this calibration procedure may be used to compute 
universally-valid calibration coefficients, even in a flow field with 
large-amplitude fluctuations. 

Unsteady calibration procedure 
The solution to the difficulty described above is simply to 
incorporate the fluctuating components of voltage into the 
calibration procedure and thereby allow for calibration in the 
turbulent flow. We still assume that the probe response, e{u), is 
described by a polynomial. For simplicity, we shall use a cubic, 
although generalization to higher order polynomials is 

straightforward. As before, we can represent the instantaneous 
response of the sensor by (1). By accumulating a long-time 
average of the signal we obtain: 

:Co-fC,e + C2e' + C3el (4) 

At each calibration point, we measure, not only the average 

voltage, e, but also the higher-order statistics, e' and e'. u is also 
measured independendy using a reference sensor. Note that for 
higher-order polynomial calibrations, higher-order statistics are 

required, up to an e'" for an N-th order polynomial fit. 
Repeating this procedure for M calibration points, spanning 

our desired range, we obtain a system of linear algebraic 
equations for the coefficients, C,-: 
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As before, this system may be solved (in a least-squares sense, if 
M>N+ 1) to yield the calibration coefficients. Note that the only 
difference between this system of equations and the previous 
system (representing the conventional calibration method) is that 
the new system computes the moments of the vohages before 
computing the long-time average. All computations should be 
done using double-precision arithmetic on a computer so as to 
avoid roundoff errors contaminating the accumulation of the 
statistics and the inversion of the matrix. 

Sample results 
To illustrate the unsteady calibration procedure, we present 
results obtained from the calibration of a constant temperature 
hot-wire located in the near-wall region of a turbulent 
boundary layer. These results are somewhat "artificial" since 
the reference sensor is the same probe, previously calibrated in 
the low-turbulence freestream. However, they do illustrate the 
application of the technique. 

The calibration procedure was as follows. The sensor was 
placed in the wall region of a turbulent boundary layer with 
a free-stream velocity of 8 m/s and at a Re of approximately 
1600. The calibration was performed by measuring the voltage 

statistics: e, r and e^ as well as the reference velocity, u, at 
five mean velocities, obtained by varying the wind tunnel 
freestream speed from 0.95-1.05I7o- This variation in 
L/'o resulted in a range of 4.7-5.2 m/s in the average local 
velocity. Fluctuating velocities exceeded this range. In 
collecting the reference and voltage statistics care must be 
taken that the statistics are fully converged. This is particularly 
important for the higher-order statistics since these converge 
more slowly than the lower-order moments and thus long 
averaging times must be used to ensure accurate values. In the 
present case, all the statistics were monitored in real-time and 
data was accumulated until all statistics had converged to 
within a 1% tolerance, (for a complete discussion of the 
convergence of random data, see Bendat and Piersol 1986). 

The calibration results are shown in Fig. 1 which shows the 
calibration curve obtained using the stochastic calibration 
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Fig. 1. Stochastic calibration data (sensor voltage vs. velocit)') for 
a constant-temperature hot wire. The symbols represent the original 
calibration points (in the free-stream) while the two (indistin- 
guishable) curves indicate the resultant calibration curve and the 
curve obtained using the stochastic calibration procedure. The vertical 
lines around 5 m/s indicate the range of the stochastic calibration. 
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Fig. 2. Absolute error between the stochastic calibration data and the 
original calibration curve. The vertical lines around 5 ra/s indicate the 
range of the stochastic calibration. 

technique. Although it cannot be seen on this figure, there are 
actually two calibration curves plotted - The first is the original 
sensor calibration obtained using a conventional technique 
with the probe located in the (low-turbulence) freestream, 
while the second is the calibration curve obtained using the 
stochastic calibration procedure. Given the very limited 
calibration range of the stochastic procedure, the complete 
overlay of the two calibration curves is extremely encouraging, 
indicating not only that the procedure works, but that the 
entire sensor operating range, from 1-9 m/s was captured by 
a calibration which covered only (average) velocities ranging 
from 4.7-5.2 m/s. 

The absolute calibration error, Ur — Uc, (where u, is the 
reference velocity, and Uc is the velocity determined from the 
stochastic calibration) is shown in Fig. 2. Note that, over the 
calibration range, the error is essentially zero, while outside the 

calibration range, the errors grow, particularly at low velocities 
where the probe response is most sensitive to velocity changes. 
Nevertheless, for all practical purposes, the calibrations are 
identical. 

Discussion and conclusions 
The purpose of this short paper has been to illuminate 
a potentially useful technique that can be employed in 
high-fluctuation environments such as turbulent boundary 
layers, wakes, etc. Although the calibration obtained is valid for 
unsteady high-bandwidth measurements, only a time-averaged 
reference measurement is required and no knowledge of the 
character of the unsteady field is required. The basis for the 
technique is far from revolutionary, perhaps even obvious but, 
to our knowledge, has not been applied in the calibration of 
sensors for turbulent velocity fields. In particular, the use of the 
technique for sensors which are inherently located in turbulent 
fields (wall shear stress, pressure, etc.) is particularly 
appealing. 

The technique should not be confused with the "dynamic" 
or "in-situ" calibration procedures described by Perry (1982) 
in which the sensor is deliberately moved (in a quiet flow field) 
so that the vohage derivatives, dEldU, can be measured 
directly (rather than computed from the resultant polynomial 
calibration). The method does, however, have many 
similarities with a technique described by George et al. (1989) 
who showed how, from a known calibration (obtained in 
a steady velocity field), one can obtain both the mean and rms 
velocities (accurate to second-order) by measuring only the 
mean and rms voltages. Their method relies on the fact that 

e'-le is typically sniall, in which case the time-averaged 
equation for the velocity (3) can be truncated. The unsteady 
calibration described in this paper "inverts" and extends this 
idea so that the coefficients for a fully time-accurate calibration 
can be found from the full voltage statistics. "The stochastic 
calibration procedure also bears some resemblence to the 
calibration described by Haritonidis (1989), although no 
details were presented at that time." 

One important point to emphasize is that the procedure still 
needs a reliable time-averaged reference measurement, and 
that this reference measurement must be accurate in the 
high-fluctuation environment. This issue should be considered 
carefully since many traditional reference probes have 
a low-bandwidth and will not yield accurate measurements in 
a turbulent environment (for reasons illustrated by Eq. (3)). 
For calibration of a shear stress sensor, a Stanton or Preston 
tube could be used as a reference. Alternatively, if a hot-wire 
can be used to measure a boundary layer profile, a Clauser plot 
could be used to determine the shear stress. If the sensor is 
located in a complex internal geometry, the calibration might 
still require placing the sensor in a calibration facility just to 
enable access for the reference probe. However, it need not be 
a laminar flow facility. More importantly, the calibration of the 
sensor using this technique is valid, not only for the 
time-averaged or low-bandwidth measurement provided by the 
reference sensor, but also for unsteady measurements at the 
full bandwidth of the sensor. If, in fact, one is only interested in 
the calibrated AC response of the sensor, the absolute value of 
the reference measurement is then irrelevant, as long as the 



relative changes in the reference measurement at each 
calibration point are accurate. Thus, even a technique with 
some absolute (DC) uncertainty can be used as the reference 
technique for an accurate AC calibration. 

As demonstrated by the above resuhs, the validity of the 
calibration polynomial may extend well beyond the original 
calibration range, although this requires careful determination 
of the high-order statistics as well as a thorough understanding 
of the sensor response function. For example, the example 
presented above worked very well because the hot-wire 
response is very well represented over a wide range of 
velocities by a cubic polynomial. If other functional 
relationships between voltage and the measured quantity are 

known (for example, a square-root dependance), these 
functional dependencies can easily be incorporated into the 
calibration procedure by simply accumulating those particular 

statistics (e.g. e"^). 
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A SILICON MICROMACHINED FLOATING-ELEMENT SHEAR-STRESS SENSOR 
WITH OPTICAL POSITION SENSING BY PHOTODIODES 

A. Padmanabhan, H. D. Goldberg, K. S. Breuef, M. A. Schmidt 
Microsystems Technology Laboratories 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139 
+ Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics 

SUMMARY 
This paper discusses a non-invasive sensing technique 
for the direct measurement of low-magnitude shear 
stresses in a turbulent boundary layer. The sensing 
scheme detects the flow-induced in-plane displacement 
of a microfabricated floating-element structure (120 ^.m 
X 120 ^m X 7|im), using integrated photodiodes. The 
wall-mounted floating-element sensors were fabricated 
using a wafer-bonding technology. The sensors were 
tested in a custom designed flow cell. 

INTRODUCTION 
Whenever there is a relative motion between a 

surface and a fluid, the surface experiences a resultant 
force due to the interaction. The interaction between 
the surface and the fluid can be described in terms of 
the stresses at the fluid-surfac^ interface. The stresses 
acting on the body are - (i) shear-stress, T^. acting 
tangential to the surface and in the direction of the flow 
and (ii) normal stress or pressure (PJ acting normal to 
the surface. This paper discusses the design, fabrication 
and testing of micromachined sensors for low- 
magnitude shear-stress measurements in air flows. 

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the origin of shear 
stress in a one-dimensional flow situation. The 
magnitude of the wall shear stress is proportional to 
the gradient of the flow velocity at the surface and can 
be written as 

(1) 
= 0 --^f) 

where the constant of proportionality fj. is the dynamic 
viscosity of the fluid and U is the streamwise velocity. 
In a turbulent flow, U can be written as the sum of a 
mean velocity U and a fluctuating velocity u' , that is, 
U=D + u' . Using this expression for U in the 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations yields the following 
expression for the total shear stress 

~w ~ '■mean "*" ^flucnuuing (2) 

wherer^^ and T^„,„^,;„J are the mean and fluctuating 
components of the shear stress, respectively. The mean 
shear stress is related to the overall state of the flow 
and can be used to estimate average properties like lift 
and drag on surfaces. The fluctuating component of the 

Free Stream 
(fast moving Huid) 

Boun(iar>' Layer 
(slow moving fluid) 

Wall - Mounted 
Sensor 

Rg. 1 Schematic diagram illustrating the origin of 
shear stress in a one-dimensional flow 

shear, also known as the Reynolds stress, is z. footprint 
of the individual flow-processes that transfer 
momentum to the wall and is a good indicator of the 
turbulence level within the flow. It is necessary that 
any sensor designed to measure wall shear stress in a 
turbulent flow be capable of measuring both these 
components accurately. 

An order-of-magnitude estimate of the characteristic 
length scale {^) and time scale (r) at which shear-stress 
measurements must be accomplished in low-speed air 
flows [1], for the measurement to be meaningful (to 
avoid spatial averaging effects and achieve a fast 
response) are .^ ~ hundreds of microns and t ~ 
hundreds of milliseconds. Hence, wall-mounted shear- 
stress sensors need to be very small in size and have a 
high temporal resolution. Most of the conventional 
(not micromachined) techniques for shear-stress 
measurements are inadequate for this application due to 
their poor spatial and temporal resolution. Also many 
of these sensors yield indirect measurements, i. e., 
they depend on correlations to relate the measured flow 
properties to the wall shear stress [2]. The 
shortcomings of conventional measurement techniques 
can be overcome by the use of silicon micromachined 
sensors. We have presented in the past, work on 
floating-element type shear-stress sensors (drca 
measurement techniques) based on both piezoresistive 
[3] and capacitive [4] readout schemes. The 
measurement of low-magnitude shear-stress requires 
extremely high sensitivity to detect small forces 
(O(nN)) and corresponding small displacements (.0(A)). 
In such a low shear-stress environment, the percentage 
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Fig. 2 Top and cross-sectional views illustrating the 
sensing principle 

change in resistance (^   ) of piezoresistive sensors is 

ver\' small and typically is below the threshold level 
whi'ch can be effectively measured. We have found that 
the environmental exposure in a wind tunnel imposes 
high levels of drift on high impedance, capacitive 
readout schemes. 

In response to these limitations we have developed a 
new sensing scheme based on a floating-element 
shutter and integrated photodiodes. The sensing 
principle is illustrated in Fig. 2. The sensor is 
comprised of a floating-element structure which is 
suspended by four tethers (as shown in Fig. 2a) and 
displaces in the plane of the wafer under the action of a 
flow-induced shear-stress. The displacement of ±e 
element causes a shuttering of the photodiodes which 
are placed symmetrically underneath the element on the 
leading and trailing edge. Under uniform illumination 
from above, the differential photocurrent (normalized 
by the average current) from the photodiodes will be 
directly proportional to the magnitude and sign of the 
shear stress. 

The sensor is fabricated using a process similar to 
reference [5]. The sensors meet the performance 
requirements for operation in low shear stress turbulent 
boundary layers (shear stress range ~ 0 - 5 Pa, shear- 
stress sensitivity - 0.1 Pa). 

SENSOR   CHARACTERISTICS 
In Fig. 2b, the magnitude of the photocurrent that is 

generated as a result of the incident photon flux Jjiux is 
given as [6] 

7^^,(l±r)A(l±.^«.v^}^ 
'phow - ' he ~     ''""'' 

(3) 

where q is the electronic charge, a^ is the absorption 
coefficient (m"'), w the width of the absorbing region 
(typically the p-n junction depletion width), h is 
Planck's constant. A is the wavelength of the incident 
photons, c is the speed of light in air, r is reflectivity 
of the diode surface and A^.^^^ is the exposed area of 

the diode. 
Using equation (3), the differential photocurrent 

normalized by the average photocurrent, when the 
floating-element deflects, can be shown to be equal to 

AI 
I 

photo _    26 

phoio Wdio^. 
(4) 

where 6 is the in-plane deflection of the floating 
element, Wdiode is the exposed width of the photodiode 
and I photo is the photocurrent of the diode when T;„ = 0. 

The sensitivity of the photodiode ( /'"'"'   ) is thus 
'photo 

proportional to the deflection of the floating element 
and is  inversely proportional to the exposed width 
(^diode) ■ 

The wavelength of the incident light source is 
chosen so as to maximize the absorption of photons at 
the depth of the depletion region of the photodiodes. 
Also, the wavelength is such that the 7 ]im thick 
floating-element acts as a shutter for the light and that 
light strikes the diodes only through the exposed areas 
in the device wafer. In order to minimize the 
perturbation of the flow field in the vicinity of the 
sensor, the bonding pads (for electrical contact to the 
sensor chip) were located sufficiently downstream of 
the flow. Figure 3 illustrates the top view of the 
junction-isolated lead from the floating-element to the 
bonding pad. The lead lengths from the two 
photodiodes were matched, so that the leakage currents 
from the two diodes would be equal. 

The floating-element area is fixed from the desired 
spatial and temporal resolution of the sensor. Using 
our design rules and process tolerances thickness = 

7nm, Wjioj, = 7|am and -j^ = 50 , for the sensors.   In 

order to achieve the range of sensitivities and 
bandwidths required for testing in turbulent boundary 
layers, sensors of two different floating-element plate 
sizes - 120 (xm x 120 ^m and 500 (im x 500 ^im, were 
fabricated. 

The resonant frequencies Wj. and the quality factors Q 
of the sensors were estimated as 326 KHz and 756.71 
for the 120 nm X 120 pim plate and 100.2 KHz and 
181.62 for the 500 nm x 500 ^m plate. The 
deflection-sensitivities of the sensors were calculated as 
6.407 A/Pa for the 120 \xm x 120 (im plate and 68.27 
A/Pa    for   the    500    [im    x    500    \im    plate. 
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Fig. 3 Cross-section through YY showing the 
junction- isolated lead from the photodiode to 
the bonding pad 

The current sensitivities were estimated to be 0.0183 
%/Pa for the 120 urn x 120 um sensor and 0.195 
%/Pa for the 500 ^im x 500 um sensor. 

SENSOR   FABRICATION 
The first step in the fabrication involves the plasma 
etching of 1.2 um trenches in a <100> p-type silicon 
handle'wafer, as shown in Fig. 4A. The backside of the 
handle wafers are subjected to a high-dose blanket 
boron implant and drive-in. This provides an ohmic 
contact for the backside metallization for the 
photodiode contact and also ensures a good electrical 
contact during the electrochemical etch that is used to 
thin-back the device wafer. The photodiodes are then 
formed by a patterned implant of phosphorus (90KeV, 
5 X lO'^cm-2). The junction depth of the diodes fomied 
by the drive-in is xj = 2.1 um. A blanket boron field- 
implant (70 KeV. 8 X iC'cm'^) is perforated to 
prevent surface inversion and diode cross-talk. An oxide 
layer is then grown and patterned to electrically 
passivate the trench surfaces (the resulting structure is 
shown in Fig. 4B). The handle wafer is then contacted 
to a device wafer in a pure oxygen ambient to form a 
sealed cavity. The contacted wafer pair is subsequently 
annealed at 1100°C for 70 minutes, to strengthen the 
bond and allow the oxygen in the sealed cavity to react 
and create vacuum. The device wafer is then selectively 
thinned using a two step process (i) the wafer pair is 
ground and polished to remove about 450M.m of silicon 
from the device wafer (540 jim initial thickness); (ii) 
the device wafer is then electrochemically etched using 
a process similar to [7]. The device wafer next receives 

<I00>- P-Si Handle Wa/er 

~r=^ 
(A) 

Oxide Passivation 

<10Q> p-Si Device Wafer 

n-type 

p-Si Handle Wafer 

(C) 

n - rype Device Layer 

p-Si Handle Wafer 

in 
Aluminum Aluminum 

Fig. 4 Sensor fabrication sequence 

a patterned implant to improve the contact resistance 
(phos, 180 KeV, 5 x 10i^cm-2).The thinned-back wafer 
pair (shown in Fig. 4D) is metallized (5000A 
aluminum) to form the frontside and backside electrical 
contacts. The final step involves the plasma etching of 
the device layer to release the microstructures, resulting 
in a floating element suspended over a shallow cavity, 
as shown in Fig. 4E. A top view SEM photo of the 
sensor is shown in Fig. 5. 

TESTING  AND  RESULTS 
The sensors were first tested to evaluate the electrical 
characteristics of the photodiodes. The diodes exhibited 
ideality factors of unity in forward bias and reverse 
breakdown voltages of 45 V. The sensors were then 
packaged in a PMMA plug and tested in a specially 
designed laminar flow cell as shown in Fig. 6. The 
wall        shear       stress        in        the        channel 



Fig. 5 SEM photo of a 120 am x 120 ^m 
floating - element sensor 
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Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of the flow cell 

is obtained from a momentum balance as [2] 
T -^4£ (5) 

where h is the channel height, AP is the pressure drop 
which is measured across a length of L, using a 
differential pressure transducer. The pressure drop along 
the channel was confirmed to be linear by measuring the 
drop using six pressure taps located along the length of 
the channel. By adjusting the inlet pressure using a 
pressure regulator, shear stresses of different magnitudes 
can be generated. Figure 7 shows the measured differential 
photocurrent as  a function of the  wall  shear  stress. 

u.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Will Shear stress (Pi) 

1.0 1.2 

Fig. 7 Measured differential photocurrent versus 
shear stress 

measured using a 0.5 mW, 670nm laser source, for a 120 
um X 120 ^.m sensor. The measured sensitivity of 0.077 
%/Pa corresponds to a theoretical sensitivity of 
0.0183%/Pa. The difference in sensitivities is most likely 
due to the narrowing of the tethers (6 ^m width as 
opposed to the designed 10 um width) during plasma 
etching. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, we have developed a new process for a 

micromachined shear-stress sensor with an optical-based 
detection scheme. The sensors have l?een tested in a 
calibrated flow environment and have demonstrated the 
ability to measure shear stresses of interest for low-speed 
wind tunnel research. 
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A Wafer-Bonded Floating-Element Shear Stress 
Microsensor with Optical Position 

Sensing by Photodiodes 
Aravind Padmanabhan, Howard Goldberg, Kennedi D. Breuer, and Manin A. Schmidt 

Abstract—This paper discusses a noninvasive sensing technique 
for the direct measurement of low-magnitude shear stresses in 
laminar and turbuient air flows. The sensing scheme detects the 
How-induced in-plane displacement of a microfabricated floating- 
eiement structure (500 iim x 500 p.m x 7 fun), using integrated 
photodiodes. The wail-mounted floating-element sensors were 
fabricated using a wafer-bonding technology. The sensors were 
calibrated in a custom-designed laminar flow cell and subse- 
quently shown to be able to transduce shear stresses of 0.01 Pa 
during tests in a low-speed wind tunnel. [186] 

I. LNTRODUCTION 

WHENEVER there is a relative motion berween a surface 
and a fluid, the surface a.xperiences a resultant force 

due to the interaction. The interacuon between the surface and 
the fluid can be described in terms of the stresses at the fluid- 
surface interface. The stresses acting on the body are: 1) shear 
stress, -jj. acting tangenciaJ to the surface and in the direcuon 
of the flow and 2) normal stress or pressure (Pw) acting normal 
to the sunace. In many applications the measurement of 
wall shear stress provides valuable informadon about viscous 
drag, transidon to turbulence, flow separadon. and other flow 
phenomena. Tne measurement of shear stress can also be used 
as a means of derecuon of turbulent structures [1] and. hence, 
shear stress sensors are good candidates for use in the acdve 
control of turbulent flows. In air flows (at low-to-moderate 
speeds and at atmospheric pressure condidons) the shear stress 
typically ranges from 0.1-10 Pa. Tnis paper discusses the 
design, fabricadon. and tesdng of micromachined sensors for 
low-magnitude shear stress measurement in air flows. These 
sensors will have a measurement range of 0-10 Pa and a 
resoludon of O.I Pa. 

Fig. 1 schemadcally illustrates the origin of shear stress in 
a two-dimensional (2-D) boundary layer. The magnitude of 
the wall shear stress is proponional to the gradient of the flow 
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velocity at the surface and can be written as 

;^ ■(-) (1) 

where the constant of propordonality fi is the dynamic viscos- 
ity of die fluid and U is die streamwise velocity. In a turbulent 
flow Tyj can be written as the sum of a_mean shear and a 
fluctuadng shear r'^. The mean shear stress is related to die 
overall state of the flow and can be used to determine average 
propenies like drag on surfaces. The fluctuating component 
of the shear is a footprint of the individual unsteady flow- 
structures that transfer momentum to the wall and is a good 
indicator of the turbulence activity within the flow. It is 
desirable that any sensor designed to measure wall shear 
stress in a turbulent flow be capable of measuring bodi diese 
components accurately. The typical characteristic leng± scale 
{() and time scale (i) in low-speed turbulent air flows are 
given as [2] 

£=9 Re 1/3 

uJ 

where Re^ is die Reynolds number based on die momenmm 
diickness, u is die kinematic viscosity of air. and U is the free- 
stream velocity. Using typical values for Re^ and U for the 
low-speed wind tunnel at .MIT (Re^ = 5000 and U = 20 m/s) 
we get i = 20 nm and t = 25 p.s [1]. Thus, to minimize 
spatial and temporal averaging effects wall-mounted shear 
stress sensors need to be very small in size and have a high 
temporal resoludon. 

Most of die conventional (not micromachined) techniques 
for shear stress measurements are inadequate for this ap- 
plication due to dieir poor spatial and temporal resolution. 
Also, many of diese sensors yield indirect measurements, 
i.e.. they depend on correlations to relate the measured flow 
properties to die wall shear stress [3]. Hence, the accuracy 
of the calculated shear stress depends on the accuracy and 
the validity of the empirical and semi-empirical correlations. 
Tne shortcomings of conventional measurement techniques 
can be overcome by die use of silicon-micromachined sen- 
sors. We have previously presented work on floating-element 
shear stress sensors (direct measurement techniques) based on 
both piezoresisdve [4] and capacitive [5] readout schemes. 
The measurement of low-magnimde shear stress requires ex- 
tremely high sensitivity to detect small forces {0{nN)) and 

1057-7157/96S05.00 © 1996 IEEE 
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Fig. 1.    Schemacic diagram illustradng the origin of shear saess in a 2-D boundary layer. 

corresponding small displacements (0(A)). In such a low 
shear-stress environment, the percentage change in resistance 
{AR/R) of piezoresistive sensors is very small and is typically 
below the threshold level that can be effectively measured. 
In addition, environmental exposure in a wind tunnel facility 
can impose high levels of drift on high impedance, capacitive 
readout schemes. 

In response to these limitations we have developed a new 
sensing scheme based on a floating-element shutter and inte- 
grated photodiodes. Tne details of the sensing principle are 
discussed in the next section. The sensors were fabricated 
using a process similar to [6], as described in Section DI. 
The calibration of ±e sensors was performed in a specially 
designed laminar calibration flow cell. Tne sensors were then 
tested in a low-speed wind tunnel at MIT. Tne measurement 
procedure and the test results are described in Section IV. The 
sensors meet the performance requirements for operation in 
low-speed laminar and turbulent boundary layers (shear stress 
range ~ 0-10 Pa. shear stress resolution ~ 0.1 Pa). 

n. SENSING PRJN'CIPLE .AND SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS 

A. Sensing Principle 

The sensing principle is based on a floating-element optical 
shuner and integrated photodiodes as shown in Fig. 2. The 
sensor is comprised of a floating-element structure suspended 
by four tethers, as shown in the top view in Fig. 2. A pair 
of photodiodes are located under the floating element on the 
leading and trailing edge. The sensor is subjected to uniform 
illumination from a laser source located above the floating 
element. In the absence of any fluid flow, the exposed area 
of the rwo photodiodes (to the incident light) is the same (the 
photocurrents are also the same), and hence the differential 
photocurrent A/photo is zero. In the presence of a flow, the 
floating element deflects under the action of the wall shear 
stress. This results in an increase in the exposed area on the 
leading-edge diode and a decrease in area in the trailing-edge 
diode. The resulting differential photocurrent is proponional 
to the magnimde and sign of the wall shear stress. That is 

A/, photo oc r^ (2) 

It must be noted that for (2) to be valid, the incident 
light intensity for the two photodiodes must be the same. 

In a high-speed turbulent flow or if the flow is heated (or 
cooled), diffraction of the light by the flow may result in 
a nonuniform incident illumination. This is not an issue for 
our currenr experiments since all the data presented in this 
paper are based on experiments in low-speed flows that are 
at ambient temperamre. Also, since the spacing between the 
photodiodes is small, the effect of the diffraction of the light 
on the performance of the sensor would be minimal. 

B. Sensor Dimensions and Sensirivin 

Tne magnimde of the photocurrent that is generated as a 
result of the incident photon flux J^ux is given as [7] 

h 
■hu.^q{l - r){l - e-^-'^} 

hc/X 
*diode (3) 

where q is the electronic charge, CSQ is the absorption coef- 
ficient {m~'^).vj the width of the absorbing region (typically 
the p-n Junction depletion width), h is Planck's constant, A is 
the wavelength of the incident photons, c is the speed of light 
in air, r is reflectivity of the diode surface, and .4diode is the 
exposed area of the diode. 

Using (3), the differential photocurrent normalized by the 
average photocurrent (sensitivinf), when the floating-element 
deflects, can be shown to be equal to 

A/photo _       2^ 

■'phot w,. (4) 
diode 

where S is the in-plane deflection of the floating element, 
^'diode is the exposed width of the photodiode (as shown 
in Fig. 2), and /photo is the photocurrent of die diode when 
r^ = 0. It can be seen from (4) that the sensitivity of the 
photodiode (A/photo/Zphoto) is proportional to the deflection 
of the floating element and is inversely proportional to the 
exposed width. It must be noted that the smallest value of 
Wdiode chat can be achieved is limited by the fabrication 
process. 

The floating-element area is fixed from the desired spatial 
and temporal resolution of the sensor. Process considerations 
impose dimensions oi t = 7 nm, W^iode = ~ 1^^ for the 
sensors. In order to achieve the range of sensitivities and 
bandwidths required for testing in low-shear environments, 
sensors of two different floating-element sizes—120 fj,m x 
120 nm and 500 fim x 500 ^m—were fabricated. 

"4 
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Fig. 2.    Schematic diasram illuscniting Uie sensing principle. Electrical leads ajid other saucrures adjacent io the sensor art not shown in this figure. 

The wavelength of the incident light source is chosen so 
as to maximize the absorption of photons at the depth of the 
depletion region of the photodiodes. Also, the wavelength is 
such that the 1-ij.m-rhick floating-element acts as a shuner for 
the light and that light strikes the diodes only through the 
exposed areas in the device wafer. In order to minimize the 
permrfaation of the flow field in the vicinity of the sensor, 
the bonding pads (for electrical contact to the sensor chip) 
were located sufficiently downstream of the flow, as shown in 
Fig. 3. Fig. 3 also illustrates the top and cross-sectional views 
of the junction-isolated lead from the floating-element to the 
bonding pad. The lead lengths from the two photodiodes were 
matched, so that the leakage currents from the two photodiodes 
would be equal. 

C. Mechanical Characteristics 

The stiffness k of the sensors can be estimated from a 
mechanical modeling of the sensor structure. The tethers 
can be modeled as clamped-clamped beams subjected to a 
distributed load and a central point load. The distributed load 
is the direct shear on the tethers, while the point load is the 
effect of the resultant force (due to the wall shear) on the 
floating element. For a beam under such loading conditions. 
the force-deflection (F-5) relationship can be evaluated using 

the principle of superposition as [8] 

-? = 4.Esit 

{LtlW,)H 1 
■L,W, 

(5) 

where F = r^L^W^.Esi is elastic modulus of silicon, 
LfWt, and t are the length, width, and thickness of the 
tethers, respectively, and L^ and W^, are the length and width 
of the floating element, respectively. Using (4) and (5), the 
sensitivities for the two different plate sizes were estimated. 
For a shear stress of 1 Pa the percentage change in the 
photocurrent is 0.0183% for the 120 /xm x 120 ^tm sensor 
and 0.195% for the 500 urn x 500 /zm sensor. Hence the 
sensitivities of the sensors are 0.0183%/Pa for the 120 /zm x 
120 jj,m sensor and 0.195%/Pa for the 500 /xm x 500 nm 
sensor. 

Tne resonant frequency of the sensor can be estimated by 
modeling the sensor element and the tethers as a spring- 
dashpot system (single degree of freedom and second-order 
system). The governing equation of motion for such a system 
can be shown to be 

d^x       dx     ,        _ 
(6) 
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where x is the displacement, m is the mass, c is the damping 
coefficient, k the spring constant, and F is the forcing term, 
which in this case is the wall shear force. Equation (6) can be 
solved to obtain the resonance frequency /^ of this system as 

fr (7) 

The resonance frequencies for the two different floating- 
element sizes can be estimated from (7) by substituting for 
the spring constant k from (5) and using m = p,iLtWgt, 
where p,,- is the density of silicon. 

The quality factor Q of resonance for this system is given as 

0 = 
2^ 

(8) 

where ^ is the damping ratio and is denned as the ratio of the 
damping coefficient c of the system to the critical damping 
coefficient Cc. The critical damping coefficient for such a 
second-order system is given as Cc = 'iVkm [9]. 

The damping coefficient c for in-plane oscillations of the 
floating element can be estimated using a slide-film damping 
model. The flow in the gap under the plate can be modeled as 
a Couene flow. In such a system, for small values of gap g, 
the damping coefficient can be shown to be [9] 

^in-plane — 
f^UL.w,: 

(9) 
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Fig. -i.    Sensor fabrication sequence. 

The value of g for the present desip is 1.2 pm. as shown 
in Fig. 2. It must be noted that the damping generated by the 
ambient fluid above the floating element is small at low and 
moderate frequencies (<15 kHz). Using ij = 500 ^im, Wt = 
10 nm. t = 7 fj.m and the material propenies of silicon E,i = 
170 GPa and p,i = 2328 Kg/m^, the quality factor Q and the 
damping ratio .^'in-piane (= Cin-piane/cc) for the two plate sizes 
can be obtained. Table I lists these values. It can be seen that 
the sensor response for in-plane oscillations is underdamped 

L 
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Fig. 3. SEM pho[o of a 120 iim x r:0 /im x 7 ftm aoaciiig-«!emenc 
sensor. The tether ends have been cropped to clearly show the details of 
the floatino-eieiTient strjcture. 

(i.n- < 1). .Accurate esnmacion or c-.n-piane may require 
the modeling of the flow in the gap as Stokes flow [10]. It 
has been shown that for a thin air film (o < 2 ^m), however, 
the energy dissipation behavior of a Couetie-type damper 
becomes identical to that of a Stokes-type damper [11]. It 
must also be noted that the above-described analysis typically 
underestimates the value of c.>.-pia.-.e. ^d hence ^;n-piane- 
This is because of a zero pressure gradient assumption in 
Lhe gap and also since fluid loading and edge effects have 
been neglected. Moreover, since the gap size is small, the 
mean free path of the air molecules becomes significant with 
respect to the gap thickness. Under such conditions a slip flow 
situation e.xists at the boundaries [12]. This will also affect the 
calculated value of ^in-piane ^d has not been accounted for 
in this analysis. 

For normal osciilations of the floating element, the damping 
coefficient c can be estimated using a squeeze-film model 
for the fluid in the gap. It can be shown that the damping 
coefficient for such oscillations is given as [13] 

= 8.35 /ia:r V ^'. (10) 

Substituting values for different parameters, the values of 
^„„,^^i (='c„orr:,ai/cc) for both the plate sizes are obtained 
as shown in Table I. The normal oscillauons are highly over- 
damped (^norrnai » D- Therefore, pressure fluctuations (which 
produce a common-mode signal) in a turbulent boundary layer 
are not likely to cause resonance of the sensor strucmre. 

The above analysis for Cnormai assumes the fluid in the gap 
to be incompressible. It has been shown that for squeeze 
numbers (<T = (12 n^n^LDHg-Pa), where u is the plate 
oscilladon frequency and A is the ambient pressure) less 
than 0.2 the fluid in the gap behaves like an incompressible 
fluid [14]. For the present case a = 0.137 for the 120 ;xm 
sensor and (T = 2 for the 500 pm sensor at I-kHz plate 
oscillation frequency. Hence, the incompressible assumption 
is valid for the 120-;im sensor and not for the 50Q-fj.m sensor 
at 1-kHz oscillation frequency. It must also be noted that this 
analysis overestimates the value of ^normal since slip flow 
conditions existing at the boundaries have been neglected. 
Table I summarizes all the above mentioned theoretical sensor 
parameters. 

HI. SENSOR F.-^LBRiCAnoN 

Tne first step in the fabrication process involves a high 
dose blanket boron implant and drive-in _of the backside of 
a (100) p-type silicon handle wafer. This'provides an ohmic 
contact for the backside metallization for the photodiode 
contact and also ensures a good electrical contact during the 
electrochemical etch that is used to thin-back the device wafer. 
The next step involves the plasma etching of 1.2-^m trenches 
in the handle wafer, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The photodiodes are 
then formed by a patterned implant of phosphorus (90 KeV, 
5x10^^ cm"-). The junction depth of ±e diodes formed by the 
drive-in (which is the same as the bonding anneal step) is Xj = 
2.1 ij,m. An oxide layer is then grown and panemed to elec- 
trically passivate the trench sunaces [the resulting structure is 
shown in Fig. 4(b)]. The handle wafer is then contacted to a 
device wafer in a pure oxygen ambient to form a sealed cavity. 
The contacted wafer pair is subsequentiy annealed at 1100 °C 
for 70 min to strengtiien the bond and aUow the oxygen in die 
sealed cavity to react and create a vacuum [15], as shown in 
Fig. 4(c). The device wafer is then selectively thinned using 
a two step process: 1) the wafer pair is ground and polished 
to remove about 450 jim of silicon from the device wafer 
(540 fj.m initial thickness); and 2) the device wafer is then 
electrochemically etched using the process in [16], leaving 
tiie n-type layer. The top surface of the device wafer is then 
subjected to a phosphorus implant (180 KeV, 5 x 10^^ cm~^) 
to provide an ohmic contact during metallization. It must be 
noted that the device wafer is implanted in all regions except 
on the floating element. The thinned-back wafer pair [shown 
in Fig. 4(d)] is then metallized (5000 A Aluminum) to form 
the frontside and backside electrical contacts. The frontside 
metal is patterned using a lift-off process [Fig. 4(e)]. The final 
step involves the plasma etching of the device layer to release 
the microstrucnires, resulting in a floating element suspended 
over a shallow cavity, as shown in Fig. 4(0- A top view SEM 
photo of the sensor is shown in Fig. 5. 

IV. SENSOR TESTING 

A. Electrical Funcrionaliry 

The sensors were first tested to evaluate the electrical 
characteristics of the photodiodes. The diodes e.xhibited ide- 
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TABLE I 
SuTviMARV OF CALCULATED SENSOR PARA-VIETERS 

QUANTTTY 120 Jim SENSOR 500 yun SENSOR 

Floating element size 
(length, width, thicioiess) 120 (imx 120iiinx7y.m 500 pjn X 500 |jun X 7 jiiD 

Tether din^ensions 
(length, width, thickness) 500 p.m X 10 lira x 7 iim 500p.mx I0nmx7)im 

Stiffness, k •''' 5 N/m 33.6 N/m 

Resonant Frequency,  f. 52 kHz 16 kHz 

Current Sensitivicv. ^pfo.c/'photo 0.0183 %/Pa 0.195 ^o/Pa 

Damping rado for in-plane 
oscillations, c^,.^,^^ 1.5 X icr' 5x 10-' 

Damping rano for normal 
oscillations, c,^^^ 6.5 X 10^ l.Sx 10* 

Pulse Generator 
Laser Source 
mW, 670nm) 

Aluminum 
Plate 

Regulator Vj-' 
DifTerenrial Pressure 

Transducer 
Flow Inlet (AP) 

DifTerential I-V Converter 
Phase-Locked on Drive 
Frequency 

Fig. 6.    Schematic diagram of the iaminai-cilibration flow cell. 

ality factors of unity in forward bias and reverse breakdown 
voltages of 45 V. 

B. Calibration Cell Design 

The sensors were then packaged in a P.VIMA plug and 
tested in a specially designed laminar-calibration flow cell as 
shown in Fig, 6. The wall shear stress (in the flow cell) for a 
fully developed laminar channel flow can be evaluated from 
a momentum balance as [17] 

h iVP 
2    I 

(U) 

where h is the channel height and AP is the pressure drop, 
measured across a length of L. All the calibration cell experi- 
ments are based on small pressure ratios (PiniecZ-Poutiet < 1-1) 
and Reynolds number (based on channel height) less than 
1000. Under such conditions, the flow in the channel is 
laminar and incompressible. Also, care was taken to provide 
a "smooth" inlet of the flow into the channel and to minimize 
any entrance effects. The maximum entrance length for the 
entire calibration range was calculated and all the static pres- 
sure taps were located beyond this maximum entrance length. 
Hence, the pressure (and therefore shear stress) measurements 
were made in a fully developed channel flow. 
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Fig. 7.    Schemanc diagram of the measurement scheme. 
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Fig. 8.    Sensor response in the calibranon flow cell. 

For a fully developed laminar flow (which is incompress- 
ible), the pressure distribution in the channel (excluding the 
entrance region) should be linear. The pressure drop along 
the channel was confirmed to be linear by measuring the 
pressure using six pressure taps (all six are not shown in Fig. 6) 
located along the length of the channel. By adjusting the inlet 
pressure using a pressure regulator, different values of pressure 
drops and hence shear stresses of different magnimdes were 
generated. 

C. Measurement Circuit 

The low-magnitude photocurrent from the sensor is con- 
verted into an output voltage using a differential I-V converter 
employing an amplimde modulation scheme. A schematic 
diagram of the measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 7. 
The laser output is modulated using a square carrier wave 
a function generator. The differential photocurrent from the 
sensor is convened to a voltage using a differential I-V 
converter. This voltage output along with the square carrier 
wave are the inputs to a demodulator. The output of the 
demodulator is then filtered using a low-pass filter (/comer = 
100 Hz). For measurement in laminar flows, the recorded 
voltage output is the dc voltage obtained after filtering the 
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Fig. 9.    Output voltage in a laminar boundary layer, using the same sensor 
as in Fis. 8 with an additional gain of 100. 
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Fig. 10. Composite plot of the data from Figs. 8 and 9 showing that the 
sensor has the same sensitivity for both the calibration ceil and wind tunnel 
tests. 

demodulator output. In turbulent flows, the recorded voltage 
output is the output of the demodulator. 

D. Calibration Cell Testing 

Fig. 8 shows the output voltage (measured using the scheme 
described above) as a function of the wall shear stress, 
measured using a 7-mW, 670-nLm laser source, for a 500 ^im x 
500 fj.m sensor. The sensor response is linear over the mea- 
surement range. The measured sensitivity of the sensor agrees 
well with the theoretical sensitivity. 

E. Wind Tunnel Testing 

The 500 fxm x 500 ^m sensor was tested in the low- 
speed, low-turbulence wind tunnel at MIT. The sensor plug 
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was mounted on a circular port tSat was in cum mounted on 
a circular window on the wall of the wind tunnel. The laser 
was located on a traverse, close to the opposite wall of the 
wind tunnel. The laser spot position relative to the sensor 
was adjusted by moving the computer-controlled traverse. 
The output leads from the sensor were connected to an A/D 
automated data acquisition system. 

Fig. 9 shows the sensor response in a laminar boundary 
layer plotted versus the calculated wall shear stress. This is 
the same sensor that was calibrated in Fig. 8, but with an 
additional gain of 100. The sensor response is linear over the 
entire measurement range. It can be seen from Fig. 10. which 
is a composite plot of the data from Figs. 8 and 9, that the 
sensor has ±e same sensitivity in the wind tunnel as measured 
in the calibration cell. The sensor was able to transduce shear 
stresses of 0.01 Pa and lower in a laminar boundary layer. This 
is two orders of magnimde lower than what we have measured 
before using micromachined sensors [4]. It must be noted that 
the shear stress values were calculated for a Blasius boundary 
layer (this was independendy confirmed) on the walls of the 
wind mnnel and using the free stream velocity measured by 
a Pitot rube. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have developed a new process for a micro- 
machined shear stress sensor with an optical-based detection 
scheme. Tne sensors have been tested in a calibrated flow 
environment and have demonstrated the ability to measure 
shear stresses of 0.01 Pa during wind tunnel tests. 

We have measured the response of the sensor to be linear 
upto shear stresses of 5 Pa. Experiments are currently under- 
way to measure the sensor response at higher shear stresses 
and to measure the spectra of the wall shear in high Reynolds 
number flows (in the low-speed wind tunnel). New sensor 
designs are also being developed to minimize the sensitivity 
of the sensor to noriuniform incident illumination. 

The optical shear stress sensor described in this paper is 
useful for sensing applications in wall-bounded flows where 
the laser source can be mounted on a wall opposite to the 
sensor. The present design (of having a separate light source 
for the sensor) will have to be modified for sensing in external 
flows. 
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ABSTRACT 

;. -f neat iroponance for 
Measurement of s*''^^^'^," a^'d for^irbulent boundary 

polymer extrusion pmcess con^'^J„^,i ^search. Tjus pag 
layer modeling and control tcffw^ ^^ ,^^, and inixect 

^ow coooc 1,*!S"«". Tte W.S d™ » ft^toB *= 

INTRODUCTION 

Howofnuidoverati^ds^^-^P;^^^^^^^^^ 

stress (.w) o" ^^"f^r^l'S;^" Sl^n"^--^^ ^^ "^ 
is schemadcally ^us^^^^ f^ ^, P„ by 
Figure 1. where the shear stie       6- ^^ 

x^ a (fluid viscosity) X (shear rate ) = H • l^-g^j 

research applic-^"'^?-*"=p^/' ^i) that^allow flow FOP^^ 
^hear-stress sensors (as "«,"|^,,1J A basic extrusion process 
Sa^ modeled, ^.^^ =°^SKw n^terial intD a produa rf 
Wvcs the convenion of a smame ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^ „ 
c™«-ific cross secnon by forc">g tnc "^ jj sensors can be 
KdeVcontroUedcondinonsll].  Shc^s^   „ear-wall fluid 

SUS^ extruders ^°,f=«!^^ or a ^^ ^^^^' ^'A velocity profile is ^=H-undcrst°od wr a^     composition of the 
Mc^ give an indication of Aechermw^^^ ^^^ 

wSmcr.  For wind tunnel ^se^h^ ^^ ^ut the near-waU 
^^cxtend significantly into ^^if*,^^     production and 

.ncnrc   would   provide   valuable 
amounted   shear-stress^ sensors   wo^^^.^^P^^^, ,^^ 

instrumentanon for ^^'^^'^Ij^^o'^ instantaneous shear rates to 
^y^characteristics ^mce th^ ^»°^ '^^ ^, is a well-tabulated 
be^ determinedCsince JfJ^^f^^on microfabricated floating- 
Jarameter). "^^ffilSS-stress measurements) and hot- eleinent sensors [3] (for direct snc measurements) tha 
wi^ anemometers (for ^"'^^'^ir^uirements of cotximerci^ meet the performance and packagingre^QQ   j^p^_   high 

,\^.,   extruders   (high   shear sue:. low-spccd 

1 Pa) .      f     ,Ke«r microfabricated shear-stress 
^"  It is imperative for *","L'^'="cicctrical connections to 

sensors hat the'transducer sn^=^^*4 ^''not form protrusions 
't^c sensor chip, ^^f'j'^^'^ix^^ the flow chaiactensucs 
^T=^e°"sy^cmTn" ^hf iic^uy o^ Je wf l-u-^-so. 
°NJi<?oma'ch^ing P^nnits Jcf bncano^ °qS?nt, however 
^""ctures that are =S°J es afroScm. Previously, designeis 
.i-ctricalconnecnon often poses dH      .^^   g^i ^his concern by 
of v^l mounted flow «nsors have a^»^ ^^.^j^ ^„,^p„o 
urilTring enlarged cl^P^'"^ °^j° Wownlnram' [3 - 6], or by 
S tiie bonding pads s"f^^",="^y,-u°^es that require unique 
Sem--g -'Ss nS""SSra?vS!^ backside elecmca^ 
transducer "^^'"^^ ];LXw the transducer elements to be m 
contact scheme would also allow " environment   while 
intimate contact with ^^^'J'i^/olvsical isolation between 
K^eously maintaining =l"^=^,iEnient. but it does not 
th^electrical leads and the sensing "^i^ ^.^^ ^^ ^^ now 
fnlcifically require an in':^"'^ .'"^'"s with backside elecmcal 
2n or   sSera! types of .^^^'d'heyhare employed junction- 

method [U]. 

Fl-OW 
wall-mounted sensor 

u      ,> of a wall-mounted shear-stress sensor for 
^   2S;inIS^m?^s^^^nowcharacter.sncs. 

■ Jt..±g!^£g!l±:^ ''-'^ ^!"'' ^"' 

SENSOR DESIGN 

Floating-Element Shear-Stress Sensor ^^^ ^_^^ ^^^^^^ 

The noating-element f^«=^^^sing^"'<SsS silicon and 
contacts was rnicrofabncat^ "^ <100^ sin|   cry 
the structure is schemat cMiy sn clement", which can 
coJSti of a tethered Pl^«/^^ Sr a shear load against the 
Sace laterally (as a ngid body) "il?f^A,5s^re drop across the 

^:£g force of |°Xi?floi unde'^^t^^^^ platc. but Jie shear 
clement induces some nuidnow^      ^^^ ^ ^1=°*'?''!^t is 
stress generated on the ooiio™ floating clement is 

<^tether °° "4 A.ether . .    .  , 
r,     ■„ -ii-ment plate and Aicthei u      A ,„ is the area of the floaung-clement pi 

where Aplate « tnc j^rtustor Workshof 
Solid-StatB sensor and ^<=^^^l°'        ,gg. 

.       HUm Head, sett. Caroum, June ^3^• 
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is the cross-sectional area of the tether.   The resulting strain is 
transduced thrtjugh the two piezoresistive tethcn (one und^oe. 

s^SSr^'^'e'^H^ ''^" 'f ''' ^'''^ underg"oes tensile S 

¥ = Getether=G^ 

where etcther is the axial strain in a tether; G and £<;,• are the eau^e 

Ssie°cti"dy^For"'a^h^frr 'V°> -gle-c^^^iSoS respecnvely. For a half-bndge readout configuration (as shown in 
Figure 2), the output response (AVout) is Une^ and is J^inl^ 

^Vout = 
^applied Q A plate 

8A tether ^Si 

r,n.« \j^f7 ''"' ?^^'' °^ '^'^•" sensitivities and dynamic ranges needed for polymer extrusion, two plate sizes^re 
fabncattd (120 nm x 140 ^m and 500 am x 500 mn) Bv dS 
increasing the plate size, it is possible To m^eTs^^nfor w^S 

m^t^IlLL':' """"^"^ ""^^'^ ^- -"^ tunnef t'buTence 

Hot-Wire Anemometers 

m cromachined anemometer devices ri5   161   hut i„ fn^t"" 
uahzes backside electrical contacts foryush-miunring"h:tS 

Flow   —^ 
Direction^ 

Cross-section through 1-1' 

A!"i!^,^i;f ^'''r'^'= °^ *= !'°^-^ anemometer chip. (Notation- 
i:"chor^') '"'"' ^= ^^'^''^ '=°°^«' C= nScT^stnictS; 

nii^f IV *^'^^'""n«l- The two resistive hot-wire elements are 
onenttd at 90-degrees with respect to each other. By^i^^ 
both the common-mode and diffeirntial convective cioSHf 
aneiiiometer pair, we can infer both the magnitude and^non of 
resistive J^HHH''' '"^^^r^^^S no reverse fl^ X resistive nucrobndges. which form the hot-wire elements have a 
nominal widrfi of 5 (im, a nominal thickness of 5 iW^d'lSs 
which vary (65 fnn. 130 Um, 325 fim, and 650 i)S s« boSe 
sensitivity and dynamic operating range of ^ de>^ces T^e 
resistive microbridges arc electrically isolated from the hanSe 
wafer substrate and they ait suspended 1 ,imrabov" Se hSSe 
wafer (providing thennal isolation from the^bsmS AlsTSe 
backside contacts provide a relatively large surfkce Irea for 

^ctT."J"^ ^^'"'° K°^'=" "■^"^"" the^silfc^'Sc^b^idS anchors and the sihcon substrate. This minimizes the Darasitic 
Joule heaung of the silicon microbridge anch™lSL^^» 
Figure 3), which can influence the overall spatial and temTCiS 
™^ZM,°^^* anemometer chip. TTie lat^ gapTar^iSdS 
microbndge structure are nominally 5 m wide, wWch is much les! 
than the smaUest mrbulent lengtii ^e of moit^nrtSni^els 
(approxmiately 35 m at 20 m/s). Thus, any flow ^^atiSs 
due to the sensor can be safely ignored. ? "o^ perrurtsanons 

FABRICATION 

,»,.™, ,7° ^'^^ ^^, process, a <100>^ilicon handle wafer is 

microstiucture will reside, is formed on the front side of the wafe 

thinning (ECE). is formed on the back side of the wafer   TTie 
wafer is coated with LPCVD siUcon nitride and Ac b£k iidci! 
IT.Z'^. T"^ T^"^ P ^J?P°« ^« ^^0'^^ that ^^f fo™ *e V a 
^KOH&on^  •c°'^J" HP»e4A.   Anisotropic silicon eTchkig 
(KOH.H2O) IS used to form the through-wafer via holes 
Figure 4B shows the handle wafer after the expoS oSSe afS 
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' OTCture is shown ^n Figure 4C). ngurc ^.^^ ^^ ^ 
?^^,f the handle wafer is bonded U 'i w " ,5 ^^j ihick). 

Hcvice w^rwhich contains a "-ryP^ f ^^^^^g Si dopcTt" form 

dose phosphorus implant ^^^ Pf "°,hile the piezorcsisnve tether 
Jreate the n+ diffusion \"«^=°""f„\* hiy-d°^d- The suspended 
Sions axe masked so they «^^"\l^§5'gy dry etching and it was 
ensor smictur. has been rekasd usmg^.^O' ^^^^^..^      s.onal 

S2nroSnfl^'?-3^=^Tadr 
SciUtaVec'^Temal lead attachment. 

Silicon Nitride        Oxidc Gap    Silicc^n Oxide^ 

'(fediMdViaSidewall 
(C) 

Device 
Wafer 

Handle 
Wafer' 

j,. process yielded ^9^:^^^':::^^^.^:::^^ 
and hot-film ^^'^'^^'J'^^^S.rSis 5 mm by 5 mm 
Scrosmicmrcs. 3^»„f^f;SSrica«d device is shown in and a photo^icro^ph of a ■mcrot      ^ ^j^^^^^_    ^hc 

Figure 5 for a l^ ^J"J^ J^e kTthe shear-stress sensor and 
anemometer chip is ^^/^^^""cmcnts. as shown in the 
SScro°^pV^ofFiSrcTL*=325-^long^c™r.s.^^ 

Figure 5: Photomicro 
shear-stress sensor. 

graph of a microfabricated floating-clement 

Figure 4: Sensor fabiicanon sequence. Figure  6:  Photomicrograph of a 
anemometer chip. 

microfabricated hot-wire 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Electricai Functionality of the Devices 

. ""*,? sensOTs were probed to evaluate the electrical 
funcnonality of the backside contacts. The via resistance is 
composed of the ohnuc losses within the through-wafer polysUicon 
interconnect and the lateral sheet resistance of the silicon anchors 
for the suspended microstnicturcs. The via resistance was 
measured to be S 40 Q and it will not adversely affect performance 
of any of the sensors; the via resistance was calculated to be 
- 47 n with 99.2 % of this value attributed to the lateral sheet 
resistance of the silicon anchon. The via capacitance (i e via 
contact to handle wafer) was calculated to be 30 pF. 

The measured microbridge resistances for the anemometers 
and the tether resistances for the shear-stress sensor are listed in 
Table 1. All measured values are within the range of expected 
values (withm the accuracy imposed by the via resistances and 
process tolerances). Figure 7 shows typical measured current- 
voltage charactcnsncs of a microfabricated anemometer during no- 
flow conditions. The curvature of the measured voltage curve (at 
the higher bias currents) demonstrates Joule heating of the 
microrcsistor. The incremental resistance, derived from the 
measmtd current-voltage characteristics, is also shown in Figure 7 
Two features of this incremental resistance can be highlighted 
First   the resistance increases due to the reduction in carrier 

7°^"^ ff^^'^^u'' ^•??"- v='=°"'^ ^' ^'Sh enough temperature 
t- yyu - luuu L), the silicon becomes intrinsic and the resistance 
decreases due to the extra thennaUy generated carriers. The linear 
TCR of the film was found to be (2.2 ± 0.4) X 10 -3 / 'C which is 
comparable to previously published data for the TCR of 
homogeneously-doped silicon samples ((1.24 - 2.13) X 10 "3 / 'C 
extracted from resistivity data presented in reference [19]). 

V,- u ^^ J*"' fabncation nin had a functional device yidrt 
which was directly related to the sensor lead count: there WM a 
36 % yield for the anemometer chips (composed of 2 adjacent hot 
wire elements that require 2 functional backside contact), a 50 % 
yield for the floating-element shear-stress sensors (rcqu^ 3 
funcuonal backside contacts for operation), and a 72 % ykld fc* 
tiie individual hot-wire elements (require only 2 backside conucu 
for operation) The dominant failure mode is clectricd IcaS 
conduction to the substrate. We are investigating this phenomenT 
and are exploring process options to improve the yield. 

Sensor Responses 

Floating-Element ^^hi-ar.'Stress Senior 
Sensors with exactly the same floating-element structures 

but with frontside electncal contacts, have been previS 
calibrated m a cone-and-plate viscometer and have shown 
exceUcnt agreement with the theoretical models [31. Those sensor^ 
had also survived an extrusion environment (up to 20 hn of 
processing time in a polyethylene resin which was temperatm- 
cyclcd to 220 =C and which achieved hydrostatic pressuSs^o7S 

Currently, the new electrically-functional sensors with 
backside contacts are being calibrated in viscometcrs and are being 
mounted in uidusmal polymer extruders to evaluate their use as 
^I^"l''u"™' monitors. Initial shear-stress responses have been 
obtained by mounting the senson in an uncalibrated nitrogen flow 

fn'^l^/rf «"^-T^" Hr"^ ''^.°"^ ^'^ ^ ^''^^ "=^P0"^ 's shown in f-igure 8. The ftffecnve shear stress was calculated from the 
sensor response, to be on the order of 350 Pa and the flow noise 
from manual closing of the flow valve was also transduced by the 
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Hot-Wire 
Element 
Lengths 

Average 
Measured 
Element 

Resistance 

Average 
Measured 
Tether #1 
Resistance 

Average 
Measured 
Tether #2 

Resistance 

Average 
Measured 

Half- 
Bridge 

Resistance 
65 um MCi 

1289 Q 1282 Q 2291 Q 130 Hm lilCl 
325 um 16^ d 
650 um   1    imCl   1 

Table 1: Average measured hot-wire clement resistances for 
vanous nucrobndge lengths (about 30 elements per microbridge 
length were measured) and average measured resistances of the 
piezoresisnve tethers of the shear-stress senson (about 22 sensors 
were measured). 

Hot-Wire Shear-.Sm-:'; SfP'^^ri 
fv. nMch'^ plastic plug package was designed to allow the sensors to 
^Jlj^m "^1° °"f, 'o^-^^bulence wind tunnel ITiere was 
a pre^lled channel to allow access to the backside wire leads of 
the sensor Wuxs were silver epoxied to the backside electrical 
contarts of the anemometer chips. The chips were flush-mounted 
into the chip recess of the plug and molding clay was used to fill in 
the gaps and to ensure that the chip surface was flush with the 
surface of the plug. The plugs fit into the precisely machined 
opemngs of a piasnc port flush-mounted into the wall of a flat plate 
(the plate forms a section of the wind tunnel wall), positioned 
where a clean laminar boundary layer flow is established (sensors 
were located approximately 1 meter from the sharp leading edge of 
the plate). Flow speeds varied from 1 - 20 m/s. 

For initial static calibration in a laminar boundary laver the 
sensors  were connected to standard constant-current drive 

3.0        4.0       j.o 

Bla* Curnit (mA) 

fnfr"  '^'-  l"^- '=''^"'^"«i« Of a 325-^lm  long  hot-wire 
anemometer dunng no-flow conditions at room temperature. 

^ 1.0013 

11 22 34 
Time Scale (sec) 

Figure 8: Response of floating-clement shear-stress sensor towards 
uncalibrated nitrogen flow (500 um X 500Km plate size, with 
V applied = 2 V). 
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wind Tunnel Flow (m/s) 
3.54 5.68 7.45 9.03 

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 

Calculated  Wall  Shear-Stress  (Pa) 

Figure 9: Characteristic laminar flow response of an anemometer 
chip (composed of two 325-|im long hot-wire elements). The 
calculated wall shear stress is referenced against the wind tunnel 
flow rate (scale is non-linear). 

circuitry [20] and the chips were manually oriented toward the 
flow as shown in Fignue 3. The anemometers are functional as 
velocity sensors and their responses (as in Figure 9) are 
characteristic of constant-current mode hot-wire anemometers [20]. 
We believe that the variation in the individual hot-wire responses 
can be attributed to a slight mis-alignment of the chip toward the 
flow stream. Because the laminar boundary layer was previously 
confirmed to be a Blasius boundary layer, wall shear stress can be 
inferred from the near-wall velocity profile (please refer to [21]), 
and the shear-stress responses of the sensors can also be 
determined (as shown in Figure 9). Since it was demonstrated that 
the anemometers with backside contacts are functional sensors, 
constant-temperature drive cireuitry is currently being designed to 
more effectively evaluate the dynamic response characteristics of 
the sensors and to allow measurements to be taken in turbulent 
boundary layers. 

CONCLUSION 

We demonstrate the feasibility of microfabricated floating- 
element and hot-wire anemometer shear-stress sensors with a novel 
backside contact scheme. The electrical functionality and initial 
response characteristics of both types of flush-mounted sensors 
were established. Currentiy, the calibrated response characteristics 
toward shear-stress fluctuations within a polymer extruder and a 
wind tunnel turbulent boundary layer are being experimentally 
determined for the floating-clement and hot-wire anemometer 
sensors, respectively. This new backside contact method readily 
lends itself to forming other microsensors (i.e. temperature and 
pressure), with backside contacts, that would expand the 
quantitative process-control arena for extrusion processes and 
would provide multi-sensor arrays for wind tunnel turbulence 
research. 
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ABSTRACT 
Various micro fabricated hot-wire anemotneten (L = 65 - 

650 Jim. W= 5 ^un. 1 = 5 \im) with backside electrical contacts 
were successfully developed using silicon wafer bonding and 
etch-back technology. These flush-mounted thermally-isolated 
devices are investigated for use as both senson and actuators for 
turbulent boundary layer research and control. The same 
fabrication scheme yielded microfabricated floating-element 
shear-stress sensors ( L = 140 - 500 ^lm. W= 120 - 500 jim. and 
T= 5 |im) with backside electrical contacts, which were 
previously developed for polymer extr\ision applications, and 
they will also be investigated for use as sensors for wind tunnel 
research. This new backside contact metbod readily lends itself 
to forming arrays of sensors as might be used in 'smart skia' 
applications for Oirbulence measurement and control. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Uo 

p 

Unit Reynolds number   % . 

Mean velocity. 

Turbulent friction velocity: \JVp   . 

Characteristic turbulent length scale: 
Absolute fluid viscosity. 
Fluid density. 

Wall shear stress. 

Fluid kinematic viscosity. 

/pu 

INTRODUCTION 
For many applications, it is important to measure, model and 

control flow panems within a turbulent boundary layer. Although 

the turbulent boundary layer may extend thousands of wall units 
(this characteristic length scale is y ) into the flow stream, the 
near-wall region is considered the most important area for the 
production and maintenance of the turbulence (Breuer 1993). It 
is in this near-wall region where the maximal turbulent 
fluctuations and Reynolds stresses occur, and where the mean 
shear is the strongest. It has been determined that a large 
percentage of the generated turbulence occurs during the bursting 
cycle (formation, liftup, and breakdown of Tow-speed streaks') in 
the near-wall region (Breuer 1993). Wall-tnounted sensors for 
measuring velocity fluctuations and shear-stress profiles, 
indicative of these bursting cycles, provide valuable 
instrumentation for modeling turbulence and flow patterns in 
many wind tunnel applications. These senson are also essential 
for the development algorithms for active controllers (Breuer 
1993) and to close the system loop for adaptive flight control. 
Eventually, various types of skin-mounted sensors for quantifying 
air flow properties would be useful for future aircraft engine- and 
flight-control systems, which currently require an increasing 
number of sensor and acmator devices (Prosser 1993). 

Silicon microfabrication has the potential of creating air flow 
senson of very small size, tow cost, and high performance and 
reliability.. It also enables the sensors to have the spatial and 
frequency resolution necessary for the measurement of flow 
within a Qirbulent boundary layer. Microfabricated sensors for 
measuring air flow at the wall have utilized hot-film/wire 
anemomeuy (Lafdahl etal. 1993, Mastrangelo 1991. Stemme 
1987, Tai & Muller 1987. and van Putten 1983), calorimetric 
flow sensing (Ohnsteia et al. 1990 and Wachutka et al. 1991). 
thermoelectric effecU (Wachutka et al. 1991). pyroelectric 
materials (Hsieh et aL 1991 and Yu et aL 1993). and floating- 
element transducers (Schmidt 1988) 

Turbulent boundary layer measurement and control 
appUcations in the near-waU region require that the sensor be 
placed on a surface bounding the gas without perturbation (even 



-^M,:'^UIr..J'-f 

on the micron scale) of the flow. Silicon micromachining pennits 
the fabrication of very planar sensor structures that are 
compatible with this requirement, however, electricaJ connection 
often poses a problem since the external electrical leads have the 
potential to cause flow perturbations near the transducer element. 
Sensor designers have addressed this issue by udlizing enlarged 
chip sizes or long probe stalks which attempt to locate the 
bonding pads sufficiently 'down scream' (LCfdahl et al. 1993. 
Schmidt 1988. and Stemme 1987, ) or to implement vertical 
integration schemes which require unique transducer 
materials (Hsieh et al. 1991 and Yu et al. 1993). 'We report a 
new method of fabricating thermally-isolated silicon-microbridge 
anemometers with a backside electrical contact scheme and 
present inidal laminar flow response characteristics of the sensors 
in a low-speed wind tuimel. Since they can be flush-mounted to 
the wall bounding the flow, without protruding electrical 
connections, the sensors are compatible with the packaging 
requirements of wind tunnels for near-wall measurements This 
fabrication technique is a direct extension of the technology used 
to form a silicon floating-element liquid shear-stress sensor with 
backside contacts (Goldberg et al. 1994) which will also be 
investigated for its applicability to tiirbulent boundary layer 
measurements. An attractive featiire of the backside contact 
mediod is its inherent minimization of chip size, which makes it 
conducive to forming arrays of sensors as might be used to map 
'low-speed' streak profiles for correlation to bursting events 
within the near-wall boundary layer. 

Flow 
Direction' 

Top View 

I Equivalent 
Circuit 

lapplied 1 ^^   lapplied 2 

.  anchor . sUiCOn rmcrooriQge . ancnor. 
>>.N  

handle wafer . 

Cross-Section Through 1-1' 

^s^ silicon 
dioxide 

SENSOR DESIGN 
Figure 1 is a schematic of a hot-wire anemometer pair whose 

suspended microbridge structure is similar to surface- 
micromachined anemometer devices (Mastrangelo 1991 and Tai 
& Muller 1987), but in addition utilizes backside electrical 
contacts for flush-mounting the sensor chip in a wind tunnel. The 
two resistive hot-wire elements are oriented at 90-degrees with 
respect to each other. By measuring both the common-mode and 
differential convective cooling of the anemometer pair, we can 
infer both the magnitude and direcdon of the local wall velocity 
profile or shear stress (assuming no reverse flow). The resisdve 
microbridges, which form the hot-wire elements, have a nominal 
width of 5 jjjn, a nominal thickness of 5 ^m, and lengths which 
vary (65 \im. 130 nm. 325 ^m, and 650 pjn) to set both the 
sensitivity and dynamic operating range of the devices. The 
resistive microbridges are electrically isolated from the handle 
wafer substrate and are suspended I ^lm above the handle wafer 
(providing thermal isolation from the substrate). Also, the 
backside contacts provide a relatively large surface area for 
conductive heat transfer to occur between the silicon microbridge 
anchors and the silicon substrate. This minimizes the parasitic 
Joule heating of the silicon microbridge anchors (please refer to 
Figure 1), which can influence the overall spatial and temporal 
resolution of the anemometer chip. The lateral gaps around the 
microbridge structure are nominally 5 \iin wide, which is much 
less than the smallest turbulent length scale of most wind mnnels 
(y* => 35 |im at 20 mjs). Thus, any flow perturbations due to the 
sensor can be safely ignored. 

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER 
CHIP. NOTATION: A- HOT-FILM ELEMENT, B« 
BACKSIDE CONTACTS, C= MICROSTRUCTURE 
ANCHORS. 

Floating-element liquid shear-stress sensors with backside 
contacts, as shown in Figure Z were simultaneously fabricated 
with the same process sequence as the hot-wire anemometers. 
These sensors consist of a tethered plate or 'floating element', 
which can displace laterally (as a rigid body) under a shear load 
against the restoring force of four tethers (Shajii 1992). This 
lateral displacement, in the direction of flow, is transduced 
through the two piezoresistive tethers (one undergoes 
compressive axial strain and the other undergoes tensile axial 
strain), which forms a half-bridge readout scheme as shown in 
Figure 2. To achieve a range of device sensitivities and dynamic 
ranges, two plate sizes were fabricated (120 tim x 140 (im and 
500 njn X 500 )im). These sensors were designed for polymer 
extrusion applications (fluid viscosity - IkPa-s. shear-stress 
values - 1-100 kPa, and hydrostatic pressures < 6600 psi) 
(Goldberg et al. 1994) By simply increasing the plate size, it is 
possible to make a sensor which approaches the sensitivity 
needed for wind nmnel turbulence measurements. 
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FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC OF FLOATING-ELEMENT 
SHEAR-STRESS SENSOR WITH PIEZORESISTIVE 
READOUT SCHEME. NOTATION: A- FLOATING- 
ELEMENT TRANSDUCER, B- BACKSIDE CONTACTS, 
C- MICROSTRUCTURE ANCHORS. 

FABRICATION PROCESS 
The sensor fabrication process, shown in Figure 3, utilizes 

silicon wafer bonding and electrochemical wafer thinning 
technology (McNeil et al. 1991 and Parameswaran 1993 et al. 
1993). In Goldberg et aL (1994), a detailed process description, 
is provided. To begin the process, a silicon handle wafer is 
thermally oxidized and an oxide gap, where the suspended 
microstructure will reside, is formed on the front side of the 
wafer. The silicon oxide on the back side of the wafer is 
patterned and etched to expose the silicon regions which will 
form the via openings. Conventional anisotiopic silicon etching 
is used to etch these exposed silicon regions to form the through- 
wafer via holes. The exposed via sidewalls are then oxidized to 
provide electrical isolation, completing the handle wafer 
processing (the resulting strucmre is shown in Figure 3A). Figure 
3B shows how the front side of the handle wafer is bonded to the 

•Oxidized Via Side w«U 

(A) 

Metallizaiion 

(D) 
FIGURE 3: BASIC SENSOR FABRICATION SEQUENCE. 

front side of a p-type device wafer which contains a n-type 
diffused layer (5 |im thick) A doped polysilicon layer is 
deposited to form the interconnect for the backside contacts. The 
device wafer is selectively thinned back to the p-n junction using 
electrochemical etching techniques and the resulting structure is 
shown in Figure 3C. Figure 3D shows the final device: the 
suspended sensor structure has been released using dry etching, 
the individual backside contact pads have been formed, and metal 
has been deposited to facilitate external lead attachment chip. 

The process yielded hot-film anemometers and floating- 
element shear stress sensors that were planar microstrucmres. 
Each anemometer chip is 5-mm by 5-mm and consists of two hot- 
wire elements, as shown in the photomicrograph of Figure 4 for 
325-Hm long microresistors. The shear-stress sensor has the 
same chip size and a photomicrograph of a microfabricated 
device is shown in Figure 5 for a 120-jim by MO-jim floating 

element. 



FIGURE      4:      PHOTOMICROGRAPH      OF      A 
MICROFABRICATED HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER CHIP. 

FIGURE 5: PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A 
MICROFABRICATED FLOATING-ELEMENT SHEAR- 
STRESS SENSOR. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Electrical Functionalitv of the Devic»» 
The sensors were probed to evaluate the electrical functionality 

of the back side contacts. The measured microbridge resistances 
for the anemometers and the tether resistances for the shear-stress 
sensor are listed in Table 1. The via resistance is composed of the 
ohmic losses within the through-wafer polysilicon interconnect 
and the latgial sheet resistance of the silicon anchors for the 
suspended microstructures. The via resistance was measured to 
be 5 40 O and it will not adversely affect performance of any of 
the sensors; the via resistance was calculated to be - 47 Q with 
99.2 % of this value attributed to the lateral sheet resistance of the 
silicon anchors. The via capacitance (Le. via contact to handle 
wafer) was calculated to be 30 pF. The anemometers are 
electrically functional since the bridge resistances are within the 
range of expected values and scale with length, within the 
accuracy imposed by the via resistances and process tolerances. 
The shear-stress sensors are also electrically functional since the 
measured resistances of the piezoresistive tethers are within the 
range of expected values, are well matched, and are the 
appropriate fraction of the total half-bridge resistance. 

Initial shear-stress sensor responses have been obtained by 
mounting the sensors in an uncalibrated nitrogen flow stream (set 
up on a probe station) and a typical response is shown in Figure 6. 
The effective shear stress was calculated, from the sensor 
response, to be on the order of 350 Pa and the flow noise from 
manual closing of the flow valve was also transduced by the 
sensor. Preparations for evaluating the floating-element shear- 
stress sensors in a high-speed wind tunnel environment is 

currently underway. 
Figure 7 shows typical measured current-voltage characteristics 

of a microfabricated anemometer during no-flow conditions. The 
curvature of the measured voltage curve (at the higher bias 
currents) demonstrates Joule heating of the microresistor. The 
incremenUl resistance, derived from the measured current- 
voltage characteristics, is also shown in Figure 7. Two features 
of this incremental resistance can be highlighted. First, the 
resistance increases due to the reduction in earner mobiUty as the 
silicon heats. Second, at high enough temperature, the sUicon 
becomes intrinsic and the resistance decreases due to the extra 
thermally generated carriers. To determine the temperatures 
which the thermally-isolated hot-wires are achieving, the linear 
temperamre coefficient of resistance (TCR) of the highly^oped 
silicon microbridges was measured. The linear TCR of the film 



TABLE 1: AVERAGE MEASURED HOT-WIRE ELEMENT 
RESISTANCES FOR VARIOUS MICROBRIDGE 
LENGTHS (ABOUT 30 ELEMENTS PER MICROBRIDGE 
LENGTH WERE MEASURED) AND AVERAGE 
MEASURED RESISTANCES OF THE PIEZORESISTIVE 
TETHERS OF THE SHEAR-STRESS SENSORS (ABOUT 
22 SENSORS WERE MEASURED). 

Hot-Wire Average    1 Average Average Average 

Element Measured Measured Measured Measured 

Lengths Element Tether #1 Tether #2 Half- 

Resistance Resistance Resistance Bridge 
Resistance 

65 ]im 398 Q 
1282 Q 2291 a 130 urn 732 n 1289 a 

325 urn 1690 n 

650 am 3270 n 

_ I.0013-.F1OW 

i 1.0012-f 

X 

a 1.0010-. 

1.0008 

Off 

_> 1 1 L. 4- 
11 22 34 

Tune Scale (sec) 

FIGURES: RESPONSE OF FLOATING-ELEMENT 
SHEAR-STRESS SENSOR TOWARDS UNCALIBRATED 
NITROGEN FLOW (500-|im X SOO-jim PLATE SIZE, WITH 
Vapplied = 2V). 

was found to be (2.2 ± 0.4)E-03 / °C which is comparable to 
previously published data for the TCR of homogeneously-doped 
silicon samples ((1.24 - 2.13)E-03 / 'C. extracted from resistivity 
data presented in Wolf (19<59)). Using our measured value for the 
linear TCR of the film we find that at about 4.8 mA the hot-wire 
is about SSO'C (refer to Figure 7); higher-order TCR terms are 
needed for the non-linear correlation of temperature with the 
measured resistance changes for bias currents greater than 
4.8 mA. The maxima in the measured microbridge resistance at 
about 6.0 mA is where the silicon film enters the intrinsic regime 
(the increasing density of the thermally generated electronic 
carriers counteract the degradation of the semiconductor carrier 
mobility with temperature and thus the resistance decreases 
dramaticaUy). The instrinsic temperamre for siUcon at this 
doping level is calculated to be about lOOCC. 

1   4    - 

FIGURE 7: CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
A 130-|im LONG HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER DURING 
NO-FLOW CONDITIONS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE. 

Initial Wind Tunnel Testy 
A plastic plug package was designed, a schematic is illusttated 

in Figure 8, to allow the sensors to be flush-mounted into our 
low-turbulence wind tunnel There was a pre-diilled channel to 
allow access to the backside wire leads of the sensor. Wires were 
silver epoxied to the backside electrical contacts of the 
anemometer chips. The chips were flush-mounted into the chip 
recess of the plug and molding clay was used to fill in the gaps 
and to ensure that the chip surface was flush with the surface of 
the plug. The plugs fit into the precisely machined openings of a 
plastic port flush-mounted into the wall of a flat plate (the plate 
forms a section of the wind tunnel wall), positioned where a clean 
laminar boundary layer flow is established (sensors were located 
approximately 1 meter horn the sharp leading edge of the plate). 
Tbe laminar boundary layer was previously confirmed to be a 
Blasius boundary layer. Flow speeds varied ftom 1-20 m/s. 

For initial static calibration in a laminar boundary layer, the 
sensors were connected to standard constant-current drive 
circuitry iUustrated in Figure 9. The chips were manuaUy 
oriented toward the flow as shown m Figure 1. The anemometen 
are functional as velocity sensors and their responses (as in 
Figure 10) are characteristic of constant-current mode hot-wire 
anemometers (Perry 1982). We beUeve that the variation in the 
individual hot-wire responses can be attributed to a sUght mis- 
alignment of the chip toward the flow stream. Since the laminar 
boundary layer is a Blasius boundary layer, wall shear stress can 
be inferred from the near-wall velocity profile (refer to Schlicting 
(1979)). and the shear-stress responses of the sensors can also be 
determined (as shown in Figure 10). Since it was demonstrated 
that the anemometers with backside contacts are functional 
sensors, constant-temperamre drive circuitry is cuirendy being 
designed to more effectively evaluate the dynamic response 
characteristics of the sensors and to allow measurements to be 

taken in turbulent boundary layers. 
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FIGURES:  WIND TUNNEL  PACKAGE  FOR  FLUSH 
MOUNTING THE SENSORS. 
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FIGURE 9: SCHEMATIC OF CONSTANT-CURRENT 
DRIVE CIRCUIT USED FOR WIND TUNNEL ANALYSIS 
OF THE ANEMOMETERS. 

Actuators for Turbulent Boundary Laver Control 
As mentioned earlier, it is believed that a large percentage of 

the generated turbulence occurs during the so-called 'bursting 
cycle'. Sensors, flush-mounted on the wall, would be important 
to detect the low-speed streaks and / or their associated decrease 
in the wall shear-stress in order to implement active control of 
turbulence. It is believed that the correct actuation at the wall, to 
weaken existing streaks and to counteract the formation of new 
streaks, are events that would inject vertical momentum into the 
flow (Breuer 1993). 

These actuators could include pneumatic wall action or 
piezoelectric resonators mounted on the wall. We are also 
currently investigating the use of the microbridge anemometer 
strucmres as potential actuators for active control of turbulence. 
Because these microstiucnffes have good thermal isolation, it was 
demonstrated that relatively high microresistor temperatures 
could be achieved via Joule heating (refer to Figure 7) and these 
microstnictures should ideally have very small thermal time 
constants. At these high temperanires (-lOOO'C). free convection 
should become significant and buoyancy effects would be 
introduced into the near-wall region, which could be used to 
counteract streak formation. This is fundamentally similar to the 
technique demonstrated by Liepmann et al. (1982) in the control 
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FIGURE 10: CHARACTERISTIC LAMINAR FLOW 
RESPONSE OF A MICROFABRICATED ANEMOMETER 
(MICROBRIDGE LENGTH = 325 [im AND SYSTEM GAIN 
OF THE CIRCUIT WAS 500). THE CALCULATED WALL 
SHEAR-STRESS IS REFERENCED AGAINST THE WIND 
TUNNEL FLOW RATE (SCALE IS NON-LINEAR). 

of laminar-turbulent flow transition. The calculated thermal 
response times of our microbridge actuators was found to be 
comparable to those of conventional platinum-rhodium hot-wire 
anemometers (typical response times are better than 100 
microseconds). The dimensional turbulent time scale (t ) for our 
wind tunnel was extracted, from the data presented in Breuer 
(1993) with an Ru ^ 133E06, to be about 100 microseconds. 
Ideally, the thermal acmators have a reasonable time response for 
investigating the control of turbulent events within the boundary 
layer. Conceptually, arrays of these anemometer structures would 
provide a 'skin' of sensors and acttiators for active control. 

CONCLUSIONS 
We demonstrate the feasibility of microfabricated hot-wire 

anemometers with a novel back side contact scheme. The 
functionality of these wall-mounted anemometers under laminar 
flow conditions in a wind mnnel was established. Currently, their 
response characteristics toward velocity and shear-stress 
fluctuations within a turbulent boundary layer are being 
experimentally determined. We show that the new fabrication 
scheme can be applied to a variety of sensor structures with 
backside contacts for measuring air flow, with the capability to 
form thermal actuators which have the potential to influence 
turbulence in the near-wall region. This new backside contact 
method readily lends itself to forming other microsensors (i.e. 
temperanire and pressure), with backside conucts, that would 



expand the flow mstrumentatioQ arena and would provide mulu- 
sensor arrays for wind tunnel turbulence research. 
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SUMMARY 

We present in this paper tlie design and test results of 
micromachined individual sensors and sensor arrays for shear 
stress measurements in air flows. We have previously 
reported on the sensing principle and fabrication process [I]. 
The floating-element sensors have since been extensively 
tested in laminar flows. Static calibrations have shown this 
sensor to have a maximum non-linearity of 1% over four 
orders of wall shear stress (0.0014- - 10 Pa). In addition, for 
the first time, the dynamic response of this sensor has also 
been experimentally verified to 4 kHz. An improved sensing 
scheme has been developed and has been successfully 
implemented in a second generation of sensor arrays. 

Keywords: Shear stress, micromachined sensors, dynamic 
calibration. 

INTRODUCTION 

Shear stress at the wall in a turbulent boundary layers is an 
important fundamental parameter in the characterization of 
turbulence. In particular, detailed turbulence characterizadon 
requires a measurement of shear stress with a temporal 
resolution of order 10 kHz, and a spatial resolution of order 
100 j^m. These dimensions and response time naturally 
point to a microfabricated transducer as a means of achieving 
this level of performance, and a number of researchers have 
demonstrated device designs aimed at meeting this goal [1- 
HJ. 

The methods of shear stress measurement can be either 
indirect (as in the case of hot wires or hot films) or direct (as 
in the case of floating element t\pe devices). The indirect 
measurements are generally simpler to fabricate and more 
robust. However, absolute calibration of the indirect 
measurement, particulariy for dynamic response, is extremely 
difficult. The direct measurement can afford an accurate 
dynamic calibration, but the measurement can be more 
difficult and because of the open structure needed to 
implement the floating element, the sensor can be less robust 
than a hot film. Keeping this in mind, our goal in this work 
is to develop an accurate, high resolution, direct shear-stress 
measurement instrument for detailed characterization of 
turbulent boundary layers. Furthermore, these sensors can be 
deployed as calibration standards for the indirect measurement 
methods. 
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Figure 1:     Top and cross-sectional     views   of the first- 
generation sensing principle. 

SENSOR DESIGN  AND  FABRICATION 

We have previously reported the detailed design and 
fabrication of this sensor [1,2]. The sensor is comprised of a 
square silicon floating element of 7 jxm thickness which is 
suspended one micron above the surface of a silicon wafer by 
four silicon tethers that are 500 ,um long, 10 um wide, and 7 
(im thick (Figure 1). We have fabricated two different 
floating-elements sizes (120 ,um and 500 \im square). 
Photodiodes are integrated into the substrate under the 
floating element at the leading and trailing edge. A 
modulated light source (7 mW, 670 nm laser diode) 
illuminates the element from above such that a differential 
photocurrent is produced which is directly proportional to the 
lateral displacement of the element and hence the shear stress. 
The photodiode transduction scheme was selected after 
consideration of a variety of sensing schemes which we have 
previously implemented [3,5,6]. This scheme yields a highly 
sensitive measurement which does not require integration of 
detection electronics and is substantially insensitive to 
environmental effects such as EMI and stray charging when 
compared with capacitive detection. 
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and the new sensor (three-photodiode scheme) as the laser 
spot is scanned across the floating element. 
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A second-generation design has been implemented to address 
one of the primary- problems with the first design which was 
the sensitivity to intensity variations across the floating 
element. We have moved the diodes closer together by using 
an aperture placed in the middle of the element, and we have 
'split' one of the diodes into an upstream (1) and downstream 
(3) segment as shown in Figure 2. Lateral displacement of 
the element still produces a differential current between the 
center diode (2) and the split diode, but the diode position 
eliminates any sensitivity to linear intensity variations in the 
iUuminadon (see Figure 3). This scheme has been effective 
in producing a 94% reduction in sensitivity to intensity 
variations. The second-generation sensor was implemented in 
an eight element (120 um x 120 um) linear array of shear 
stress sensors as shown in Figure 4. In addidon, arrays of 
500 um sensors were fabricated, as well as pairs of sensors 
placed in close proximity and oriented at right angles to 
resolve shear in both streamwise and spanwise directions (see 
Figure 5). 

RESULTS 

Static   Measurements 

The static response of the sensor was obtained by direct 
measurement in a laminar flow calibration cell. A complete 
description of this calibration cell and the sensor package is 
given in [l^]- The 500 .um x 500 \xm x 7 ,um sensor was 
statically calibrated over of shear-stress range of 0.0014 Pa to 
10 Pa (Figure 6). This data indicates that the sensor responds 
linearly to within ±1%. The lowest measured shear stress, 
0.0014 Pa, represents a three order-of-magnitude improve- 
ment in the minimum detectable shear stress for 
micromachined sensors [3]. An array of seven (one sensor 
failed), 120 um x 120 ,um x 7 um sensors was statically 
calibrated over of shear-stress range 0 to 1 Pa. In this 
experiment, all of the sensors were calibrated simultaneously 
with an identical shear stress imposed on each sensor. Figure 
7 is a plot of the measured response for each sensor as a 
function of shear stress. This figure indicates that each 
sensor in  the array possesses the same sensitivity   (0.97 



%/Pa). In all cases, the sensors demonstrated excellent 
repeatability (< 3% difference) and minimal long-term drift 
(<4% over 2 hours). We believe that the drift is due to a 
thermally-Induced drift current in the photodiodes, since the 
sensor has not yet been temperature compensated. 
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Figure 6:   Static response of a 500 um x 500 um x 7 am 
shear-stress sensor. 
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Figure 7:   Response of  120 tun sensor array in a laminar- 
flow channel. 

Dynamic   Measurements 

An optimally-flat, unity-gain, minimum-phase dynamic 
response is desired for turbulence measurements to insure 
accurate correlation and spectral data. Accurate modeling of 
the inherent mass, compliance, and fluidic damping of the 

floating-element system is difficult in practice. Therefore, in- 
situ determination of the dynamic response of the sensor is 
necessary. To elucidate these effects, an acoustic plane wave 
generator capable of providing a sinusoidal shear input to the 
sensor was developed. 

Static calibrations have shown the micromachined shear 
stress sensor to be linear (see Figure 6). In addition, the 
device has demonstrated minimal drifts in sensitivity. These 
two observations lead to the assumption that the 
micromachined shear stress sensor is a linear, time-invariant 
system. Therefore, the frequency response function can be 
obtained by providing the system with a known input and 
observing the output. In this e.xperiment. the oscillating 
shear stress was generated by purely traveling acoustic plane- 
waves. The basic principle of this technique relies on the fact 
that particle velocity of acoustic waves must be zerc) at the 
wall. The consequence of this no-slip boundary condition is 
the generation of a frequency-dependent boundary layer (6) 
and wall-shear stress (x) (see Figure 8). If the acoustic waves 
are traveling and planar, then this fluid mechanics problem 
can be modeled as a duct-tlow driven by an oscillating 
pressure gradient [12]. The solution to this problem 
indicates that the m.agnitude of the shear-stress is directly 
proportional to the product of the pressure magnitude and the 
square-root of the e.xcitation frequency. 

The experimental apparatus used to generate the acoustic 
waves, a plane wave tube is shown in Figure 9. The setup 
includes a 2-inch diameter, circular acrylic tube with a speaker 
driver (JBL 2446J [13]) attached at one opening and a 
conical foam section on the other. A signal generator and 
amplifier drive the speaker to radiate sound, which 
propagates down the tube. The wave-guide transmission 
properties of the circular tube determine the propagation 
characteristics of the acoustic modes. The bandwidth of the 
calibrator is determined by the low-frequency cut-off of the 
tube, which is defined by the frequency of the first 
propagating non-planar acoustic mode. The low-frequency 
cut-off for our tube geometry is 4 kHz [14]. The conical 
foam section prevents reflections by dissipating the incident 
traveling wave. The signals from the signal generator, 
microphone, and shear-stress sensor are recorded by a 
spectrum analyzer. Figure 10 shows the dynamic response of 
the sensor as a function of frequency. The sensor output 
voltage exhibits a square-root dependence on frequency, as 
predicted by theory. This data represents the first broad-band , 
experimental verification of the dynamic response of a shear- 
stress sensor. 
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Figure 8:   Schematic of acoustic-wave particle motion near 
the tube wall. 
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Figure 10: Dynamic response of a 500 jjun sensor to an 
oscillating shear-stress input. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have reported new measurement results on a 
microfabricated floating-element shear-stress sensor which 
shows linear response over four orders of magnitude of shear 
stress. Modifications of previous designs to improved 
performance are shown, along with arrays of the sensor. The 
dynamic response of the sensor was recorded for the first time 
using a plane wave tube. 

Fedor for their assistance in obtaining the dynamic response 
data. 
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Abstract 

In this thesis we report on a new micromachined floating-element shear-stress sensor for 
turbulent boundary layer research. Applications in low shear-stress environments such as turbulent 
boundary layers require extremely high sensitivity to detect the small forces (O(nN)) and 
correspondingly small displacements (0(A)) of the floating-element. In addition, unsteady 
measurements in turbulent flows require sensors with high operating bandwidth (-20 kHz). These 
requirements render most of the existing shear-stress measurement techniques inadequate for this 
application. In response to the limitations of the existing devices, we have developed a sensor based 
on a new transduction scheme (optical position sensing by integrated photodiodes). The sensors 
developed in this thesis have a measured resolution of 0.003 Pa, with a measured range of 133 Pa 
and the dynamic response of the sensor has been measured to 10 kHz. 

The new sensor comprises of a floating-element which is suspended by four support tethers. 
The element displaces in the plane of the sensor chip under the action of the wall shear stress. The 
displacement of the element causes a 'shuttering" of the photodiodes which are placed symmetrically 
underneath the element on the leading and trailing edge. Under uniform illumination from above, the 
differential photocurrent (normalized by the a\'erage current) from the photodiodes is directly 
proportional to the magnitude and sign of the shear stress. A set of analytical expressions were 
developed to predict the static and dynamic response characteristics of the sensor. Based on these 
estimates, sensors of two different floating-element sizes - 120 ^xm x 120 [im x 7 ^im and 500 [im x 
500 iim X 7 [xm - were fabricated. 

The devices were statically-calibrated in a laminar flow. The static calibration was performed 
in a custom-designed laminar-calibration flow cell. The sensors have been calibrated over a range of 
four orders of wall shear stress (0.003 Pa - 10 Pa) and have demonstrated a linear response over the 
entire regime (the measured non-linearity was 1% (or better) over the four orders of wall shear 
stress). In addition, the sensors have shown excellent repeatability, long-term stability and minimal 
drift. The lowest measured shear stress of 0.003 Pa is three orders of magnitude lower than that has 
been measured before using micromachined floating-element sensors. 

The dynamic response of the sensors has also been experimentally verified to 10 kHz. This 
measurement was performed in a custom-designed plane wave tube (PWT) which was capable of 
generating oscillating shear stresses of known magnitudes and frequencies, via acoustic plane wave 
excitation. The measured shear stress showed a square-root of frequency dependence, as predicted 
by the theoretical relationship. This is the first time that the dynamic response of a floating-element 
sensor has been experimentally verified using a direct scheme. 

The sensors have been tested in both laminar and turbulent boundary layers in the low-speed, 
low-turbulence wind tunnel at MIT. The response in the laminar boundary layer was found to be 
linear with the same sensitivity as measured in the laminar-calibration flow cell. The sensor was able 
to transduce shear stresses of 0.01 Pa and lower, in the laminar boundary layer. The same device 
also demonstrated a linear response during measurements in a turbulent boundary layer. 

We have made design improvements in the second-generation of floating-element sensors. 
The first-generation sensors employed a two-photodiode differential sensing scheme. This design 



was sensitive to non-uniformities in the incident illumination. In order to minimize this we have 
developed a new three-photodiode scheme. The new scheme was designed to null out any linear 
gradients in the intensity and has demonstrated 94% reduction in sensitivity to intensity variations 
when compared to the earlier design. The new photodiode design was implemented in the fabrication 
of one-dimensional arrays of sensors. The sensor arrays have been calibrated in a laminar flow 
environment. They exhibited a linear response with a measured sensitivity which was in good 
agreement with the theoretically predicted value. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 
The measurement of wall shear stress provides valuable information about viscous drag, 

transition to turbulence, flow separation and other flow phenomena. In addition, shear-stress 

measurement can also be used as a means of detection of turbulent structures and hence shear 

stress sensors are good candidates for use in the active control of turbulent flows |1 ]. In this thesis 

we report on a new micromachined floating-element shear-stress sensor for turbulent boundary 

layer research. The sensors developed in this thesis have a shear-stress resolution of 0.003 Pa and 

a measurement range of 133 Pa. Also, the dynamic response of the sensors has been 

experimentally verified to 10 kHz. 

In this chapter we first present a brief description of the origin of wall shear stress, 

followed by a description of the sensor specifications that are desired to make accurate 

measurements in low shear-stress environments. A summary of the existing measurement 

techniques (with an emphasis on the floating-element sensor) and their inadequacies for low- 

magnitude shear-stress measurement is presented next. An overview of micromachining and a 

description of the commonly used micromachining technologies for sensor fabrication is also 

presented. The final section of this chapter presents the outline of this thesis. 

1.1 Origin of Wall Shear-Stress 

Whenever there is a relative motion between a surface and a fluid, the surface experiences a 

resultant force due to the interaction. The interaction between the surface and the fluid can be 

described in terms of the stresses at the fluid-surface interface. The stresses acting on the body are: 

(a) shear-stress, T„, acting tangential to the surface and in the direction of the flow and (b)  normal 

stress or pressure (Pw) acting normal to the surface. 

Figure 1.1 schematically illustrates the origin of shear stress in a two-dimensional 

boundary layer. It can be seen that a flow with a uniform velocity develops a non-uniform velocity 

profile in the vicinity of the wall. If v = 0 represents the wall, the velocity at j = 0 is equal to zero, 

to satisfy the no-slip boundary condition. The velocity reaches the freestream value of U at some 

distance from the wall, known as the boundary layer thickness. Hence a non-uniform velocity 

profile is set-up near the wall. The magnitude of the wall shear stress (in the X-direction) is 

proportional to the gradient of the flow velocity at the wall and can be written as (for a Newtonian 

fluid): 

r.= Mff)    ^ (1.1) 
v=0 

where the constant of proportionality /^ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and  U is the 

streamwise (X-direction) velocity. 
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the origin of wall shear stress in a 

two-dimensional boundary layer 

The physics of the origin of the wall shear stress can be understood from the typical 

molecular-motion picture in such a moving fluid. If a molecule moves from a region of low- 

velocity to a region of high-velocity, it tends to act as a drag in the high-velocity region and this 

resists the motion of the fluid in the high-velocity region. Similarly molecules moving from a 

region of high velocity to a region of low velocity tend to accelerate the flow. Therefore, there is a 

net transfer of X-direction momentum due to the molecular motion. The wall shear stress is a 

consequence of this momentum transfer and is equal to the ratio of the net rate of change in X- 

direction momentum and the surface area of the plate. 

1.2 Motivation For Shear-Stress Measurements and Sensor Specifications 

Most of the flows occurring in nature and in engineering applications are turbulent. In order 

to estimate the various parameters associated with such flows and to develop a physical model for 

turbulence, it is necessary that we have a good understanding of the characteristics of the 

turbulence process. Though a considerable amount of theoretical modeling and simulation of 

turbulent flows has been done, there is a lack of good experimental data at length and time scales 

that are most critical. Presently, accurate quantitative predictions in turbulence rely considerably on 

simulation results/empirical data, and significant future advances in turbulence depends on the 

availability of flow data at turbulent length and time scales. The rapidly growing results from 

computer simulations have given experimentalists a new incentive to make measurements of 

fundamental quantities in turbulent flows more precisely than might have been considered 

acceptable before |2]. In the customary description of turbulence there are always more unknowns 

than equations. This is known as the closure problem. At present this gap is closed using 
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Flow Situation Typical value of the Shear Stress 

Dolphin moving at a speed of 1.5 mph (0.6 m/s) 

Automobile traveling at 60 mph 

Airplane cruising at speed of 250 mph 

Ship traveling at 20 mph 

Polymer extrusion process (typical velocity - l-3m/s) 

0.6 Pa 

IPa 

2 Pa 

40 Pa 

1 kPa-lOOkPa 

Table 1 Typical values of shear stress (on the surface) in different flow situations. For all 

the estimates (except the polymer extrusion case) it is assumed that the bodies are 

sufficiently streamlined and hence-skin-friction is the dominant form of drag. 

turbulence models that are usually empirical and many times rely on ad hoc assumptions. In order 

to develop a formal theory of turbulence, it is necessary to have sophisticated models that have 

been validated by experiments. The measurement of flow parameters in the immediate vicinity of 

the wall will provide the necessary experimental information required for turbulence modeling and 

also for various types of flow and heat transfer predictions [2]. One such flow parameter that can 

be used to provide this information is the wall shear stress. Shear-stress probes are useful for 

studying the structure of turbulent boundary layers and can be incorporated in sensor-actuator 

systems used for active control in turbulent boundary layers [ 11. 

The magnitude of the shear stress (to be measured) depends on the flow situation. Table 1 

lists the typical values of shear stresses encountered in some common flow situations. The shear 

stress numbers for some of the examples are based on the listed values of the drag (or skin- 

friction) coefficient |3]. For complex bodies (ex: airplane, automobile, pasenger train etc) the drag 

was obtained by treating the body as a collection of parts. For example, the drag on an airplane can 

be approximated by adding the drag produced by its various components—the wings, fuselage, tail 

section, and so on. Such an approximation provides reasonable order-of-magnitude (and not exact) 

estimates of the wall drag. This thesis focuses on the development of sensors and sensor arrays for 
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measurements of low-magnitude (% ~ 0-100  Pa)  shear  stresses  in  laminar and  turbulent 

aerodynamic flows. 

The sensor requirements depend on the flow environment. In laminar flows the sensors 

must be capable of measuring the average shear stress. In a turbulent boundary layer the wall shear 

stress has a mean shear component f^,   and a fluctuating shear component \.'. The mean shear 

stress is related to the overall state of the flow and can be used to determine average properties like 

drag on surfaces. The fluctuating component of the shear is a footprint of the individual unsteady 

flow-structures that transfer momentum to the wall and is a good indicator of the turbulence activity 

within the flow. It is desirable that the sensor designed to measure wall shear stress in a turbulent 

boundary layer be capable of measuring both these components accurately. In order to understand 

the requirements for sensors designed to measure the wall shear stress in a turbulent boundary 

layer, it is useful to know the various parameters of interest in such a flow. Table 2 lists the 

analytical expressions |41 and the typical values of the various parameters in a turbulent boundary 

layer in the low-speed wind tunnel at MIT. It can be seen from Table 2 that the sensors need to 

operate in a high Reynolds number environment. The typical characteristic length scale (^) and 

time scale (r) in such an environment are equal to 30 ^m and 58 [is, respectively. In order to make 

accurate measurements in a turbulent boundary layer the minimum sensor size must be 41^ or 120 i 

|a.m |11 and this sensor must have a temporal resolution of 58 jis (or bandwidth of 17 kHz). This i 

sensor size and bandwidth will minimize any spatial and temporal averaging of the measured shear j 

stress. A number of researchers have made measurements of fluctuating wall shear stress in a flat- .■ 
plate boundary layer and in channel/pipe flows. These measurements show a large scatter in the 

measured fluctuating shear stress, in many cases, using the same devices under the same flow ; 

conditions |2|. This is because these sensors do not possess the desired spatial and temporal 

resolution and hence average the measured fluctuating shear stress to different extents (depending 

upon their size). 

The sensors that possess the desired spatial and temporal resolution (sensor size = 120 pim 

and bandwidth = 17 kHz) are also useful for the active control of turbulent flows. Real time control 

of turbulent flows requires detection and actuation at the above-described length and time scales 

|11. A practical control application would require the distributed measurement of wall shear stress 

using an array of sensors. A detailed description of the requirements on the shear-stress sensor 

arrays for such a control application are presented in section 2.10.2 of the sensor design chapter. 



Parameter 

Freestream \elocity, Ux 

Reynolds number based on 
streamwise distance, Re^^ 

Boundary la\ er thickness, 6 

Displacement thickness, 6 

Momentum thickness. 6 

Reynolds number based on 
momentum thickness,Reg 

Wall shear stress. XK 

Friction \elocity. u.^ 

Characteristic lensth-scale. I 

Characteristic time-scale, t 

Analytical expression 

UxX 

6(x) = 0.37 xRe;;^-^ 

6  -g. 

76 n 

ReH 

x« = 
0.0.3 p U^ 

F 

^' -Q Dp "8 1' 

t = 
^' 

: 78 Re'« 2^ 
"   i^ 

Typical \'alue in the low-speed 
and low-turbulence wind 
tunnel at MIT 

15 m/s 

1.2 X 10* 

2.7 cm 

034 cm 

1.6 cm 

16000 

0.48 Pa 

0.6 m/s 

30 um 

58 us 

Table 2 List of parameters for flat-plate turbulent boundary layer |4J. The calculated values 

in this table are based on x = 120 cm, which is the location at whicg our shear-stress 

sensor was mounted 

The most important issue associated with the design of sensors for low-magnitude shear- 

stress measurements in laminar and turbulent air flows is the ability to develop a transduction 

mechanism that allows the measurement of the mean and fluctuating components. The next section 

presents an overview of the existing measurement techniques and explains why existing sensors 

are incapable of measuring such a small wall shear stress, with the above-mentioned spatial and 
temporal resolution. 

1.3 Shear-Stress Measurement Techniques 

The wall shear stress can be measured by different methods depending upon the application 

under consideration. The required size and bandwidth of the sensors are also application-specific. 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the various available shear stress measurement techniques. The measurement 
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techniques can be broadly classified as direct or indirect methods, depending upon whether they 

directly measure the wall shear stress or infer it from other measured properties. The number of 

available techniques is enormous and hence it is not possible to discuss each technique and the 

measurement results in this thesis. We will therefore discuss only the principal categories of shear- 

stress measurement and their usefulness for the present application. This section is divided into: a) 

conventional shear-stress measurement techniques; and b) micromachined shear-stress 

measurement techniques. 

1.3.1 Conventional Shear-Stress Measurement Techniques 

In this thesis, the term conventional techniques refers to methods that employ sensors that 

are not micromachined in silicon. There are several review papers that discuss in detail the merits 

and drawbacks of these devices in a variety of flow situations and for a wide range of applications 

|5, 6, 7, 8|. Table 3 provides a summary of these papers. The conventional sensing schemes can 

be broadly categorized into direct and indirect types, as shown in Fig. 1.2. 

Indirect Techniques 

The indirect conventional techniques can be the following: 

a) Surface-obstacle type devices |9, 10. 11. \2\: 

- Stanton tube/razor blade 

- Preston tube 

- uni- and bi-directional fences 

b) Sensors based on heat and mass transfer analogies |13, 14, 15, 16, 17|: 

- hot films 

- hot wires 

- electrochemical techniques - surface films based on evaporation/sublimation 

c) Sensors that infer the shear stress from the near-wall velocity profile 118,19]: 

- use of Clauser charts 

- law of the wall sensors 

The surface-obstacle type devices measure the shear-stress by creating a separated flow 

field in front of the obstacle that is embedded in the boundary layer. From a momentum balance it 

can be shown that there is an increase in the pressure at the front face of the obstacle, over the static 

pressure in the boundary layer. The calibration of the device is governed by a relationship between 

the non-dimensional pressure rise and the non-dimensional shear-stress [Sj. The nature of this 

calibration in a turbulent boundary layer is sensitive to the size and geometry of the obstacle. In 

addition, the calibration also depends on the location of the probe relative to the boundary layer 
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SHEAR STRESS MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

DIRECT MEASUREMENT 
ex : conventional floating elements 

micromachined floating elements 

INDIRECT MEASUREMENT 

CORRELATION 
METHODS 

LOCAL METHODS 
ex: Stanton tubes 

Preston tubes 
Hot wires/hot films 

GLOBAL METHODS 
ex : Preston tubes 

MOMENTUM BALANCE 
METHODS 

ex : measurement of integral 
properties - estimating 
shear stress from pressure 
drop, in a pipe flow 

Fig. 1.2 Shear-Stress measurement techniques 

Author 
Year of Publication 

[reference! 
Comments 

K.G. Winter 

T. J. Hanratty & J. A. Campbell 

J. H. Haritonidis 

R. J. Hakkinen 

1977 151 

198.^161 

1989 |7] 

1991 [8] 

Comprehensive re\ lew of the available 
con\ entional measurement technqiues 
(except methods based on heal and mass 
transfer) upto 1977. Good discussion of 
issues associated with measurements in 
turbulent boundary' lasers. 

Good discusion of experimental issues 
associated with using the \arious shear 
stress sensors. 

Comprehensive review of all conventional 
technqiues and the original micromachined 
sensor. Good discussion of sources of 
error associated with each technique during 
measurements in turbulent boundary layers. 

Recent survey of all the conventional 
measurement technqiues. Good summary 
of the merits and drawbacks of the various 
methods. Extensive list of references. 

Table 3 Summary of review papers on conventional shear-stress measurement techniques 

velocity profile. Another drawback of these devices is that proper care must be exercised in 

employing them  in  any flow  situation  where  the assumptions   underlying  the   calibration 
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relationships are violated (examples: flow separation, accelerated or non-equilibrium flows). Also, 

the calibration of these devices depends on the boundary layer velocity profile, and they are 

essentially steady-state devices with very limited usefulness in fluctuating shear-stress 

environments. 

The sensors based on heat and mass transfer analogies can be used to estimate the wall 

shear-stress based on the heat and mass flux exchange between the device and the flow. The 

attractive features of this technique are its small size, high-sensitivity in low-shear environments, 

non-intrusive mounting, ability to operate in high pressure gradients and high-frequency response. 

Hence these devices seem suitable for measurements of low-magnitude fluctuating shear stress. In 

practical applications, however, they have suffered from calibration and repeatability problems due 

to substrate conductivity. In particular, measurements in high-frequency fluctuating flows have 

presented uncertainties (example: heat transfer to the substrate) 18]. Another drawback of this 

technique is that it depends on correlations (heat/mass to momentum transfer analogies) to relate the 

measured flow properties to the wall shear stress. Hence the accuracy of the measured shear stress 

depends on the accuracy and the validity of the empirical and semi-empirical correlations. 

The wall shear stress can also be estimated from a measurement of the near-wall velocity 

profile [18]. This may require measurements by invasive probes. The use of optical techniques 

(which is a non-invasive measurement) is practically limited only to sufficiently thick boundary 

layers. The use of the optical technique in thin boundary layers makes the measurement process 

very complex. The most widely used inference technique uses the matching of the near-wall 

velocity profile with the logarithmic law-of-the-wall (widely known as the Clauser plot) 119]. This 

technique is useful only if the logarithmic region of the velocity profile can be identified and 

measured, which is particularly difficult in flows with large pressure gradients. Some of the 

indirect measurement techniques are schematically illustrated in Figs. 1.3a, 1.3b and 1.3c. 

Direct Techniques 

The direct measurement techniques measure the local wall shear using a plate or floating- 

element type structure, which is flush-mounted on the wall bounding the flow (Fig. 1.3d). The 

floating-element displaces under the action of the wall shear stress, and this motion is then directly 

measured. This method has been extensively used for wind tunnel measurements since the 

earlyl950's [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25|. In addition to the obvious advantage of direct shear-stress 

measurement, these devices have been used to calibrate the various indirect measurement 

techniques. There are, however, some problems associated with making measurements with these 

type of devices. We will discuss each of these problems in more detail since the performance of the 

floating-element type sensors is critically dependent on them. Table 4 compares the conventional 
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Fig. 1.3: a) Side view of a Preston tube; b) side view of a razor blade (Stanton tube); 

c) illustration of sensors based on heat-momentum transfer analogies; 

d) floating-element balance 
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Fig. 1.4 Various parameters that affect tlie performance of floating-element sensors 

and micromachined floating-element sensors in the context of each of these problems. Figure 1.4 

schematically illustrates the various paramaters of interest in a floating-element type sensor. The 

problems associated with floating-element sensors are: 

1) Effects of the gaps arouitd the element. The use of a floating-element type sensing structure 

necessitates the presence of gaps around the element. The presence of these gaps and cavities 

affects the sensor performance. This effect has been investigated in detail by Allen |26]. The 

presence of gaps causes a perturbation of the flow field. If the gap size is less than a few viscous 

length-scales € {^ = vlu^ ), it will not disturb the flow |27|. For measurements in the low-speed 

wind tunnel at MIT, ( = 3>0\m\ (from Table 2) and hence gap sizes smaller than this value will not 

result in errors in the measured values. The presence of gaps also results in flow around the 

element, in the presence of a pressure gradient. This is significant only in large pressure gradient 

flows. 

2) Effects of misalignment of the floating-element. The sensor response is also affected by the lack 

of perfect "flushness" of the element with the wall. A misaligned (protruded or recessed) element 

results in a perturbed flow field around the sensor, as shown in Fig. 1.5. The resulting pressure 

force acting on the element can lead to errors in the measured shear stress. Allen [26] reports that 

the sensor is more sensitive to the misalignment at small gap sizes. Also, for a given gap size, Z > 

0 and Z < 0 result in errors of similar magnitudes. Hence the widely held belief that a recessed 

element is better, is not correct. The magnitude of the effective shear stress acting on a misaligned 

floating-element has been derived to be [1.28]: 

^^'^ff '■ 

(1.2) 

where x is the misalignment of the element, L^ is the length of the floating-element and p and n are 

the density and viscosity of the fluid, respectively. The second term in the bracket of equation (1.2) 
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Fig. ] .5: (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the effect of a protruded floating-element and 

the resulting force distribution on the element; (b) effect of a recessed floating- 

element (adapted from |5]) 

is the net error contribution due to the misalignment. For a floating-element misaligned by .v = 3 

um, the magnitude of the misalignment error for a conventional floating-element (L^,= 1) cm is 3 x 

10""'%. during the measurement of wall shear stress of 1 Pa in air. For a typical micromachined 

floating-element (L, = 120 jim), the error is 0.025%. Hence the magnitude of the error is 

negligible (for both cases) for typically expected misalignments of few microns. 

3) Effect of pressure gradients. The effect of pressure gradients is illustrated schematically in Fig. 

1.6. There are two sources of error arising due to pressure gradients. The first one is the lip force, 

which is the net pressure force acting on the lip (this is equal to the product of the differential 

pressure and the cross-sectional area of the element). The second source of error is due to the flow 

beneath the element caused by the pressure gradient. This results in a shear stress r^ acting on the 

bottom face of the element, as shown in Fig. 1.6. The magnitude of the effective shear stress 

acting on the element in the presence of a pressure gradient has been derived to be equal to (28 j: 

^^'^ff- 
+ 1 + 2/ 

h     h (1.3) 

where / is the lip size (element thickness), g is the depth of the cavity under the element and h is the 

height of the channel. The second and third terms in the bracket of equation (1.3) contribute to the 
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h = channel height, t = floating-element thickness, g = cavity depth 

Fig. 1.6 Schematic diagram illustrating the forces acting on the floating-element in a 

pressurized channel flow 

error in the measured shear stress. It must be noted that the error is independent of the streamwise 

extent of the element, L,. It has been shown that the percentage of this error can be as high as 50% 

in large pressure gradient flows [8|. It is the large magnitude of this error that has resulted in 

floating-element sensors being relegated to use on flat or cylindrical surfaces with small pressure 

gradients. The magnitude of this error can, however, be considerably reduced by the use of a thin 

floating-element, which is suspended over a shallow cavity, as is the case in micromachined 

floating sensors. For measurements in a channel of height h = 508 pim (this is the channel height 

used for experiments in this thesis for sensor calibration in the range 0 s z^. < 1 Pa ) the total error 

is equal to 2% for a micromachined floating-element and as high as 1100 % for a conventional 

floating-element (Table 4). The pressure gradient induced error can also be minimized by using the 

gap-sealing technique proposed by Frei and Thormann [29]. The cavity beneath the floating- 

element is filled with a high surface tension liquid like glycerine. In such a back-filled sensor, the 

pressure differential results only in a change in the shape of the meniscus of the cavity fluid and 

has no effect on the pressure acting on the lip of the floating-element. Hence the effect of a 

pressure gradient can be effectively reduced to a net surface tension component reflecting in the 

difference of the meniscus contact angles in the gaps. This technique has been successfully applied 

by Frei and Thormann in the calibration of a floating-element balance in the presence of a pressure 
gradient. 

The main drawback of this method is in the ability to retain fluids in the gap under high pressure 

differentials and in the ability to operate at high temperatures |29|. 
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Parameter 

Comments 

Conventional floating-element 
sensor 

Micromachined floating-element 
sensor 

Effect of gaps 

Error due to a misalignment 
of .V = 3 jxm (siiear = ] Pa) 

(using equation (1.2)) 

Effect of pressure gradients for 
measurements in a channel of 
height,/? =508 |xm 

(using equation (1.3)) 

Equivalent shear stress due to 
one-g acceleration 

Acoustic frequency corresponding 
to \va\elength = element size 

Typical gap sizes are 0(mm) and 
can cause flow perturbation since this 
is greater than a few viscous length 
scales in a turbulent boundary' layer. 

3x 10~''7f 

1100 % (for a ca\ ity depth of 1 mm) 

196 Pa 

34 kHz 

Typical gap sizes are 0(|J.m) and 
will not cause flow perturbation since 
this is smaller than a few viscous 
length scales in a turbulent boundar)' 
layer. 

0.025 % 

2 9c (for a cavity depth of 1 |j,m) 

0.16 Pa 

2.93 MHz 

Table 4 Comparison of the magnitudes of the errors (due to various sources) for the conventional 

and micromachined floating-element sensors. The calculated values are based on typical 

conventional floating-element sensors (manufactured in steel) of size = 1 cm x 1 cm x 

0.25 cm and a silicon micromachined sensor of size = 120 jim x 120 jim x 7 [im 

4) Effects of acceleration. The acceleration sensitivity is a problem for a sensor that is used in a 

moving system. For a given acceleration, we can define an equivalent wall shear stress as: 

_ Equivalent shear force _ mg _ 
V, accn -    /irea of the element    ~ ^7 ^ ^^^ (1.4) 

where p is the density of the element and t is the element thickness. For a conventional floating- 

element made of steel, the equivalent shear stress for one-g of acceleration is 196 Pa, as shown in 

Table 4. For a silicon micromachined floating-element, the equivalent shear stress for one-g of 

acceleration is 0.16 Pa. The acceleration sensitivity of a floating-element sensor can be 

considerably minimized by employing a novel design |5|. In this design a counterweight is placed 

under the element such that the center of gravity of the system for lateral acceleration is at the pivot 

point. 

5) Effect of the normal pressure. During measurements in a turbulent boundary layer, the sensor 

will be subjected to normal pressure fluctuations. The normal pressure could be due to the acoustic 

pressure waves or due to the transfer of vertical momentum between the turbulent eddies and the 
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floating-element. If the size of the floating-element is smaller than the characteristic length-scale 

associated with the pressure fluctuations, the effect of the pressure fluctuations will be felt 

uniformly across the element (it will then contribute to a common-mode signal in a differential 

sensing scheme and will not result in any error). The characteristic length-scale could either be the 

wavelength of the acoustic pressure wave or the size of the smallest eddy. The acoustic pressure 

waves will have a wavelength depending upon the speed of sound in air, c (340 m/s, at room 

temperature) and the acoustic frequency,/. The acoustic wavelength A is given as A = c/f. For a 

conventional floating-element, this corresponds to a frequency of 34 kHz. This could be a problem 

in a turbulent boundary layer. For a micromachined floating-element, this corresponds to a 

frequency of 2.83 MHz. This is much higher than any frequency that is likely to be encountered in 

a turbulent boundary layer, and hence acoustic pressure fluctuations should not be a problem for 

micromachined floating-element sensors. 

6) Effects of temperature changes. This effect is important when the floating-element, the substrate 

and the anchor that connects the element to the substrate, are made from different materials. The 

different thermal expansion coefficients of each material will result in different strains in each 

member due to an imposed temperature change. Since the members are connected, there will be 

non-uniform expansion effects that could result in out-of-plane deformation and torsion of the 

element. 

The summary of the above-described error sources is that the magnitude of the error (due to 

each source) is typically smaller for a micromachined floating-element sensor compared with a 

conventional floating-element sensor, as shown in Table 4. 

The main drawback of the conventional (not micromachined) floating-element type sensors 

is that they have poor spatial and temporal resolution for low-magnitude shear stress measurement. 

In order to obtain a measurable output signal in a low-shear environment, a large sensing element 

is required. This results in a loss of spatial resolution. Similarly, the need for a compliant structure 

to accurately transduce low-magnitude shear stresses results in a loss of bandwidth. Hence it is not 

possible to simultaneously achieve a high sensitivity and high bandwidth, as illustrated 

schematically in Fig. 1.7. The next section discusses how the use of silicon micromachined 

floating-element sensors has pushed this sensitivity-bandwidth horizon upwards, thereby 

permitting measurements in low-shear turbulent boundary layers. 

Another type of direct measurement technique has been recently developed 130]. It involves 

the measurement of the torque acting on a small cylindrical body placed above the wall deep in the 

viscous sublayer. The magnitude of the torque produced is directly proportional to the wall shear 

stress. The angular displacement of the cylinder (is proportional to the torque acting on it) is 
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directly measured. This scheme uses an invasive sensor and was designed for measurements of 
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Fig. 1.7 Sensitivity-bandwidth tradeoff in shear-stress sensors 

shear stress in the range of 100 Pa. The sensor had an operating bandwidth of 500 Hz which is 

inadequate for the present application. In addition to the above described direct and indirect 

techniques, there are some hybrid approaches to shear-stress measurement |31,32). These devices 

do not possess the sensitivity or bandwidth to make unsteady measurements in a turbulent 

boundary layer. 

1.3.2 Micromachined Shear-Stress  Sensors 

In this sub-section we first present an overview of micromachining. The different 

micromachined shear-stress sensors that have been previously developed, is presented next. 

Ovej^iew of Micromachining 

Silicon has become synonymous with integrated circuit technology thanks to its spectacular 

electronic properties. Silicon integrated circuit technology has been responsible for creating whole 

new industries in electronics and for revolutionizing the field of information processing. It is only 

recently (in the last 15 years) that its equally impressive mechanical properties have been exploited 

for the manufacture of miniature mechanical devices and mechanical systems. Silicon has an elastic 

modulus comparable to that of stainless steel (f'j,,;,;^; = 1^0 GPa, E^,^^, = 210 GPa) and a yield 

strength that is about two times that of steel {o^.^,^^i = 4200 MPa, a,.„.,,„^„ = 7000 MPa). It surpasses 
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aluminum in strength to weight ratio and the lack of hysteresis in single crystal silicon makes it a 

perfect material for making micromechanical devices, viz., sensors, actuators and microsystems 

|33]. The structural engineering of silicon has permitted the fabrication of micron-sized mechanical 

devices alongside integrated circuits on the same silicon wafer. These microsystems provide the 

much needed interface between the physical world and the electronic world, thereby allowing 

electronic systems to sense and control physical quantities like velocity, light, force, sound etc. 

This discipline of combining miniaturized electronic and mechanical systems on the same substrate 

is called microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and is widely known as micromachining. It 

must be noted that quite often MEMS stands for microfabricated electromechanical systems as 

opposed to microelectromechanical systems. This is because in many cases microsystems may be 

called MEMS due to the fact that they are manufactured using a microfabrication technology and 

not because they are of micron-dimensions. An excellent introduction to MEMS and an overview 

of the different MEMS technologies can be found in [34, 35,36]. 

MEMS devices are fabricated using manufacturing processes that are similar to those used 

for fabricating integrated circuits (ICs). However, there are several process technologies that have 

been developed specifically for MEMS applications. Some of these commonly used processes are: 

anisotropic etching of silicon, fabrication of high-aspect ratio microstructures, anodic bonding of 

silicon to glass, to name a few 136]. It must be noted that throughout this thesis, the term 

microfabrication technology refers to a combination of IC-fabrication technology and MEMS- 

specific technologies that are used to fabricate microelectromechanical systems. There are several 

inherent advantages associated with the manufacture of sensors using microfabrication technology: 

i) high volume and low cost manufacture; ii) sensor arrays can be fabricated on a single chip; and 

iii) electronics associated with the sensor can be incorporated on the same chip, providing for a 

compact measurement system. 

The rest of this sub-section presents a brief summary of the most widely used 

microfabrication technologies. The processing technologies can be broadly classified as: (a) bulk 

micromachining; (b) surface micromachining; (c) micromolding or LIGA process; and (d) wafer- 

bonding or sealed-cavity process;. We will briefly describe (a), (b) and (c) in this sub-section. A 

detailed description of the wafer-bonding technology is presented in section 3.2 of the sensor 

fabrication chapter. 

Micromachining Process-Technologies 

1) Bulk Micromachining. This is the most mature and oldest of the various micromachining 

technologies and has been widely used to fabricate pressure sensors [36]. Figure 1.8a shows an 

example of a simple device fabricated using a bulk micromachining process. By using a 

photolithography step, a pattern is defined on a silicon dioxide or silicon nitride masking layer on 
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the backside of the wafer. The wafer bulk (and hence the name bulk micromachining) is then 
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Fig. 1.8: a) Schematic illustration of the key steps in a bulk micromaching process; b) 

schematic illustration of the key steps in a surface micromachining process 

isotropically/anisotropically etched. The thickness of the active layer (beam/diaphragm) is defined 

by the etch-stop technique, that is, the etching process stops on a layer whose thickness is equal to 

that of the desired thickness of the beam or diaphragm. The etching can be terminated using a 

diffused boron etch-stop, buried boron etch-stop or an electrochemical etch stop |36|. The most 

widely used isotropic etchant is the hydrofluoric/acetic/nitirc acid system. The anisotropic etch is 

typically carried out in a solution of either potassium hydroxide (KOH), cesium hydroxide 

(CsOH), ethylene diamine pyrocatechol (EDP) or hydrazine. These chemicals attack the <100> 

crystallographic planes of silicon much faster than the <111> planes. This difference in the etch 

rates gives rise to a 54.7° side wall angle. 

One of the drawbacks of bulk micromachining is that the geometries of devices are 

controlled by the aspect ratios inherent in the various anisotropic etching techniques that are used. 

The devices are hence larger than those fabricated using other micromachining technologies. It 

must, however, be noted that a variation of the traditional bulk micromachining process known as 

the dissolved-wafer process, pioneered at the University of Michigan, allows the fabrication of 

smaller devices |35]. 
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2) Surface Micromachining. This technique is one of the most widely used forms of 

micromachining today. This technology, as the name suggests, involves the fabrication of devices 

on the surface of a handle wafer. Figure 1.8b illustrates a simple example of a device (cantilever) 

fabricated using the surface micromachining process. A good review of this technology can be 

found in |37J. 

The first step in the process involves the growth or deposition of a sacrificial layer on a 

silicon handle wafer. The sacrificial layers that are typically used are silicon dioxide (thermal or 

deposited), photoresist and a silicon epitaxial layer. The sacrificial layer is then patterned and 

etched in locations where the mechanical structure (active layer) will be attached to the handle 

wafer. The active layer is deposited on the patterned sacrificial layer. The active layer materials that 

are typically used are polysilicon, silicon nitride, silicon dioxide, aluminum, polyimide, tungsten, 

and single crystal silicon. The active layer is then patterned. The final step involves the selective 

etching of the sacrificial layer to release the microstructure, resulting in a free-standing cantilever as 

shown in Fig. 1.8b. In order to fabricate more complex structures, additional sacrificial and active 

layers can be used. Some examples of the devices that have been fabricated using this technology 

are micromotors by MIT |38], micromirror arrays by Texas Instruments Inc |39| and integrated 

accelerometers by Analog Devices [40]. 

The main attractiveness of the surface micromachining technology compared with 

traditional bulk micromachining, is in the ability to fabricate smaller devices, achieve better 

dimensional control and also in its ability to use materials other than silicon. Some of the 

drawbacks of surface micromachining are: i) polysilicon, which is the material of choice for 

surface micromachining, has considerable as-deposited film stress |36J. The magnitude and sign of 

this stress is strongly dependent on the deposition conditions. Even though a high temperature 

anneal helps to minimize this stress, micromechanical structures may undergo changes in 

dimensions (elongation or contraction) due to relaxation of the residual stress when the structure is 

released; ii) the thickness of microstructures that can be fabricated by surface micromachining is 

limited to a few microns. This limitation is dictated by the deposition techniques that are used to put 

down the thin films; iii) the final step in the surface micromachining process typically involves a 

wet etching process to release the devices. This leads to the problem of stiction, which is sticking 

of the active layer to the substrate. This problem of stiction can lead to significant reductions in the 

yield of the process [39J. 

3) LIGA Process. LIGA is an acronym that stands for lithography, electroforming and 

micromolding (in German, lithographe, galvanoformung, abformung). It is a micromachining 

process that allows the fabrication of 3-D, high-aspect ratio (thickness to width) microstructures. A 
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LIGA process, which uses a sacrificial layer to fabricate a suspended microstructure, is called the 

SLIGA process. A good description of both of these technologies can be found in |36,41 ]. 

The first step in the process involves the deposition and patterning of a sacrificial layer on a 

substrate wafer. The widely used sacrificial layer material is polyimide. A titanium/nickel film is 

then sputtered on top of the sacrificial layer. This Ti/Ni film acts as a seed layer for the 

electroplating of the active layer material. The wafer is then coated with a thick layer of photoresist 

(typically 300-400 |i.m thick PMMA). The PMMA layer is then patterned using X-rays generated 

by a synchrotron source. Because of the short wavelength of X-rays and a thick PMMA layer, a 

high aspect ratio (300-400:1) can be achieved. After patterning the PMMA layer is developed, 

resulting in a micromold. This micromold is then electroplated with the active layer material, viz., 

nickel. The final step is similar to surface micromachining and involves the selective etching of the 

sacrificial layer, resulting in a suspended microstructure (a clamped-clamped beam in this 

example). 

This technology has been used to fabricate high aspect ratio microactuators |42|. The main 

disadvantage of this technology lies in the need for expensive synchrotron sources for the X-rays. 

Micromachined Shear-Stress Sensors (Indirect and Direct Methods) 

There are several micromachined sensors that are already available for shear stress 

measurements. Table 5 lists the published work to date, with a brief description of each device. 

The techniques can again be classified as indirect and direct methods. 

1) Indirect Methods. The indirect micromachined sensors that have been developed are either hot 

wires or hot films [47,48,49,50, 521. We will not discuss each of these devices in detail. A brief 

summary of each technique is provided in Table 5. Even though some of these sensors [49, 50, 

52] possess the desired spatial and temporal resolution for measurements in turbulent boundary 

layers, they suffer from the same problems as the conventional hot wires and hot films. They 

depend on empirical correlations to relate the measure property to the wall shear stress, and 

significant errors in measurements can occur due to substrate conduction. 

2) Direct Methods. In this sub-section we will describe the floating-element type micromachined 

sensors. A brief decsription of each of the available sensors is provided in Table 5. The original 

micromachined floating-element sensor was developed at MIT by Schmidt [28, 43) in 1988. This 

sensor was designed for operation in low-speed turbulent boundary layers. The floating-element 

sensors employed a differential capacitive sensing scheme. A schematic diagram of the sensor is 

shown in Fig. 1.9a. The sensor comprised of a floating-element (500 \xm x 500 ^im x 32 ^im) 

suspended by four tethers. The sensors were designed to have a bandwidth of 20 kHz and a shear 
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stress resolution of 0.1 Pa. The polyimide floating-element with an embedded conductor formed 

Author, Year 
I reference I Type of Sensor Brief Description & Comments 

Oudheusen, 1988 |47J TJiennal 

Liu. 1994 148] Thermal 

Jiang, 1994 |49| 

Kaivesten, 1995 150] 

Jiang. 1996 1.521 

Schmidt. 1988 [4.31 

Thermal 

Thermal 

Thermal 

Floatins Element 

Ng, 1991 |45] 

Goldberg, 1994 |46] 

Pan. 1995144] 

Padmanabhan, 1996 
1511 

Floatins; Element 

Floatins Element 

Floatins Element 

Floaiino Element 

The sensing principle is based on a thermopile (with 
directional sensitivitj). The sensor area was 4 mm x 3 mm 
and was fabricated in silicon. The sensor was tested in a 
turbulent boundar>' layer over a range of 0-2 Pa. The 
frequency response (< 1 Hz) was poor due to substrate 
conduction. 

This sensor is a hot wire anemometer of size 200 \im x 
200 Jim. fabricated in polysilicon. The sensor was wind 
tunnel tested in the constant current mode and demonstrated 
a sensitiN it) of 15 V/kPa (over a range of 0-1.4 Pa). The 
sensor has a bandwidth of 500 Hz. 

This sensor is a hot wire anemometer of size 10-160 \xm x 
1 Jim, fabricated in polysilicoi. The sensor was wind tunnel 
tested and only the velocitj' data is presented. The sensor 
has a bandwidth of 500 kHz (in constant current mode). 

This sensor is a direct! on-sensiti\e hot film anemometer of size 
.^00 [.im X 60 |j,m, fabricated in polysilicon. The sensor was used 
to measure wail shear-stress spectra in a turbulent boundan 
layer. The sensor bandwidth was obserk ed to be 40 kHz in a 
constant temperature mode of operation. 

This is a hot wire sensor array (25 sensors of pitch = ,^00 \im) 
of size 150 um x 3 \xm, fabricated in pohsilicon. The sensor 
was tested extensively in turbulent boundary layers and 
was able to detect a "streak" stmcture and pro\ide instantaneous 
wall shear stress distributions. The sensor bandwidth = ?>0 kHz. 

This is a floating-element sensor of size .500 um x 500 ^m, 
fabricated in pxahimide. The sensing principle is based on 
differential capacitixe sensing.The sensor was tested in a laminar 
:hannel flow uptoa shear stress of 1 Pa. The .sensors showed 
drift and EMI problems durins \\'ind tunnel tests. The sensor 
bandwdth- 10 kHz. 

This is a floating-element sensor of size 120 um x 140 ^im, 
fabricated in silicon. The sensor operates on a piezoresistive 
transduction scheme. The sensor was designed for operation 
in the shear stress range of IkPa - 100 KPa. for polymer 
extrusion applications. 

This sensor operates on the same principle as Ng [451 and was 
de\'elcped for the same application. The floating-element size is 
500 (im X 500 |a,m,fabricated in silicon. The sensors have 
backside electrical contacts, to facilitate the packaging of these 
dexices. 

This is a capaciiive floating element sensor of size 100 \im x 
100 ^m, fabricated in polysilicon. It has been tested in laminar 
channel flows upto a shear stress of ~ 10 Pa. No measured 
bandwidth reported. 
This is a floating element sensor based on an optical position 
sensing scheme. The sensor size is 120 ^im x 120 fxm,fabricated 
in silicon. The sensor was able to measure shear stresses of 
0.005 Pa in a laminar boundary laver. The theoretical bandwidth 

52 kHz. 

Table 5 Progress in micromachined shear-stress sensor technology 
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Fig. 1.9: a) Floating-element shear-stress sensor based on a capacitive transduction scheme 

[43]; b) floating-element sensor based on a piezoresistive transduction scheme (taken 

from |46]) 
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the top plate of a parallel plate capacitor. An embedded conductor in the bottom silicon layer 

formed the bottom plate of the capacitor. The wall shear-stress induced deflection of the floating 

element was detected using an integrated differential capacitive readout scheme. The sensors were 

able to measure a shear stress of 1 Pa in a laminar channel flow. However, they showed sensitivity 

to electromagnetic interference (due to the high-impedance capacitive readout) and drift problems 

(due to the absorption of humidity by the polyimide) during continuous wind tunnel testing. In 

addition, the need to have the first-stage amplification on-chip (to detect the small signals) made the 

design and fabrication process for this scheme more complex. Another disadvantage inherent to all 

capacitive sensing schemes is that their use is limited to non-conductive fluids.Since the original 

micromachined device, floating-element sensors based on capacitive [44] and piezoresistive 

transduction schemes |45, 46| have been developed. The capacitive floating-element sensor |44| 

was a force-rebalance device designed for making measurements in a wind tunnel. This device has 

been tested only in a laminar channel flow and the dynamic response of this device has not been 

reported. This device was fabricated in polysilicon using a surface micromachining process and 

suffers from the drawbacks associated with this technology (see surface micromaching description 

in the previous section). The residual stresses associated with polysilicon can result in a non-planar 

floating-element structure. 

The piezoresistive device was developed for measurements of wall shear stress during 

polymer extrusion |46j. These sensors comprised of a silicon floating-element (500 ^im x 500 [im 

X 5 ji.m) suspended by four tethers. The sensing scheme uses the piezoresistive property of the 

silicon tethers to transduce the displacement of the floating-element, as illustrated in Fig. 1.9b. 

These sensors were designed for operation in a high shear stress {\kPa<T^^,^ \00kPa ), high 

pressure (~40 MPa) and high temperature (300°C) environment. The measurement of low- 

magnitude shear stress requires extremely high sensitivity to detect small forces (O(nN)) and 

corresponding small displacements (0(A)). In such a low shear-stress environment the percentage 

change in resistance (^ ) of piezoresistive sensors is very small and typically is below the 

threshold level that can be effectively measured. Hence these devices are inadequate for the present 

application. 

The summary of this section is that there is a need to develop a new sensing scheme for the 

measurement of wall low-magnitude shear stresses in aerodynamic flows. In this thesis we have 

developed a new micromachined sensor based on an optical position sensing technique (this makes 

it an inherently low-impedance device), which has the sensitivity and bandwidth required for the 

measurements of mean and fluctuating shear stress. The sensors were fabricated in single-crystal 

silicon using a wafer-bonding technology. The next section presents the outline of this thesis. 
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1.4 Outline of Thesis 

Chapter 2 will describe the operating principle and the various aspects of the design of the 

first-generation optical shear-stress sensor. The mechanical analysis (static and dynamic) of the 

sensor structure and the design of the sensor layout will be presented. Finally, the improved 

sensing scheme developed for the second-generation sensors and the issues associated with the 

design of sensor arrays will be discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents the mask design and the chip layout for the first and second-generation 

sensors. An overview of wafer-bonding technology (the process technology used for the sensors 

described in this thesis) for the fabrication of microsensors and microactuators is presented. A 

detailed step-by-step description of the actual fabrication process is then presented. 

Chapter 4 describes the package for the individual sensors and sensor arrays. The issues 

associated with the design of the measurement circuit and the laminar-calibration flow cell are also 

presented. Finally, the test results for the individual sensors and sensor arrays are described. The 

tests include, electrical characterization, sensor static-calibration and measurements in a custom- 

designed laminar-calibration flow cell, sensor dynamic-calibration in a custom-designed plane 

wave tube, measurements in a laminar boundary layer and stochastic calibration in a turbulent 

boundary layer. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the results and conclusions from this work. 
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Chapter 2.   SENSOR DESIGN 

This chapter presents the design of the new optical shear stress microsensor. The 

various aspects of the design for the first-generation stand-alone sensors and second-generation 

sensor arrays are presented. The first nine sections discuss the design for the first-generation 

sensors. The last section presents the design of the second-generation sensors. 

The chapter begins with a description of the sensor operating principle. The second 

section presents a brief review of photodiode theory. The third section is a detailed description 

of the design of the photodiode. The next few sections describe the noise sources in 

photodiode-based detection systems and detailed mechanical analysis (static and dynamic) of 

the sensor structure. This is followed by a discussion of the theoretical minimum and 

maximum shear stress which can be measured using the sensor. The next section presents the 

design of the sensor layout. The final section is a discussion of the design of the second- 

generation sensors, pointing out the features that are different from the first-generation sensors. 

2.1    Detection Principle - Optical Position Sensing 

The sensing principle for the optical shear-stress sensor is based on a floating-element 

optical shutter and integrated photodiodes as shown in Fig. 2.1. The sensor is comprised of a 

floating-element structure, which is suspended by four tethers, as shown in the top view in 

Fig. 2.1a. A pair of photodiodes are located under the floating-element on the leading and 

trailing edge, as shown in the cross-sectional view (Fig. 2.1b). The sensor is subjected to 

uniform illumination from a laser source located above the floating-element. In the absence of 

any fluid flow, the exposed area of the two photodiodes (to the incident light) are the same (the 

photocurrents are also the same) and hence the differential photocurrent Alphow 's zero. In the 

presence of a flow, the floating-element deflects under the action of the wall shear stress. This 

results in an increase in the exposed area on the leading-edge diode and a decrease in area on 

the trailing-edge diode. The resulting differential photocurrent is proportional to the magnitude 

and sign of the wall shear stress. That is 

(2.1) 

It must be noted that for equation (2.1) to be valid, the incident light intensity for the 

two photodiodes must be the same and a differential photocurrent output must be solely due to 

the change in the exposed areas of the two photodiodes (and not due to any variations in the 

incident intensity). In a high-speed turbulent flow {Mach number > 0.5) or if the flow is heated 

(or cooled), the spatial variation in density of the flow-field might result in a spatial variation in 
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the refractive index of the medium. This could cause the diffraction of the incident light and 
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the sensing principle. Electrical leads and other 

structures adjacent to the sensor are not shown in this figure. 

may result in a non-uniform incident illumination. This is not an issue for our current 

experiments since all the data presented in this thesis are based on experiments in low-speed 

flows that are at ambient temperature. Also, since the spacing between the photodiodes is small 

(spacing = 450 ^m for the first-generation sensors and 70 ^im for the second-generation 

sensors), the effect of the diffraction of the light on the performance of the sensor would be 

minimal. 
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The interest in microfabricated optical choppers (modulators/shutters) has increased 

considerably in recent times due to the ability to integrate optical choppers and displays. The 

literature in the field of micromachined light modulators is vast and beyond the scope of this 

thesis. A good description of the different aspects of this technology can be found in |53, 54, 

551. In this section we present a brief discussion of some of the devices that have a design 

similar to our sensor. 

Micromachined sensors based on an optical shutter and photo-detector have been 

developed by other groups for various applications, viz., accelerometer [56|, angular position- 

sensing in a micromotor |57| and infrared (IR) sensors 158]. The novel accelerometer [561 is 

based on ap-i-n photodiode and an optical shutter supported by cantilever beams. The shutter 

(with slits etched in it) forms the proof-mass of the accelerometer. When the sensor is 

subjected to an acceleration, the proof-mass moves and the displacement of the proof-mass 

controls the exposed areas of the photo-detector to the incident illumination. The output of the 

photo-detector is proportional to the proof-mass displacement and hence the acceleration. This 

sensor is comprised of three parts: p-i-n photodiodes, an optical shutter and a LED source. 

Each of these was fabricated independently and then assembled (using epoxy) to form the final 

device. This is different from our sensor where the optical shutter and photodiode are 

fabricated simultaneously on the same structure, and hence there is no need for any assembly. 

Therefore, our design does not have the problem of alignment errors that may be associated 

with assembly. 

Micromotors with integrated photodiodes beneath the rotor have been used to make 

continuous real-time measurement of rotor motion [571. As the rotor moves under illumination, 

its shadow modulates a photocurrent through the underlying photodiodes. The resulting 

photocurrent is amplified and filtered by off-chip electronics before passing through an 

algorithm that extracts the rotor position in time. 

The group at Toyota Central Research Laboratories has developed a micromachined 

optical chopper for IR radiation, based on an optical shutter (with slits etched in it) |58]. The 

shutter in this device is moved electrostatically using comb-drive actuators. The sensor is 

illuminated with IR radiation from above. In the undeflected position of the shutter, all the IR 

radiation is reflected. When the shutter is electrostatically moved, IR radiation goes through 

the slits and is transmitted through the silicon substrate and can be detected by an IR sensor 

underneath the silicon wafer. The silicon substrate acts as an IR filter that cuts off radiation 

below a wavelength of 1 pim. 
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2.2 Photodiode Theory 

A photodiode is a device tiiat converts an incident light signal into an output electrical 

signal. The simplest photodiode consists of a p-n junction as shown in Fig. 2.2a. In a p-n 
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Fig. 2.2: a) Creation of electron-hole pairs by an incident photon having energy greater 

than E^; b) electric field distribution in the depletion-region of the p-n junction; 

c) energy band diagram illustrating the photogeneration process 

junction at thermal equilibrium {V^^^u.^ = 0 and no incident illumination) a depletion region or 

space-charge layer is created on either side of the metallurgical junction [59]. The electrical field 

distribution in the depletion region and bulk material is shown in Fig. 2.2b. It can be seen from 

Fig. 2.2b that the electric field has a maximum value in the depletion region and a zero value in 

the bulk p or n-type material. Such an electric field distribution has the effect of stopping the 

majority carriers crossing the junction in the opposite direction to the field. However the large 
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electrical field in the depletion region accelerates the minority carriers from both sides of the 

junction, resulting in a leakage current flow in the external circuit. An incident photon that has 

an energy greater than E^, the band gap of silicon, will excite an electron into the conduction 

band, leaving behind a hole in the valence band. This process by which an incident photon 

creates an electron-hole pair is known as photogeneration and is shown in Fig. 2.2c. In order 

to achieve maximum sensitivity and efficiency of the photodiode, majority of the incident 

photons must be absorbed in the depletion region. This is because the large electric field in the 

depletion region separates and sweeps (large drift velocity of the electrons and holes due to the 

large electrical field) the electron-hole pairs that are created, thereby resulting in a photocurrent 

in the external circuit. The photons that are absorbed in the bulk material create electron-hole 

pairs that have a higher probability of recombining and hence do not contribute significantly to 

a current in the external circuit. The photocurrent output due to the motion of photogenerated 

electron-hole pairs is similar to the drift motion of minority carriers in a p-n junction at thermal 

equilibrium and hence adds on to the drift current. A more detailed description of other 

photodiode designs and details of photodiode operation can be found in |59,60,61,62|. 

The magnitude of the photocurrent that is generated as a result of the incident light 

intensity7y7j„(W/m-) is proportional to the incident light intensity and the area of the photodiode 

that is exposed to that light intensity and is given as |631: 

_Jflu.q{\±r){\±e±^o--) 
'photo i^^/y^ A diode ^2 2) 

where q is the electronic charge, a^ is the absorption coefficient (m"^), w the width of the 

absorbing region (designed to be the depletion region width), h is Planck's constant, A is the 

wavelength of the incident photons, c is the speed of light in air, r is reflectivity of the diode 

surface and A^.^^^ is the area of the diode exposed to the incident photon flux. The reciprocal of 

the absorption coefficient is the penetration depth of the light. The absorption coefficient is a 

function of the wavelength of the incident light as shown in Fig. 2.3 (reproduced from [63 j). 

The wavelength of the illumination source must be chosen so as to achieve maximum 

absorption at the desired depth, viz., in the depletion region. Equation (2.2) assumes that the 

incident photons are collected over a region from the surface of the photodiodes to a depth 

equal to the depletion-region width. 

It must be noted that photodiodes can be operated in either the photovoltaic mode 

(Supplied = 0) or the photoconductive mode {V^^^,,^,^ < 0). For simplicity, all the experiments in 

this thesis were performed with the photodiodes being operated in the photovoltaic mode. This 

mode of operation was found to be more than adequate for our application. 
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2.3    Photodiode Design and Parameters 

This section describes the design of the photodiode. The various parameters that are 

discussed are: a) metallurgical junction depth; b) choice of implant parameters for fabrication; c) 

depletion-region width; d) quantum efficiency; and e) response speed. 
10'. .  in-I 

Absorption 
coefficient 
(cm  ') 

1.5 X 10 

Light penetration 
depth (pin) 

0.4    0.6    0.8    1.0    1.2    1.4 

Wavelength (prn) 

Fig. 2.3 Absorption coefficient of radiation in silicon as a function of the wavelength 

of the incident radiation [63] 

a) Metallurgical Junction Depth. As described in section 2.2 the junction depth must be such 

that most of the incident light is absorbed in the depletion region of the p-n junction. All the 

tests in this thesis were performed using a commercially available 670 nm solid-state laser. The 

value of Go for this wavelength is 1.5 x 10^ cm"' (from Fig. 2.3). In order to obtain the 

maximum absorption efficiency, the metallurgical junction depth was designed to be located at 

a depth of 2 [xm. This results in a depletion-zone encompassing a region on either side of the 

metallurgical junction. This choice of junction depth results in 90% absorption of the incident 

power in the depletion region. (Note: the fraction of the incident power that is absorbed at a 

depth X is given as e-"'^ . By integrating across the length of the depletion-region we can 

calculate the fraction of the incident power that is absorbed in that region). 
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h) Implant Parameters. Tht implant parameters (species, dose and energy) were chosen based 

on SUPREM |64| simulation results, so as to yield a metallurgical junction depth of 2 [xm after 

the drive-in and other thermal steps. The SUPREM program file that was used for the 

simulations can be found in Appendix A. The results of the simulations are also shown in 

Appendix A. The following implant parameters were chosen based on the simulations: 

i) species = phosphorus 

ii) dose = 5 x 10'^ cm"^ 

iii) energy = 90 keV. 

The actual junction-depth on the wafers was measured using sheet resistance analysis to 

be 2.1  ^im, which is in good agreement with the designed value (see Appendix A for the 

measured values). 

c) Built-in Potential. In thermal equilibrium, the diffusion of carriers across the metallurgical 

junction results in an electric field (as shown in Fig. 2.2) and hence a potential difference. This 

is called the built-in potential V^, and for a step-junction the expression for V^, is given as |59|: 

"' (2.3) 

where A^^, A^^ and n, are the donor, acceptor and intrinsic carrier densities, respectively. Using 

valuesof/^r = 0.026 eV (at room temperature). ^ = 1.6 x 10'^ C, A^^ = 4 x 10'" cm-\ A'^ = 7 

X lO'"" cm'^ and n, = 10'° cm■^ we get V,,,. = 0.86 V. The values of A^^ ^^"^ ^A ^^e obtained from 

SUPREM simulations. These values are in good agreement with the actual dopant 

concentrations measured on the wafers using a sheet resistance analysis (see Appendix A). 

d) Depletion-region Width. The expression for the depletion-region width w for a linearly- 

graded junction (a junction where the dopants are ion-implanted into the semiconductor) is 

given as [2.7J: 

[      qa        y^bi- ^applied'\ (2 4) 

where A'si^O is the product of the dielectric constant of silicon and permittivity of vacuum and is 

equal to 1.045 x 10"'^ F/cm, a is the slope of the plot of | A^o ± A'^ | versus the depth into the 

wafer. From the SUPREM simulation results (which agree well with the measured dopant 

concentrations) the value of a is calculated to be equal to 8.4 x 10'^ cm"". Using V^,. = 0.86 V 

and V^j,p,;ed = 0. we get w = 1.9 ^im. 
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where q is the electronic charge, B is the measurement bandwidth and /^ is the dark current. 

The magnitude of the dark current noise can be reduced by careful design and fabrication of the 

photodiode. 

The maximum measurement bandwidth B for the system is given as 5 = ]/(2JIRC) 

where R is the load resistance and C is photodiode capacitance (since the amplifier input 

capacitance is small). For our system, R = 1 MQ and C (depletion capacitance) = 1.6 pF, we 

get 5 = 100 kHz. Using a typical value of the dark current /^ = 100 pA (see chapter 4 for the 

measured values), we get i^ = 3.2 x 10"^   >4^ . 

b) Quantum or Shot Noise. The detection of light by a photodiode is a discrete process since an 

electron-hole pair is created by the absorption of a photon and hence the output signal of the 

photodiode is dictated by the statistics of the incident photons. The quantum noise arises due to 

the intrinsic fluctuations associated with this process of photoexcitation of carriers. It manifests 

itself as a shot noise. The quantum noise current on the photocurrent Z^^,^,,^^ is given as [651 

'shot — ^ <J o IpiiQjQ ■ {'2 8') 

The magnitude of the shot noise current can be estimated using the typical value of the 

photocurrent of/^,,„,„ = 100 nA (see chapter 4 for the measured values) and B = 100 kHz 

as 3^, = 3.2 A-10-'/l2. 

c) Surface Leakage Current Noise. This noise current arises due to the presence of 

unterminated surface states on the surface of the silicon. These unterminated states contribute to 

energy levels in the center of the band gap region of silicon. These mid-band gap energy states 

act as sites for recombination-generation (R-G) and are thus responsible for increased leakage 

current (the R-G centers are also sometimes referred to as traps). This leakage current can be 

considerably reduced by passivating the surface using a thermal oxide. It has been found that 

the thermal oxide reduces the surface leakage current by several orders of magnitude 13.10]. 

The details of the passivation process that was used for the present sensor can be found in 

section 3.3 of the fabrication chapter. For this analysis it is assumed that the surface leakage 

noise current is small. 

2.4.2  Mechanical-Thermal  Noise 

Microfabricated sensors are often associated with miniature moving parts (the floating- 

element in this case) that are susceptible to mechanical noise resulting from molecular agitation 
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|67]. In our case the floating-element sensor is designed for measurements of small-signals. 

The mechanical-thermal noise could set the limit on the lowest measurable displacement of the 

floating-element. The mechanical-thermal noise arises due to the Brownian motion of the 

particles in the surrounding medium, that is, agitation of the floating-element structure due to 

collisions from the particles in the surrounding gas. The collision-induced displacement sets the 

limit on the smallest shear-stress-induced displacement which can be detected by the sensor. 

The magnitude of this noise depends on mass, lateral resonant frequency and the damping 

ratios of the floating-element structure. This noise displacement magnitude has been estimated 

for a second order system  as  167]:   Z = ^{AkT)l{co^nQ)  \m-jTiz\     ^   where  k   is  the 

Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10"'^ J/K), T is the absolute temperature, w^, m and Q are the 

lateral resonant frequency, mass of the floating-element and quality factor, respectively. The 

equivalent noise current can be estimated from the noise displacement magnitude and equation 

(2.12) as 

7 7/ 
_ photo 

^^ diode (2.9) 

Using typical values for our sensor (floating-element size = 500 pim x 500 um) ofco,. = 16 kHz, 

m = 4.1xlO"^Kg,e= 100, we get Z = 5.077 x 10"'- m. for a measurement bandwidth of 100 

kHz. The mechanical-thermal noise current can be calculated using equation (2.9) (with Z = 

5.077 x 10-'-' m, /^„„,„ = 100 nA and W,,,,^, = 7 ^im) as 1.45 x 10" A. 

2.4.3 Noise inputs between photodetector and amplifier 

The photodiode outputs are connected to the first-stage amplifier by cables. This could 

result in noise introduced into the detection system by means of the cable; for example, field- 

coupled noise and movement-induced triboelectric and microphony noise [66]. To minimize 

this noise contribution, the first-stage amplifier should be placed as close to the sensor as 

possible, and the amplifier should have sufficient gain such that the noise from all sources 

entering the signal path later may be ignored. It can be seen from the calculations in the 

following paragraph that this is the dominant noise source for our system. 

The field-coupled noise could be due to: a) electromagnetic coupling; b) magnetic 

(mutual inductance) coupling; c) electric (capacitive coupling). For our system we used coaxial 

cables to connect the sensor to the amplifier, as described in the measurement circuit section of 

the sensor testing chapter. The coaxial cable provides excellent electric field shielding when the 

shield on the cable is properly grounded. A coaxial cable with only one shield connection to 

ground will provide no magnetic field shielding [66]. In order to achieve good shielding from 
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magnetic coupling noise, either a triaxial cable or a shielded twisted pair is preferred 166]. 

Hence the main source of noise contamination between the sensor and amplifier is due to 

magnetically coupled noise. Common sources of this noise are power-line transformers and 

electric motors, where the fields and induced currents are at the line frequency of 60 Hz. The 

field from brush motors will also contain some high frequency components as a result of 

arcing. The amplitude of magnetically coupled noise current can be estimated using the 

following equation |66|: 

i^,„^ = 2jcfB^/R (2.10) 

where 5„ is the flux density and A is the loop-area over which the current is induced. Using 

typical valuesforapower-line:/=60Hz,5= lmWb/m\y?= 1 MQ and A = 0.0182 m^ (this 

value is based on the area of a single circular loop formed by the cable. By coiling the cable 

more than once, this area can be minimized), we get /,„^„ = 6.9 x 10"^ A. It must be noted that 

any field-coupling directly into the sensor chip is minimized by using a frontside electric shield, 

as described in section 2.8.3. 

2.4.4 Load Resistor and Amplifier Noise 

The major source of noise in the resistor is thermal (or Johnson) noise. The mean 

square noise current is equal to 4kTB/R where k is the Boltzmann constant,/^ is the absolute 

temperature and R is the resistance in ohms. 

A commonly used index of noise performance for an amplifier is the noise figure, F 

|66|. The noise figure is the fractional increase in noise (from the amplifier) over the 

unavoidable thermal noise from the resistor. For our circuit we used a low noise amplifier (AD 

712 KN), which has a small noise figure. The noise figure of the amplifier was (from the 

amplifier specification sheet) 3 db. The sum of the noise contributions due to the load resistor 

and the amplifier can be written as 4KTBF/R |65|. For our amplifier, noise figure = 3db or 10 

log,o2 and hence F = 2. 

2.4.5 SNR for the Detection System 

The SNR for the entire detection system (shown in Fig. 2.4) can therefore be written as 

ratio of the mean square signal amplitude to the mean square noise amplitude as 

/2 

SNR = 
I phoro 

^B (Ij + Ip,^^,^) + i„,ech±ilienn + Lag + '^kTBFIR (211) 

Since the various noise sources are statistically independent, the total mean square value of the 

noise amplitude is the sum of the mean square values from each noise source [68]. 
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For our system, R = 1 MQ and C (depletion capacitance) = 1.6 pF, we get 5 = 100 

kHz. Using /^ = 100 pA, /^,,„,„ = 100 nA (for values of Ij and /^;,„,„ see testing chapter) and F = 

2 and B = 100 kHz, the SNR can be calculated to be equal to 211. The measured values of the 

SNR for the detection system are presented in section 4.5.4 of the sensor testing chapter. 

2.5    Sensitivity, Sensor Dimensions and Illumination Source 

2.5.1 Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of the sensor is defined as the fractional change in the photocurrent for 

a given applied shear stress. It is expressed as %/Pa. Using equation (2.2), the differential 

photocurrent normalized by the average photocurrent, when the floating-element deflects, can 

be shown to be equal to: 

'photo ''diode (2 12a) 

and hence sensirivit}- = ,   ^^'°'° = .w~   _    (for 6 < W^,^^^) 
'photo w       '^diode'^w ^2 12b) 

where 6 is the in-plane deflection of the floating-element, W^/orfe 's the exposed width of the 

photodiode (as shown in Fig. 2.1) and Iphoto is the average of the photocurrents from the two 

photodiodes when TH.= 0. The derivation of equation (2.11) is presented in Appendix B. It can 

be seen from equation (2.12) that the sensitivity of the photodiode is proportional to the 

deflection of the floating-element and is inversely proportional to the exposed width. It must be 

noted that the smallest value of W^/oi/ethat can be achieved is limited by the fabrication process. 

The value of W^/o^^ for the present sensor is 7 |xm. In order to estimate the sensitivity using 

equation (2.12) the relationship between the deflection 6 of the floating-element and the applied 

shear stress must be known. This relationship is discussed in section 2.6. 

2.5.2 Sensor  Dimensions 

The floating-element area is fixed from the desired spatial and temporal resolution of the 

sensor, as discussed in chapter 1. Process considerations impose dimensions of r = 7|i,m, 

^diode = 7^m for the sensors. The length L, and width W, of the tethers were chosen such that 

the sensor response at the lowest shear stress can be effectively measured using off-chip 
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electronics. For all the devices L, = 500 fxm and W, = \0 jim. In order to achieve a 

measurement range of 10 Pa and a bandwidth of 17 kHz (or better) required for testing in low- 

shear environments, sensors of two different floating-element sizes - 120 \im x 120 |j,m and 

500 \xm X 500 fxm - were fabricated (see section 1.2 of chapter 1 for a detailed description of 

the choice of the sensor dimensions). 

2,5.3 Illumination Source 

All the experimental results presented in this thesis are based on tests carried out with a 

7mW, 670 nm solid-state laser. The wavelength of the incident light source was chosen so as 

to maximize the absorption of photons at the depth of the depletion region of the photodiodes. 

Also, the wavelength is such that the 7 ^m thick floating-element acts as a shutter for the light 

and that light strikes the diodes only through the exposed areas in the device wafer. 

A typical solid-state laser (SPMT 670-10) has a non-uniform (Gaussian) intensity 

distribution across the spot [69]. To overcome this problem (for our initial experiments), the 

spot size was made much larger (~ 1 cm diameter) relative to the floating-element size. This 

provided a uniform intensity distribution over the central 500 |xm region of the spot. The spot 

was then aligned relative to the floating-element to obtain ^I^i,„JIp,„„„ = 0, in the absence of 

any flow. For the second-generation sensors we implemented a three-photodiode sensing 

scheme, which reduced the sensitivity to a non-uniform incident beam and made the task of 

alignment of the laser spot easier (see section 2.10.1). In addition, in subsequent tests we used 

a new laser (ACMT 670-10) of the same wavelength, which was fitted with suitable optics to 

obtain a spot with a uniform intensity distribution [69]. 

2.6 Mechanical Analysis - Static and Dynamic 

2.6.1.   Stiffness 

The stiffness k of the sensors can be estimated from a mechanical modeling of the 

sensor structure. The tethers can be modeled as clamped-clamped beams of length 2L„ 

subjected to a distributed load (per unit length) D and a central point load P [28], as shown in 

Fig. 2.5. We have assumed that the floating-element moves rigidly under of the applied shear 

stress. The distributed load (per unit length) is the direct shear on the tethers, and is given as D 

= \. W,. The point load is the effect of the resultant force (due to the wall shear) on the 

floating-element and is equal to P = TJV^.LJ2 (the factor of half is because there are a pair of 
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clamped-clamped beams). For a beam under such loading conditions (Fig. 2.5), the total 

deflection can be obtained from the principle of superposition as 170]: 

/>(8Lf)     D{16LJ) 
192 EI       3S4 El (2.13) 

where / is the moment of inertia of the beam. Substituting for P and D, equation (2.8) can be 

simplified to yield the force-deflection (F - 6) relationship as follows: 

Flow 

2U 

(b) 

Fig. 2.5: a) Deflected floating-element structure in the presence of a flow; b) modeling 

of the loading as the sum of a distributed load D and a point load P acting on 

a clamped-clamped beam 
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/' - F 
' 8~ 

AE,,t 

{Ljw,y '/l+2 
(2.14) 

where F = \WJ^^, where E^, is elastic modulus of silicon {E^f = 190 GPa), Lj, W^and t are the 

length, width and thickness of the tethers, respectively and Lg and W^ are the length and width 

of the floating-element, respectively. The calculated stiffness values for the two sensor sizes 

are shown in Table 6. 

Using equations (2.11) and (2.12), the sensitivities for the two different plate sizes 

were estimated. For a shear stress of 1 Pa the percentage change in the photocurrent is 

0.0183% for the 120 ^m x 120 ^im sensor and 0.195% for the 500 \im x 500 \im sensor. 

Hence the sensitivities of the sensors are 0.0183 %/Pa for the 120 fxm x 120 |im sensor and 

0.195 %/Pa for the 500 [im x 500 |im sensor. 

2.6.2  Resonance  Frequency 

The mechanical resonant frequency (for lateral motions) of the sensor can be estimated 

by modeling the sensor element and the tethers as a spring-dashpot system (single degree of 

freedom and second order system). The governing equation of motion for such a system can be 

shown to be: 

,n^ + cdf + i^,^f (2.15) 
dt-        dt 

where x is the displacement, m is the mass, c is the damping coefficient, k the spring constant 

and F is the forcing term, which in this case is the wall shear force. Equation (6) can be solved 

to obtain the lateral resonance frequency//- of this system as 

(2.16) 

It must be noted that equation (2.16) assumes that the damping ratio is small and hence the 

damped natural frequency of the system is approximately equal to the undamped natural 

frequency. It will be shown in section 2.6.4 that the damping ratio for lateral (or in-plane) 

oscillations is much smaller than one. The mechanical resonance frequencies for the two 

different floating-element sizes can be estimated from equation (2.16) by substituting for the 

spring constant k from equation (2.14) and using m = p^j L^ W^ t     , where p^i is the density 

of silicon. The mechanical resonance frequencies for the 120 [.xm sensor and 500 ^xm sensor are 

calculated as 52 kHz and 16 kHz, respectively. 
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The acoustic resonance frequency of the sensor can be obtained by modeling the sensor 

cavity as a Helmholtz resonator. The acoustic resonance frequency is given as |7] |: 

f —   i    / c S 
Jacoustic     2     \    t V (2.17) 

where c is the velocity of sound in air, S is the cross-sectional area of the sensor cavity 

opening, t is the depth of the opening and V is volume of the cavity. Substituting for the 

different parameters, gives/„^.„„„,^.> 100 kHz for all the different sensor designs. Hence the 

maximum frequency of sensor operation is controlled by the mechanical resonance frequency, 

for all the sensors. 

2.6,3 Quality Factor 

The quality factor Q of resonance for this system is given as: 

^ (2.18) 

where ^ is the damping ratio and is defined as the ratio of the damping coefficient c of the 

system to the critical damping coefficient c^. The critical damping coefficient for such a second- 

order system is given as c^= 2'/km    \12\. 

2.6.4 Damping Ratio for in-plane Oscillations 

The damping coefficient c for in-plane oscillations of the floating-element can be 

estimated using a slide-film damping model. The flow in the gap under the plate can be 

modeled as a Couette flow. In such a system, for small values of gap g, the damping 

coefficient can be shown to be 172] 

^in+plane 8 (2 ]Q) 

The value of g for the present design is 1.2 [im, as shown in Fig.2.6a. It must be noted that the 

damping generated by the ambient fluid above the floating-element is small at low and moderate 

frequencies (< 15 kHz) [73].   Using L, = 500 ^im, W, = 10 ^m, r = 7 ^im and the material 

properties of silicon, the quality factor Q and the damping ratio ^in±pia,ie ^- <^in-pianJcc) for the 

two plate sizes can be obtained. Table 6 lists these values. It can be seen that the sensor 

response for in-plane oscillations is underdamped ( ^i„+piane'^ ^ )• Accurate estimation of c,„. 

plane may require the modeling of the flow in the gap as Stokes flow [73J. However, it has 

been shown that for a thin air film (g < 2 ^m), the energy dissipation behavior of a Couette- 

type damper becomes identical to that of a Stokes-type damper [731. It must also be noted that 

the above described analysis typically underestimates the value of c,„,^,^„^, and hence ^in±piane ■ 
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This is because of a zero pressure gradient assumption in the gap and also since fluid loading 

and edge effects have been neglected. Moreover, since the gap size is small, the mean free path 

of the air molecules becomes significant with respect to the gap thickness. Under such 

conditions a slip flow exists at the boundaries 174]. This will also affect the calculated value of 

^in±piane ' ^"^ ^as not been accounted for in this analysis. 
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h^ ■>l 
in-plane oscillations 
-^ ► 

g = 1.2 [xm 

(a) 

air squeezed 
out normal 

oscillations 

g = 1.2 [im 

floating element 

J 

n - type device layer 

p - type Si Substrate 

n - type device layer 

p - type Si Substrate 

(b) 

Fig. 2.6: a) Illustration of the slide-film damping model, for in-plane oscillations of the 

floating-element. The pressure gradient in the gap is assumed to be zero for this 

analysis and hence the velocity profile is linear; b) illustration of the squeeze 

-film damping model, for normal oscillations of the floating element 
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QUANTITY 120 [im SENSOR 500 jam SENSOR 

Floating element size 
(length, width, thickness) 120 nm X ] 20 \im x 7 jam 500 [im X 5(X) ^m X 7 |am 

Tether dimensions 
(length, width, thickness) 500 pim X 10 i^m X 7 [im , 500 |j.m X 10 |im X 7 ^m 

Stiffness, k 22.5 N/m .3.3.6 N/m 

Resonant Frequency, f^ 52 kHz 16 kHz 

r.irrenf Sensitivitv   ^'phoJlphoto 

(first-generation sensors) 

0.0183 %/Pa 0.195 %/Pa 

Damping ratio for in-plane 
oscillations, t -jn -plane 

1.5 X 10-^ 5x 10-'' 

Damping ratio for normal 
oscillations. I,„^,, 6.5x10-+ 1.8 X 106 

Table 6 Summary of all the calculated sensor characteristics 

2.6.5 Damping Ratio for Normal Oscillations 

For normal oscillations of the floating-element, the damping coefficient c can be 

estimated using a squeeze-film model for the fluid in the gap, as shown in Fig. 2.6b. It can be 

shown that the damping coefficient for such oscillations is given as |751 

'Hie? 
^^      ^    -'   ' (2.20) 

'^normal ~ o-^J f^air \ ^e 

Substituting values for different parameters, the values of ^normal (= <^normu/^c) for both the 

plate sizes is obtained as shown in Table 6. The normal oscillations are highly overdamped 

i^nornmi» ' )• Therefore, unsteady pressure fluctuations (which, to first order, produce a 

common-mode signal) are not likely to cause resonance of the sensor structure. The above 

analysis for c„o„„a/assumes the fluid in the gap to be incompressible. It has been shown that 

for squeeze numbers {(J = {l2 fu^i^co L/)/(g^ P^) , where co is the plate oscillation 

frequency and P^ is the ambient pressure) less than 0.2 the fluid in the gap behaves like an 

incompressible fluid 176]. For the present case cr = 0.137 for the 120 ^im sensor and a= 2 for 
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the 500 \im sensor at 1 kHz plate oscillation frequency. Hence the incompressible assumption 

is valid for the 120 [im sensor and not for the 500 jim sensor at 1 kHz oscillation frequency. It 

must also be noted that this analysis overestimates the value of ^normal since slip flow 

conditions existing at the boundaries have been neglected. Table 6 summarizes all the 

theoretical sensor parameters calculated in this section. 

2.7 Theoretical Minimum and Maximum Shear Stress 

The lowest measurable shear stress is limited by the quantum noise due to the intrinsic 

fluctuations of the charge carriers in the photodiodes. From equation (2.8) the smallest 

differential photocurrent that can be detected is 4/^/,„,„ = /\/,„,,„„, and is equal to 10 '^A at a 

typical photocurrent of 1 ^lA. This corresponds to a wall shear stress of lO''' Pa for the 120 \xm 

sensor and lO'-'^Pa for the 500 ^m sensor (using equations (2.12) and & (2.14)). The lowest 

shear stress that we have measured is 0.0014 Pa for the 500 ^im sensor and 0.0115 Pa for the 

120 \x.ra sensor. This was limited by the resolution of the differential pressure transducer that 

we used, as discussed in the testing chapter. 

The maximum shear stress that can be measured is limited by the theoretical maximum 

allowable floating-element deflection. This is equal to the size of the gap between the floating- 

element and the substrate and is 7 ^m for all devices. This results in a maximum measurable 

shear stress of I kPa for the 500 [im sensor and 10 kPa for the 120 [xm sensor (using equation 

(2.14)). The maximum shear stress that we have measured is 133 Pa for both the sensors. This 

is limited by the maximum shear stress we were able to generate in our laminar flow channels, 

as described in section 4.6 of the testing chapter. It must be noted that over the entire 

measurement range, the stresses on the sensor element and supporting tethers are in the elastic 

regime (maximum deflection = 7 ^xm and maximum strain ~ 10'^ ) and hence the force- 

deflection relationship should be linear (given by equation (2.14)). 

2.8 Design of Sensor Layout 

2.8.1 Location of bond Pads 

The electrical access to the sensor chip was made through frontside wire bonds. Hence 

to minimize the perturbation of the flow field in the vicinity of the floating-element, the bond 

pads were located sufficiently downstream of the flow. The exact location of the bond pads 

was calculated by modeling the flow past the wire bonds, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. For all the 

devices a low-profile gold ball-bond was used to electrically connect the chip to the package. 
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20]d wire 

Flow 

n- Si 
^m I"'" 

t 
n+ p - Si 

0.95 U 

(a) 

0.95U 
0.95U 

U 

- = Perturbed zone 
U = Freestream velocity 

Fig. 2.7: a) Schematic diagram illustrating the flow past the ball-bond; b) exploded 

view of the flow past the ball-bond, modeled as flow past a sphere of 

diameter = 50 ^m 

The flow past the ball-bond was modeled as flow past a sphere of diameter = 50 ^im. 

The typical air velocities encountered during testing are in the range 1 - 45 m/s. The Reynolds 

number based on the ball diameter rf is in the range of 2 to 90. For Reynolds numbers close to 

one, the velocity distribution around the ball-bond can be obtained from the Stoke's solution 

for an immersed sphere [77]. For this velocity field around the bond, the radial and tangential 

velocities reach 95% of their freestream value at a distance of ]0d upstream of the bond. This 

corresponds to a perturbed zone size of 500 ^m for our sensors. At the higher Reynolds 

numbers, the size of the upstream perturbed zone is smaller than for the low Reynolds number 

case [771. In all the devices the bond pads were located at a minimum distance of 2500 pirn, 

which is about five times the maximum size of the perturbed zone. 

2.8.2 Matching of Output Lead-Lengths 

Figure 2.8 illustrates the top and cross-sectional views of the junction-isolated lead 

from the floating-element to the bonding pad. This junction-isolated lead electrically isolates the 
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1= Trench   '\>v>\\>s!^ = oxide passivation ^y^?'^;^ = n+ = metal 

Fig. 2.8 Schematic diagram illustrating the readout scheme (only one junction- 

isolated lead is shown in this drawing). It must be noted that the top view 

shows only the handle wafer, while the cross-sectional views show both the 

handle wafer and the n-type device layer 
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sensor from the rest of the wafer substrate. The lead lengths from the two photodiodes were 

matched, so that the leakage currents from the two photodiodes would be equal. This is 

necessary to avoid any differential photocurrent output arising solely due to a mismatch in the 

leakage currents from the two photodiodes. 

2.8.3 Frontside Sensor Shield 

The purpose of shielding was to reduce the electric and electromagnetic field strengths 

by the use of a conducting layer. The shield helps to reduce the strength of fields in the vicinity 

of a susceptible device (the photodiode in this case). A thin metal layer was deposited on the 

frontside (during the sensor fabrication process) to define the frontside shield. This shield was 

connected to ground during measurements. Hence any noise current generated due to field- 

coupling is simply shunted to ground. 

2.9 Different Sensor Designs and Test Structures 

The different types of sensor layouts that were designed are described below - 

2.9.1 Dijfused-Lead Sensor. This sensor is comprised of two li^ junction-isolated leads that 

connect the photodiodes to the bond pads, as described in section 2.8.2. The if lead is defined 

on the handle wafer and runs continuously between the photodiode and the bond pad, as 

shown in Fig. 2.8. 

2.9.2 Airbridge Sensor. This sensor is similar to the diffused-lead device except that the n* 

lead is not continuous between the photodiode and the bond pad, as shown in the top view and 

cross-sectional views of Fig. 2.9. The electrical connection between two disconnected z?^ 

regions is made through the n-type device layer, which is bonded on top of the handle wafer. 

The device layer looks like a "bridge," which is held at the silicon islands on the handle wafer 

and hence the name airbridge sensor. The two main reasons for developing this design were: 1) 

reduction of the total leakage current of the photodiode (due to reduced n* diffusion area). The 

measured leakage currents in this device were lower than that for the diffused-lead device 

^Jleakage.airhridse ~ ^S pA and J,,akage.diffused-lead^ ^00 P^)- The n" dlffuslon arca of the airbridge 

sensor was 30 % lower than that of diffused-lead device; 2) placement of the bond pads much 

more downstream of the floating-element than in the diffused-lead device due to the long lead- 

lengths in this device. For these sensors the passivation oxide is not present around the bond 

pads. This could explain the proportionately higher observed leakage current compared with 

the diffused-lead device. 

2.9.3 Other Designs. In addition, we have also developed other design variants. A sensor with 

a mechanical handle attached to the floating-element was also designed, as illustrated in the 
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To Floating Element 

Handle Wafer 
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n-type device layer 
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 ~- 

1= Trench   ''^^\\^\^\ = oxide passi\ation gj,- j^..     ' = n+ 

isolation-lane on the device wafer 

: metal 

Fig. 2.9 Schematic diagram illustrating an airbridge sensor lead. It must be noted that the 

top view shows the features on the handle wafer and the isolation-lane on the 

device layer. 
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ri.'.iiiULi-element 

Tether 

Fig. 2.10 Scanning electron photograph of floating-element sensor with a handle. Parts of the 

floating-element and the tethers have been cut off to clearly show the handle 

structure 

photograph (Fig. 2.10). The floating-element structure can be moved by pulling the handle, 

thereby displacing the element without any flow. This sensor was designed to test the device 

performance on a wafer-inspection station, without any flow. 

We have also developed a floating-element sensor with an interdigitated finger 

structure. The floating-element (which is the moving electrode) can be moved by applying a 

bias between the stationary electrode (this is fixed to the substrate) and the moving electrode. 

The sensor is designed for operation in the force-rebalance mode, i.e., the floating-element 

displaces under the action of the flow and can be brought back to its null-deflection position by 

applying a suitable bias. The output of the sensor is the applied bias, which is proportional to 

the wall shear stress. This sensor exploits the advantages of null-deflection devices, viz., better 

frequency-response (due to closed-loop operation) and reduced gap size around the floating- 
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element resulting in smaller measurement errors (see chapter 1 for errors caused by gaps 

around floating-element devices). A good overview of the operating principles of comb-drive 

devices can be found in |44,781. 

2.9.4 Test Structures. Two kinds of test structures were designed: mechanical test structures 

and diode test structures. The mechanical test structures are arrays of cantilevers and fixed- 

fixed beams of different dimensions, which were designed to extract the Young's modulus and 

residual stress of the bonded and etched-back silicon layer (using electrostatic pull-in tests). 

Such tests have been performed on similar structures by other researchers at MIT. The 

modulus determined from these measurements was found to be consistent with published 

values, and the residual stress in the thinned-back silicon layer was measured to be zero to 

within the measurement resolution of 100 kPa {strain < 10"^) 179]. For the purpose of this 

thesis, we used the published values of Young's modulus (E^,. = 190 GPa) and residual stress 

(negligible), since the measured values were in good agreement with the published values. 

The diode test structures are diodes of different shapes and sizes, i.e., diodes of 

different area-to-perimeter ratios. These were designed to electrically characterize the various 

diode parameters (ex: ideality factors, leakage currents and breakdown voltages) and also to 

study the effect of area-to-perimeter ratios on the different diode characteristics. We did not 

extensively study the effect of area-to-peri meter ratios, since the measured performance 

characteristics of the these diodes were found to meet or exceed the requirements of our 

application, as described in section 4.1 of the sensor testing chapter. 

2.10  Second-Generation  Sensors 

The aim of fabricating the second generation sensors was to: a) develop an improved 

design for the photodiodes that would make them less sensitive to non-uniformities in the 

incident illumination; and b) to fabricate arrays of floating-element sensors. All the other 

aspects of the design of the second-generation sensors are similar to the first-generation 

devices. In this section we will discuss only those aspects of the design that are unique to the 

second-generation devices. 

2.10.1 Design Improvements in the Second-Generation Sensors 

As described in section 2.4.3, the original laser source had a non-uniform intensity 

distribution across the spot. This meant that the laser spot had to be precisely aligned relative to 

the sensor, to ensure that 4/^,,„,y/^;,„,^^ = 0 with no flow. In order to minimize the sensitivity of 

the devices to light intensity variation the following two design changes were implemented: 
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Fig. 2.11 Top and cross-sectional views showing the three-photodiode sensing scheme 

a) Reduced Photodiode Spacing. The photodiodes were moved closer. They were located 

under the floating-element as opposed to the edges of the floating-element structure. A 

schematic diagram of the new design is shown in Fig. 2.11. This helps in minimizing the 

sensitivity of the devices to intensity variations because the non-uniformity in intensity across a 

shorter distance is lower and hence the photodiodes are subjected to a smaller intensity 

variation. 
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b) Three-photodiode Scheme. A three-photodiode scheme was implemented instead of the 

original two-photodiode scheme. This helps to eliminate the effect of linear intensity gradients 

that exist in the K-direction. The new structure is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. The top diode (1) and 

the bottom diode (3) are electrically connected to form photodiode # 1 and the middle diode (2) 

forms photodiode # 2. The three diodes are equispaced and the exposed areas (in the no flow 

condition) of the top and bottom diodes (A) are half that of the middle diode (2A). The 

expression for the sensitivity of a sensor employing such a three-photodiode scheme is derived 

in Appendix B. 

Let us consider the following example to illustrate how the three-photodiode scheme 

helps to null out a linear gradient in the K-direction. Let the intensity at the location of the 

bottom photodiode be zero (arbitrary units), at the middle diode be five (arbitrary units) and at 

the top diode be ten (arbitrary units). The output photocurrent of a photodiode is proportional 

to the product of the incident intensity and exposed area (equation (2.2)). Hence for this 

example the output currents of the top, middle and bottom diodes are lOA, 10 A and zero, 

respectively. The constant of proportionality is the same for all three diodes. Since the top and 

middle diodes are electrically connected (and hence their photocurrents add), the differential 

output of the system is equal to AI = lOA - JO A = 0. It can therefore be seen that a 1-D linear 

gradient in intensity can be nulled out using this design. Since the dimension of the diodes in 

the X-direction is large, any gradient in intensity in this direction is averaged out by each of the 

diodes. A theoretical estimate of the reduction in sensitivity that can be obtained by using the 

three-photodiode design shows a 78% reduction in sensitivity to intensity variations as 

compared with the earlier deisgn (see Appendix C for the calculations). The measured 

performance improvement obtained using the three-photodiode design, is presented in section 

4.12 of the sensor testi ng chapter. 

2.10.2.  Sensor  Arrays 

The main motivation for fabricating sensor arrays was to develop a tool for fundamental 

and applied research in turbulence. Sensor arrays can be used to estimate the spanwise spacing 

and streamwise orientation of coherent structures in a turbulent flow [80]. Such estimates can 

be obtained from cross-correlation measurements using an array of wall-mounted shear stress 

sensors [81]. The asymmetry of the coherent structures, which is an essential aspect of the 

turbulence-generation process, can also be detected by an array of wall-mounted shear-stress 

sensors [82[. 

Applied research includes the active control of turbulent flows. This could either be the 

control of laminar-turbulent transition [83] or active turbulence control [81]. An important 

aspect of the existence of coherent structures in a turbulent flow environment, is the possibility 
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of controlling turbulence by interacting with these structures, as pointed out by [84]. 

Interaction with coherent structures is the basis for localized active control in turbulent flows. 

Shear-stress sensor arrays (of the desired size and spacing) can be used as part of a system of 

sensors and actuators for the control of turbulence. Sensors located upstream and downstream 

of the actuators observe the passage of coherent structures. Once a structure has been detected 

by the sensors, the information can be used by the actuator to optimally counteract the detected 

structure, in order to accomplish the control task. A good discussion of the issues associated 

with the use of sensor arrays for active control of turbulent flows can be found in [52, 82, 84]. 

The biggest problem facing the practical implementation of active control is the unavailability of 

miniature sensors and actuators. In order to accomplish the control task, the sensors must have 

sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to accurately identify: 1) the emergence of the 

coherent structure; and 2) the spanwise orientation of this structure. The next sub-section 

discusses the choice of sensor size and spacing that are desired for the above-described 

applications. 

2.10.3 Array Parameters 

It has been suggested that the desired sensor size and spacing is of the order 50^or 

lower, where -^ is a viscous length scale [][. The desired temporal resolution for this 

application, is of the order of a few t\ where r" is the viscous time scale [1 [. Using typical 

values for the low-speed wind tunnel at MIT, Re^^- 16000 and (7=15 m/s. €= 30 jim and f = 

58 us [see Table 2, chapter 1]. Hence we need sensors whose size and spacing are of the order 

of 1000 \xm or lower and with a bandwidth of 17 kHz or better. 

We have designed and fabricated the following two types of sensor arrays: 1) two- 

sensor array, which is an orthogonal pair of sensors (Fig. 2.12 ). Such a pair could be used to 

detect the emergence and orientation of coherent structures; 2) eight-sensor array as shown in 

Fig. 2.13. This array can be used to obtain the spanwise distribution of the streamwise shear 

stress or by rotating the array by 90°, the streamwise distribution of the spanwise shear stress. 

In a turbulent boundary layer such an array can be used to obtain shear-stress correlation 

measurements that provide the desired information about the coherent structures. Table 7 lists 

all the dimensions of the two-sensor and eight-sensor array. The design of the layout for the 

arrays is the same as that for the first-generation sensors. These sensors were tested using the 

new laser source, which had a more uniform incident intensity, as described in the testing 

chapter. 
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Fig. 2.12: a) Two sensor (500 [xm) array; two sensor (120 \xm) array 
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Fig. 2.13: a) One-dimensional array of 120 um sensors; b) one-dimensional array of 500 

[Am sensors 
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Array type Floating element size 
(length, width, thickness) 

Floating element size 
in L 

Center-to-center 
spacing of floating 
elements in l! 

Bandwidth 

Two sensor array 
- 120 jxm 120 |Am X 120 |xm X 7 fxm 4 25 52 kHz 

Two sensor array 
- 200 [im 200 fim X 200 [imxl [im 6.7 27 .34 kHz 

Tuo sensor array 
- 500 [im 500 [im X 500 ^im x 7 \im 16.7 37 16 kHz 

Eight sensor array 
- 120 [im 120 |xm X 120 ^im X 7 ^.m 4 31 52 kHz 

Se\en sensor arrav 
- 500 urn 500 |im X 500 ^im x 7 \im 16.7 42 16 KHz 

Table 7 Dimensions of sensor arrays. For all the sensors the tether width and thickness 

are 10 ^irn and 7 tim. respectively. The viscous length scale is equal to 30 (im 

atRe„= 16000 and f/= 15 m/s (typical conditions in the low-turbulence wind 

tunnel at MIT) 
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Chapter 3. SENSOR FABRICATION 
This chapter presents a detailed description of the shear stress sensor fabrication 

process. The chapter begins with a discussion of the masks used in the fabrication process and 

the layout of the sensor dies. The sensors were fabricated using a sealed-cavity fusion-bonding 

process, similar to |85|. The second section presents a brief overview of fusion-bonding and a 

generic sealed-cavity sensor fabrication process. The rest of this chapter discusses the actual 

fabrication process itself, with the aid of schematic cross-section drawings. At each stage the 

following three aspects of the process are presented: i) the description of that step; ii) process 

development issues; iii) any other issues associated with process optimization. A detailed 

process flow that lists all the process parameters, the equipment and laboratories (MIT Labs) in 

which the steps were performed, is given in Appendix D. It must be noted that the process 

flow used to fabricate the first-generation stand-alone sensors and second-generation sensor 

arrays are almost the same. The only difference in the process for the two generations is in the 

starting material that is used for the device wafers, as pointed out in the device wafer 

processing section. 

3.1 Mask Design 

The sensor fabrication process is an eight mask process. This section describes: i) the 

function of each of the mask layers (the details of the photolithographic steps that are 

performed using these mask layers is presented in section 3.3); ii) the overall layout of the 

sensor chip. All the masks were generated using the KIC CAD layout tool 186|. 

3.1.1 Mask Layers 

Mask# 1 (Dark Field Mask). This mask is used to define the trenches on the frontside of the 

handle wafer. It must be noted that all the subsequent mask layers align to this layer. 

Mask #2 (Dark Field Mask). T\n?, mask defines the photodiode implant {n+ implant) regions. 

The n" leads from the photodiode to the bond pads run within the trenches. The design rule for 

this layer is such that the n* region (after all the thermal steps) is 20 jxm away from the trench 

walls (see Fig. 2.8). 

Mask # 3 (Clear Field Mask). This mask is used to pattern the oxide layer on the handle wafer 

so that the oxide can be selectively etched from the field-region, leaving it behind in the 

trenches. The design rule for this layer is such that the oxide that is left behind in the trench is 

10 \m\ away from the trench walls on both sides (see Fig. 2.8). This design rule ensures that 

the oxide layer is cleared from the vertical trench walls and the regions where the wall meets the 

top surface of the wafer. 
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Mask # 4 (Dark Field Mask). This layer is used to transfer the alignment marks on the handle 

wafer to the top surface of the device wafer. This mask was used only for the second- 

generation sensors. 

Mask # 5 (Clear Field Mask). This layer is used to protect the floating-element structure during 

the high dose and high energy implant of the top surface of the device layer. The design rule 

for this layer is such that the mask protects the floating-element and a region 15 \xxn around the 

floating-element. 

Mask # 6 (Clear Field Mask). This layer patterns the metal on the top surface of the device 

wafer. 

Mask # 7 (Dark Field Mask). This layer is used to define the regions for the vent-hole etch. 

Mask # 8 (Dark Field Mask). This layer is used for the final release (using a plasma etch) of the 

microstructures. Since a vertical overetch (which is required to ensure the release of all the 

microstructures on the wafer) produces some degree of lateral overetch, the patterns on this 

mask layer are designed to be smaller (by 1 ^im) than the desired opening on the structure. The 

choice of 1 ^m is based on the amount of lateral etch that occurs during the final plasma etch. 

3.1.2    Chip Layout 

The first-generation sensor wafer is comprised of two dies (die # 1, die # 2) stepped 

across the wafer, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The layout of the dies are shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. 

In both cases the die is separated into three zones. Figure 3.3 shows die # 1, which comprises 

of 4 sensors. The first zone on the left is a 500 ^m airbridge sensor, the second zone 

comprises of the 120 \xm and 500 \xm diffused-lead sensor and the third zone on the right has a 

500 \xm airbridge sensor. The diode test structures are located on the left edge of this die. 

Figure 3.4 shows die # 2, which comprises of 4 sensors. The first zone on the left has two 

sensors - 500 \xm diffused-lead sensor with handle and with comb-drives, the middle zone has 

a 120 [xm airbridge sensor and the third zone on the right has a 500 fxm airbridge sensor with 

comb-drive. The mechanical test structures are located on the left edge of the die (For a 

description of the different devices please section 2.9, of the sensor design chapter). The chip 

layout for the second-generation sensors is shown in Fig. 3.4. The 120 ^m and 500 fxm sensor 

arrays are located on the top and bottom of the chip, respectively. 

3.2 Wafer-Bonding (Fusion-Bonding) Technology for Microsensor Fabrication 

Sensors and actuators can be manufactured using a silicon-to-silicon direct wafer 

bonding or a sealed-cavity process. In this section we present a brief description of the physics 

of the wafer-bonding process. A simple example of a generic sealed-cavity process that can be 

used to fabricate a microstructure is then presented in the next sub-section. This simple 
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die# 1 = die#2 

Fig. 3.1 Layout of sensor chips on the wafer. The chip size is 1 cm x 1cm and the 

chip-to-chip spacing is 2 mm. 

example will help the reader in better understanding the actual shear stress sensor fabrication 

process, presented in section 3.3. An excellent overview of wafer bonding can be found in 

|36, 87|. A good review of the application of the wafer-bonding technology for the fabrication 

for micromechanical devices can be found in |36, 881. 

3.2.1 The Physics of Wafer-Bonding 

Silicon wafer-bonding technology is a technique of fusing together two silicon wafers 

by heat. The process of fusion-bonding of silicon involves two steps - 1) contacting a pair of 

specularly clean wafers (which have been treated in an appropriate chemical solution) at room 

temperature; 2) annealing the wafers at a high temperature to form a permanent bond. The 

success of silicon to silicon fusion bonding depends greatly on the quality of the silicon surface 

prior to bonding. Both the physical and chemical state of the surface are critical to the bonding 

process: Physical state - the surfaces should be mirror polished and free of any contamination; 

Chemical state - the normal (stable) state of silicon has a thin native oxide (40 - 50 A) on the 
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1 cm 

cm 

Fig. 3.2 KIC plot of the chip layout for die # 1 (first-generation sensors) 

surface and the surface is said to be hydrophilic. A hydrophilic silicon surface state can be 

created using a RCA cleaning procedure (See Appendix D for a description of the RCA 

cleaning procedure). A study of hydrophilic surfaces has shown an abundance of OH groups 

attached to the dangling bonds on the wafer surface [89]. When two wafers that have OH 

groups on their surface are brought into intimate contact, a weak attractive electrostatic force 

results between the two wafers that helps to keep the contacted wafers together. This weak 

force is believed to be due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between the OH groups [90]. It 

should be pointed out that this room temperature contacting process is reversible, and at this 

stage the wafers can still be separated. A permanent bond occurs only after the high 

temperature anneal step. 
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1 cm 

Fig. 3.3 KIC plot of the chip layout for die # 2 (first-generation sensors) 

In the second step, the contacted wafers are subjected to a high temperature anneal. 

Typically wafers are annealed in an O, or N^ environment at temperatures greater than 600°C. 

When the wafers reach temperatures of about 200°C, dehydration of the O//groups begins and 

the hydrogen bonds between the OH groups are converted to siloxane (Si-O-Si) bonds and 

water. At even higher temperatures, typically around 400 C, the Si-O-Si bonds are converted 

into a very strong covalent Si-Si bond and the resulting oxygen diffuses into the substrate. 

Following the anneal, a permanent bond has formed between the two wafers and the wafers 

cannot be separated without fracturing the silicon substrates. The strength of the bond is a 

function of the annealing temperature and is typically specified in terms of the surface energy 

(erg/cm') required to separate the wafers. Typical low-temperature (< 600°C) Si-Si bond 

strengths are of the order of 500 erg/cm^ and high-temperature (> 1000°C) bond strengths are 

of the order of 1000 erg/cm^ 136]. 
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1 cm 

cm 

Fig. 3.4 KIC plot of the chip layout for the second-generation sensors 

The above description of the bonding process is for a hydrophihc surface (surface with 

a native oxide). This is the most commonly used form of fusion bonding. It must be noted that 

a silicon-to-silicon fusion bond can also be achieved between two hydrophobic surfaces 

(surface where the native oxide has been stripped in HF solution, prior to bonding). The 

physics of the bonding process for these surfaces is different than that for hydrophilic surfaces. 

The details of this process can be found in [87]. 

3.2.2 Bond Evaluation 

The integrity of the surface of the two wafers controls the final quality of the bond. A 

poor surface quality results in voids in the interface region of the bonded pair. Voids in the 
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interface can arise due to - trapped gases, particulates, surface contaminants and insufficient 

wafer flatness. The most common cause of bonding voids is due to particulates and trapped air 

at the interface. 

There are several methods by which the bonded interface can be inspected for voids. 

Some of the techniques are - infrared (IR) imaging, X-ray and ultrasonic imaging. Each of 

these techniques has a different level of resolution in detecting interface voids. The IR 

inspection system is typically used for coarse inspection while ultrasonic imaging is used for 

imaging very small voids. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic diagram of a simple IR inspection 

system developed by our group at MIT. The system comprises of a wafer holder, an 

incandescent bulb that acts as an IR source, a CCD camera fitted with a visible light filter and a 

video monitor. Voids appear as either dark regions or as a series of concentric interference 

fringes on the video monitor. The wafers are typically inspected after the "contacting" process 

and before the anneal. If the bonded pair has an unacceptable number of voids, it can be 

separated by inserting a teflon tweezer between the two wafers. The wafers should then be 

cleaned and the bonding process can be attempted again. 

3.2.3  Generic Sealed-Cavity Process 

The sealed-cavity process starts on two wafers: a handle wafer and a device wafer. The 

handle wafer provides the cavities, which allow the fabrication of suspended microstructures. 

The microstructure (ex: beam/diaphragm) itself is fabricated on the device wafer. 

The first step in the fabrication process involves the etching of cavities in the handle 

wafer. The device wafer is then contacted with the handle wafer in a controlled ambient and 

annealed in a high-temperature ambient (1150°C), to produce a sealed-cavity (and hence the 

name sealed-cavity process). The controlled ambient (typically a ratio of A', and O,) contacting 

process helps to control the residual pressure in the sealed-cavity after the high-temperature 

anneal step. During the anneal step, most of the oxygen in the cavity is consumed to form a 

thin S/0, layer and the pressure in the cavity after the anneal is equal to the original partial 

pressure of nitrogen. The device wafer is then thinned back. It must be noted that in order to 

successfully exploit this technology to fabricate micromechanical devices, the controlled 

thinning of the device wafers is very critical. The thin-back process controls the final surface 

roughness and dimensional tolerance of the device layer, both of which are important 

parameters for the final device performance. The final step in the process involves plasma 

etching the device wafer to release the microstructure. 

The procedure that is employed for the thin-back process depends upon the type of 

etch-stop that is used to define the device layer thickness. The following etch stop techniques 

are commonly used: i) diffused boron etch-stop; ii) electrochemical etch-stop; iii) oxide etch- 
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Fig. 3.5 Schematic diagram of an IR bonding-void inspection system 

stop. An example of a device fabricated using the boron etch-stop technique can be found in 

|911. In this thesis devices have been fabricated using etch-stops ii) and iii). In all the three 

cases wafers are typically thinned in an alkaline solution (ex: KOHICsOH solution). The details 

of the fabrication steps for the thin-back process using etch stops b) or c) can be found in the 

next section. 

After the thin-back process the membrane or diaphragm is deflected downwards due to 

the differential pressure load {Pamosphere'Pcavin^ acting on them. The amount of downward 

deflection can be estimated from the elastic load-deflection equations [92]. It must be noted that 

the low pressure in the cavity prevents the rupturing of the thin membranes during any high- 

temperature or low-pressure step that are carried out after the thin-back process and prior to the 

microstructure release step. 

The advantages of the fusion-bonding process over the conventional surface 

micromachining process are: 

1) Microstructures are fabricated in single-crystal silicon and hence they have better mechanical 

properties. Moreover, this silicon device layer has no residual stress. 
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2) The final microstructure release step is performed using a dry (plasma etching) process as 

opposed to a wet process that is used in surface micromachining processes. The dry release 

process helps to overcome the problem of stiction of the released structure to the substrate 

|85|. 

3.3 Optical Shear Stress Sensor Fabrication Process 

This section describes (in sequence) the details of the various process steps involved in 

the fabrication of the sensor. The process starts on two wafers: a handle wafer and a device 

wafer. Each of these wafers are procesed separately up to the wafer bonding step, after which 

they are processed together. It must be noted that in the following process description the step 

numbers refer to the numbers in the process traveler (Appendix D). 

3.3.1 Handle Wafer Processing - Upto Wafer Bonding 

Starting Material 

The handle wafer starting material is: 

<100> Boron doped (0.5 - 20 ohm-cm) double-side polished 4"' silicon wafers (500- 

550 um thick). 

Backside electrode formation (steps J- 2.5) 

The first step in the process is the growth of a thermal screening oxide layer that is 450 

A thick. The next step involves a high dose and high energy blanket boron implant (species = 

boron, dose = 5 x 10'-"' cm"-, energy = 100 KeV, 7 degree tilt) and drive-in (temperature = 

1150°C. time = 2 hrs, A', ambient) of the backside of the handle wafer. This provides an ohmic 

contact for the backside metallization for the photodiode contact and also ensures a good 

electrical contact during the electrochemical etch (ECE) that is used to thin-back the device 

wafer. The screening oxide helps to minimize implant channeling and prevent out-diffusion of 

the implanted species during the drive-in process. The screening oxide was grown for all the 

subsequent implant steps. The SUPREM process simulation software was used to determine 

the surface concentration and the sheet resistivity in the implanted layer. The concentration 

profile after all the thermal steps seen by this layer, is shown in Appendix D. The SUPREM 

output file that gives the electrical characteristics of this layer is also included in Appendix D. 
I 

Frontside trench etch (steps 4.1-4.4} 

The wafer is first coated with a 1 [xm photoresist. Before being coated with photoresist 

the wafers are primed in an automatic HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane) vapor prime oven. 

HMDS is widely used in the semiconductor industry to improve photoresist adhesion to 

oxides. The HMDS reacts with the oxide surface forming a strong bond to the surface. At the 
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same time free bonds are left that readily react with the photoresist, enhancing the photoresist 

adhesion. The stable state of silicon always has a thin layer of native oxide on the surface and 

hence the use of HMDS improves the adhesion of the photoresist. This HMDS coating process 

is assumed for all subsequent photo steps. The wafers are then patterned in a KarlSuss Model 

MA 4 contact aligner (note: all the subsequent photolithography steps were performed on the 

contact aligner). This layer is aligned to the major flat on the wafer. All the subsequent mask 

layers align to this layer. 

The next step involves the plasma etching of 1.2 fxm trenches in the handle wafer, as 

shown in Fig. 3.6A. The plasma etching is carried out in a LAM 480 etcher using the etch 

parameters given in Appendix D. The etching chemistry is based on a SFJCCl^ based plasma. 

The etch rate of silicon using this chemistry was highly geometry-dependent, 50 A/s for large 

geometries and 27 A/s for the smaller ones. This is referred to as the "loading effect". 

Typically, much higher etch rates were observed in larger areas. The etch rates varied by 

almost an order of magnitude as the pattern size was changed by an order of magnitude. This 

made it difficult to achieve uniform trench depths across different pattern sizes. The wafers 

were rotated halfway through the etch in order to achieve better uniformity in the etch depth 

across the wafer. The measured trench depths on the wafer were in the range 1.1-1.2 [xm. 

The bottom of the trenches were found to be quite rough when the standard SFJCCl^ 

plasma (SF^ = 95 seem; CCL^ = 3 seem; seem = standard cubic centimeter per minute) 

chemistry was used. We believe this was due to the "micromasking" effect of the photoresist, 

which is "sputtered" from the top surface of the wafer into the bottom of the trenches. This 

problem was overcome by increasing the flow rate of CCl^ from 3 seem to 10 seem. This 

considerably minimized the surface roughness on the bottom of the trenches but did provide a 

small curvature to the trenches (center to edge etch depth of 500-750 A). This small curvature 

is acceptable for the final device structure. The reduced surface roughness is due to the 

increased etch rate of the photoresist. The increased CCl^ flow rate resulted in a small increase 

in the resist removal rate and small decrease in the silicon etch rate, thereby reducing the overall 

silicon to photoresist selectivity (original selectivity- 6:1; new selectivity- 4.5:1). The initial 

photoresist thickness of 1 ^im was hence more than sufficient to etch a depth of 1.2 |xm. After 

the etch the photoresist was stripped in a piranha solution. 

Photodiode implant (steps 5.2-6.4) 

The first step is to grow a 450 A of screening oxide. The wafers are then blanket boron 

implanted (species = boron, dose = 8 x 10" cm"^, energy = 70 KeV, 7 degree tilt). This 

implant helps to increase the surface boron concentration, thereby increasing the threshold 
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voltage for surface inversion. This helps to prevent "cross-talk" between the two photodiodes 

through the substrate (see next sub-section for more discussion). 

A 1 |im photoresist layer is then patterned using the photodiode mask. The wafers are 

then phosphorus implanted (dose = 5 x 10'"'^ cm'^, energy = 90 keV, 7 degree tilt). All 

parameters for the implant, the species, dose, energy and drive-in time were obtained from 

SUPREM simulations, as described in section 2.3 of the sensor design chapter. It must be 

noted that the parameters were chosen to obtain a junction depth of 2 ^.m. The drive-in for this 

implant is the same as the bonding-anneal step (step # 10.3). The resulting structure is shown 

in Fig. 3.6B. 

Electrical passivation and patterning the passivation oxide (steps 7.1-7.6) 

A note on electrical passivation. Surface electrical passivation is the process of reducing the 

surface state density of silicon by tying up the "dangling" bonds (or unterminated surface 

states). The presence of dangling bonds that are not tied up results in leakage currents. This is 

because these unterminated surface states contribute to energy levels in the center of the band 

gap region of silicon (donors and acceptors contribute to energy levels towards the edges of the 

band gap). These mid-band gap energy states act as sites for recombination-generation {R-G) 

and are thus responsible for increased leakage current (the R-G centers are also sometimes 

referred to as traps). Thermal oxides (and not deposited oxides) have been shown to 

considerably reduce the charge density (or surface trap density) at the Si-SiO^ interface, thereby 

reducing the leakage currents. It has been found that when a thin layer of 5/(9, is grown on the 

surface of silicon where a p-n junction intercepts the surface, the leakage current of the junction 

was reduced by an order of magnitude|93]. This is because the oxide reduces and stabilizes 

interface traps. 

The process steps 7.1-7.6 provide electrical passivation of the trench surfaces, thereby 

preventing diode cross-talk or surface leakage current that can cause the shorting of the two 

photodidoes. In addition, the electrical passivation also helps to minimize the individual p-n 

junction leakage currents. The plasma etching process that is used to etch the trenches, leaves 

behind dangling bonds on the surface. These unterminated surface states provide sites for 

carriers (electrons and holes) to "hop" from photodiode #1 to photodiode # 2 resulting in diode 

cross-talk. This problem can be overcome by "terminating" these bonds with a thermally 

grown oxide layer, as described above. The oxide layer reduces both the surface leakage 

current and the device {p-n diode) leakage current. 

The screening oxide grown in step 5.2 is left behind in the trenches and performs the 

task of electrical passivation of the silicon surfaces. In addition, a 2400 A layer of LTO is 

deposited on this screening oxide layer. This is to ensure that there is a thick protective oxide 
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layer on the photodiodes during the final stage of the process when a plasma etch is used to 

release the microsensor structure. As described in step # 6, there is some non-uniformity in the 

etch rate across a wafer during the plasma etching process. Hence the wafers are typically 

overetched to ensure that structures are released all around the wafer. This could mean that in 

some of the devices on the wafer (those which were released first) the plasma could attack the 

underlying photodiodes. The presence of a thick oxide layer permits a large overetch time, with 

the underlying photodiodes being unaffected. 

After the LTO has been deposited, this layer is patterned using a 1 \xm photoresist 

layer. The pattern ensures that (after BOE oxide etch step) the screening oxide and LTO layer is 

left behind only in the trenches and is completely removed from the field regions. In order for 

the wafer bonding step to be successful, the oxide layer must be completely removed from the 

field regions of the wafer and be left only in the trenches. Any oxide particle in the field regions 

will translate to bonding voids and a dielectric isolation of the device layer from the handle 

wafer. In addition, any misalignment of this pattern could also result in oxide being left behind 

in the field regions and the above mentioned problems. The main concern for this 

photolithography step is to eliminate any photoresist from the field regions. Any photoresist in 

the field regions would correspond to oxide in the field after the BOE etch, thereby resulting in 

bonding defects (voids/debond regions). The following steps were therefore taken to 

thoroughly clear the field regions of any photoresist. First, this mask layer was designed to be 

tolerant to misalignments of the order of 10 um. Second, two lOX emulsion plates were 

generated from the same KIC file. Each of the emulsions was then stepped out to generate its 

own IX chrome contact mask, which was then used in the photolithography process. Each 

wafer is exposed using both the chrome masks. This "double exposure" procedure helps 

eliminate any photoresist from the field regions that may arise due to mask imperfections. The 

probability of two independently generated chrome masks to have imperfections at the same 

location is small. Hence any resist left behind in the field region of the wafer due to an 

imperfection in one of the masks will be exposed away during one of the two exposures. 

Third, a "ring" mask (which blocks the central regions of the wafer and exposes a ring-region 

about 1 cm from the wafer edge) was used to expose the edges of the wafer, a region where 

resist tends to accumulate and thicken during the coating process. While the edge-bead removal 

solvent removes most of this photoresist, it does not completely remove it. The "ring" mask is 

used to expose this photoresist layer. Typically, a very long exposure and development time is 

used to completely remove any photoresist from the edges of the wafer. This third step was 

found to help considerably in improving the quality of the wafer bonds between the device and 

handle wafers. The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 3.6C. 
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3.3.2    Device Wafer Processing (Upto Wafer Bonding Step) 

Starting Material 

The device wafers are one of the following: 

1) junction etch-stop wafers: 

<100> Boron doped (0.5 - 20 ohm-cm) double-side polished 4" silicon wafers (500- 

550 \im thick). These wafers were thinned-back using the electrochemical etch-stop (ECE) 

technique. These wafers were used for the first-generation of stand-alone sensors. 

2) oxide etch-stop (SOI) wafers 

4" silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers supplied by Motorola |94| of thickness equal to 7 

[im (±0.2 [xm) with a /7-type <100> silicon device layer on top of a 4000 A buried oxide 

(BOX) layer which is on top of a 385 |im thick n-^ype silicon substrate. The typical resistivity 

of the 7 jim device layer is 1-10 ohm-cm. These wafers were thinned-back using a KOH etch. 

The SOI wafers were used for the second-generation sensors. It must be noted that if SOI 

wafers are used, the device wafers require no further processing before the wafer bonding step 

(step# 10.2). 

Etch-stop definition (steps 8-9.6) 

The processing steps (8-9.6) are required only for non-SOI wafers that are thinned- 

back using an electrochemical etch-stop technique. The first step is to grow a screening oxide 

on the wafers. The frontside is then blanket implanted with phosphorus (dose = 1.4 xlO'^'cm", 

energy = 180 Kev, 7 degree tilt) and annealed (time = 21 hrs, temperature = 1150°C, A^, 

ambient) to obtain a 7 ^im n-type junction on a p-type substrate. The SUPREM simulation 

package was used to determine the dose, energy, drive-in time and drive-in temperature. The 

output from the simulation is plotted in Appendix D. A 0.25" ring-region (from the edge) of the 

wafer is then patterned and plasma etched to a depth of 2 [am. The wafer is held along the 

0.25" ring-region during the implant and hence is not implanted in this region. For the 

electrochemical etch (step # 11.3) to work, thisp-type region should not be in contact with the 

handle wafer after the wafer-bonding step. The 2 fxm etch prevents the ring-region of the 

device wafer from being in contact with the handle wafer. This completes the device wafer 

processing steps for non-SOI device wafers. The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 3.6D. 

3.3.3 Bonding of Handle and Device Wafers 

Wafer bonding (steps 10.]-10.3) 

The processed handle wafers and the device wafers (junction etch-stop or oxide etch- 

stop wafers) are first RCA cleaned to hydrate their surfaces. The wafers are then loaded into a 

spin-bonder, which allows the frontsides of the two wafers to be brought into intimate contact. 
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The ambient in tlie spin-bonder can be controlled to be pure oxygen, pure nitrogen or a mixture 

of both. The initial bonding of the two wafers is made possible by two factors that result in 

successful hydrophilic bonds (see section 3.2.1): i) mirror smoothness of the wafer surfaces; 

ii) the presence of OH groups on their surfaces, introduced during the RCA cleaning 

procedure. In the present case, the wafers were contacted in a pure oxygen (100 % O,) 

ambient, and hence this is the ambient within the sealed cavity that is formed between the 

handle and device wafers. The spinning process has been found to considerably improve the 

quality of the bond in wafers that have cavities in them. This is because the spinning action 

helps to clear the cavities of any particles or trapped gases both of which can lead to bonding 

voids, as described in section 3.2.2. Figure 3.7a shows the interface of a bonded wafer imaged 

using the IR inspection system. It can be seen that the interface is free of any voids. It must be 

noted that the absence of voids in the output of an IR imager does not mean that the interface is 

completely free of voids. The same interface (Fig. 3.7b) now imaged using an ultrasonic 

imaging system shows some voids on the wafer periphery. Since the voids are on the edge 

(and not in the active device area), this wafer is acceptable for subsequent processing. 

The contacting process is followed by a high-temperature anneal for 70 minutes at 

1150°C in a nitrogen ambient. During the annealing process most of the oxygen that is trapped 

in the sealed-cavity is consumed to form a thin layer of silicon dioxide, which coats the walls 

of the sealed-cavity. The consumption of the trapped oxygen reduces the pressure in the sealed 

cavity. The low pressure in the cavity, typically 0.05 atm or lower |92|, prevents the rupturing 

of the thin membranes during any high-temperature or low-pressure step that is carried out after 

the thin-back process and prior to the microstructure release. It must be noted that during the 

annealing process it is preferable to have the temperature gradually increased from the furnace 

idling temperature of 800°C to 1150°C, and similarly to gradually decrease it from 1 ]50°C to 

the furnace idling temperature. This is to ensure that at no time does a large temperature 

gradient exist between the wafers and the furnace. The presence of large temperature 

differences could result in large thermally induced stresses in the bonded pair. The annealing 

step results in a permanent bond between the two wafers, as shown in Fig. 3.6E. This 

annealing step is used to drive-in the photodiode implant of step # 6.3. 

3.3.4 Bonded Wafer Processing 

Thin-back of device wafer {steps ] 1.1-1 ] .8) 

The first step in the thin-back process involves the mechanical grinding and polishing 

of the device wafer surface of the bonded pair. Typically, about 450 pirn of silicon is removed 

from the junction etch-stop device wafer leaving behind a 90 |xm thick layer. In the case of SOI 

wafers, typically about 300 \im of silicon is removed from the device wafer leaving behind a 
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80 Lim thick layer (note that the starting thickness of the SOI wafers are 380 ^im). The 

mechanical grinding and polishing is performed to minimize the etch time during step # 11.3. 

Electrochemical etch (ECE) 

The next step in the thin-back process of the junction-isolated wafers is the 

electrochemical etch to remove the rest of the device wafer leaving behind a 7 j.im device layer. 

Figure 3.9a shows the configuration of the wafer during the electrochemical etch. It can be 

seen that the wafer is comprised of two p-n junctions in a p-n-p configuration. The two p-n 

junctions are labeled diodel and diode2, respectively. The device wafer is selectively thinned 

back to diodel using a procedure described below. 

The electrochemical etch is carried out in a polypropylene tub filled with 3 liters of 

water and 750 g of/ifO//pellets (20 % by weight KOH.Hp solution). The tub is placed in a 

water bath and heated to a temperature of 95°C ( ± 0.5°C). To reduce the surface roughness of 

the final surface, a fluorochemical surfactant (FC-129, 3M Corporation) is added to the 

KOH.HjO solution. Typically about four drops of surfactant per liter of solution are added. 

The electrochemical potentials are applied and the resulting currents are monitored using a 
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computer-controlled    EG&G    Princeton    Applied    Research    Corporation    Model    273 

Potentiostat/Galvanostat. All the applied potentials are referenced to a double junction Ag/AgCl 

reference electrode (model # 13-620-273, Fischer Scientific). A platinum foil is used as a 

counter electrode. The bonded wafer pair is first dipped in BOE solution to remove the native 

S/O,. The wafer is then rinsed in DI H^O and dried using A^^- The wafer is then loaded on to a 

one-sided teflon etch jig. The etch jig exposes the frontside of the wafer to the etchant, while 

the backside is protected (Fig. 3.8a). The wafer is held in place by a vacuum 0-ring seal, 

which protects most of the backside (about 1/4" from the wafer edges are exposed) of the 

wafer from the etching solution. The backside of the wafer is in contact with a platinum mesh 

on the top surface of the jig. This platinum mesh provides electrical contacts to the backside of 

the bonded wafer. After the wafer is loaded on the etch jig, the jig is then placed in the 

KOH-.H.O etching solution under a constant applied voltage bias for about 1 hr. The wafers are 

typically etched at an applied bias of 0 V. This results in diode 1 being forward biased and 

diode2 being reverse biased and hence no current flow through the wafer. This causes the 

potential of the /?-type layer (which is in contact with the KOH solution) to "float" 195]. Hence 

thep-type silicon will etch until the /7-type layer is reached. At this point the p-n junction that 

remains (diodel) is forward biased. This results in a current flow (and hence holes are 

supplied), and the top surface of the /7-type silicon will be passivated due to the formation of an 

anodic oxide. This causes the etch to terminate. A good description of the physics of the 

electrochemical etch-stop technique can be found in |95|. 

The progress of the etch is monitored through the potentiostat. When the current 

reaches a peak passivation value and then drops down to a plateau, the etch has self-terminated 

due to the formation of an anodic oxide on the top surface of the 7 ^im device layer (see Fig. 

3.9). At this point the applied voltage is turned off and the wafer is pulled out of the etching 

solution. It must be noted that once the applied bias is removed, the wafer must be immediately 

pulled out of the etching solution. This is because the removal of the bias will result in the 

anodic oxide being etched and the etching solution will start attacking the underlying 7 ^im 

silicon device layer. 

In the case of the oxide etch-stop, the wafers are etched in a 20 % by weight KOH.Hfi 

solution using the same procedure described above but without any applied bias (Fig. 3.8b). In 

this case the /i-type silicon in contact with the KOH solution will be completely etched away 

and the etch terminates once the buried oxide layer is reached. The thinned-back wafer is 

shown in Fig. 3.6F. 
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(a) 

Voids 

(b) 

Fig. 3.7: a) Infrared image of the bonded wafer pair with no voids; b) image of the 

same interface in an ultrasonic imaging system showing some small voids 

on the wafer periphery (courtesy of Motorola [94]) 
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Fig. 3.8 Configuration of the bonded wafers during the electrochemical etch. 

Figure (a) shows ap-n-p wafer and Fig. (b) shows a SOI wafer 
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The final step in the thin-back process is the post-A'0//-etch cleaning procedure. This 

cleaning procedure permits the re-introduction of the wafers into the IC fabrication line. The 

cleaning procedure is as follows: 1) wafers are first rinsed in DI water for 10 mins; 2) piranha 

clean followed by a 10 min rinse in DI water; 3) oxide etch in 50:1 Dl H.O.HF solution 

followed by 10 min rinse in DI water; 4) RCA clean. 

Transfer alignment marks (step 11.9, only for second-generation sensors) 

This step is used to transfer the alignment marks from the sealed-cavities of the handle 

wafer on to the top surface of the device wafer. This procedure eliminates the need to use IR 

alignment for all the subsequent photolithographic steps. The transfer allows all the subsequent 

photolithographic steps to be aligned to the patterns in the sealed cavities in the handle wafer. 

The alignment for this step is done using an infrared (IR) alignment procedure. The IR 

radiation (which is transmitted through the thickness of silicon) illuminates the backside of the 

handle wafer and the transmitted beam is picked up by an IR imaging CCD camera. The image 

can be viewed on a TV monitor. Hence the alignment marks in the sealed cavity can now be 

viewed on the TV monitor. The alignment marks on the alignment-marks-mask are then aligned 

to the original alignment marks seen on the TV monitor. The patterned frontside is then plasma 

etched (depth - 0.6 [im) and this completes the process of transfer of alignment marks from the 

sealed-cavities to the top surface of the device wafer. 

Note: this transfer process was done only for the second-generation sensors. For the first- 

generation sensors all the photolithography steps after the thin-back were performed using an 

IR alignment procedure. 

Smface-replenish implant (steps 12.1-12.8} 

The process steps 12.1-12.8 are used to increase the surface phosphorus concentration 

of the frontside (device layer side) of the thinned-back wafer (note that after the thin-back 

process the frontside is the 7 ^.m n-type layer). This implant ensures an ohmic contact after the 

frontside metallization (step # 13.1). 

The first step is to grow 450 A of screening oxide. The device wafer is then patterned 

and implanted (species = phosphorus, energy = 180 KeV, dose = 5 x lO'^cm",7 deg tilt).The 

device layer is implanted everywhere except for the regions where the floating-element 

structure will be fabricated. The reason for doing this is because the high dose and high energy 

implant (followed by the anneal step) introduces a steep concentration profile of the dopants 

and hence a large gradient of stress across the thickness of the 7 \m\ device layer (note: the 

flatter the concentration profile over the thickness of the device layer, the smaller the stress 

gradient). Any variation in stress across the thickness results in an internal bending moment. 
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whose magnitude is equal to the integral of the stress (integrated across the 7 [xm thickness). 

This bending moment will cause the floating-element structure to warp (curl out of the plane) 

resulting in a non-planar device when the microstructure is released. 

After the implant the resist is stripped by ashing in an O^ plasma followed by a piranha 

clean. It must be noted that the sequence is important. The high dose, high energy implant 

"polymerizes" the photoresist converting it into a hard plastic-like film. The O^ plasma attacks 

this hardened photoresist layer loosening the bonds which hold the polymer chains together. 

The loosened layer can then be removed by a piranha solution. 

The final step involves an anneal at 800°C for four hours in a nitrogen ambient. This 

step helps to drive-in the implanted species and results in the desired surface concentration of 

phosphorus, as shown in the SUPREM simulation in Appendix D.The screening oxide is then 

stripped in BOE solution. 

Frontside metallizanon {steps 13.1-13.4) 

The first step for the frontside metallization process is to pattern a 1.4 \xm layer of 

image reversal photoresist AZ 5214-E. The process of producing negative images from a 

positive resist is referred to as image reversal. The main reason for using AZ 5214-E for this 

lift-off process is due to its ability to produce a negative slope (that is an angle greater than 90° 

with the substrate) on the sidewall. The exact angle of the negative profile can be controlled by 

adjusting the exposure time. Typically a lower exposure time gives a more negative profile. 

The negative slope of the photoresist sidewall is desirable for the lift-off process as it prevents 

good coverage of the walls with aluminum during the evaporation process, thereby facilitating 

the easy lift-off of aluminum. 

The wafers are then subjected to a 2 min descum in an O, plasma. This is to make sure 

that the areas that are supposed to be clear of any photoresist are completely free of any resist. 

Any remaining photoresist in the clear regions will affect the quality of electrical contact of the 

metal to the underlying silicon. In addition, the adhesion of the metal to the substrate will be 

poor and the metal in these regions will tend to lift-off. The wafers are dipped in a solution of 

BOE to strip the native oxide layer, immediately before the metal deposition step. A 5000 A 

layer of aluminum is e-beam evaporated on the wafers. The planetary rotation of the wafers is 

turned off during the evaporation process. The planetary rotation is typically used to achieve a 

uniform thickness of metal across all the wafers and to provide a good step-coverage of the 

metal. Since in this case we were going to do a lift-off of the metal, a good step-coverage was 

not desirable. 
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Crack 

T^fr 

Fig. 3.10 Optical photograph showing cracks on the edges of the floating-element, 

caused by ultrasonic agigation during the metal lift-off" process 

The lift-off of the metal was accomplished by immersing the wafers in acetone. An 

important observation regarding the lift-off process should be mentioned here. The wafers 

were not subjected to any ultrasonic agitation, a process that is commonly used to facilitate the 

lift-off of metal. The reason for not using ultrasonic agitation is because this was found to be 

responsible for crack initiation and crack growth at membrane-corners (regions of stress 

concentration). Figure 3.10 shows a membrane that was subjected to ultrasonic agitation (note 

the cracks at the edges). The lift-off process (without ultrasonic agitation) was successful but 

took more time to be completed (approximately three hours). 

The final step in the lift-off process is to perform a 3 min nanostrip (diluted piranha) 

clean of the wafers. This is to remove any remaining traces of photoresist from the wafer. The 

resulting structure is shown in Fig. 3.6G. 

Vent-hole etch (steps 14.1-14.5) 

This step is used to pattern and etch vent-holes. The vent-holes help to vent the sealed- 

cavities to atmosphere (before the floating-element structure is released) during the final 

structure release step. The reason for doing this is as follows: during the plasma etching 

process (step # 17.1), which is used to release the microstructure, all the membranes on the 

wafers are subjected to a pressure load that is equal to the difference of the pressure in the 

sealed-cavities, P^.^,,,.^. and the pressure in the etching chamber, P^^^^i,^,. In our case P^.„„.^. = 0.05 

atm = 38000 mTorr and P,,,^,„f„, = 200 mTorr. Since P,a,in-P,.j,amhcr 's positive the membranes 
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are subjected to an upward pressure load. The upward force is equal the product of the upward 

pressure and the membrane area on which this pressure acts. Hence larger the membrane area 

the larger the upward force. During the final moments of the structure-release etch the amount 

of silicon remaining in the etch-areas is small. If a large upward force acts on this remaining 

silicon, it could cause a catastrophic rupture resulting in a broken floating-element. To avoid 

this problem the sealed cavities are vented much before the final structure is going to be 

released. This is to ensure that at the time of the microstructure release, the pressure on either 

side of the membrane has equalized and there is no danger of rupturing the membrane. The 

vent-hole is located far away from the floating-element structure. Hence any catastrophic event 

when the vent-hole is being punched-through will not affect any of the devices on the wafers. 

The first step is to pattern the vent-holes. The patterned wafer was then etched in a 

SFJCCI4 plasma for about 12 mins. This resulted in 3.5 \xm deep vent-holes (Fig. 3.6H). It 

must be noted that the etch depth of 3.5 ^im is half the thickness of the device wafer. Hence 

during the final structure-release step (which also etches the pre-etched vent-holes) the vent- 

holes are punched through in about half the time it takes for the microstructure to be released. 

This ensures pressure equalization across the microstructures during the release step. After the 

etch the photoresist is stripped in an O^ plasma and the wafers are cleaned in nanostrip for 2 

mins. The nanostrip removes any residual photoresist from the wafer. 

Patterning for structure-release etch {steps 15.1-15.2} 

The wafers are patterned using the structure release mask. The exposure and 

development times for this photolithography step are chosen so as to under-expose and under- 

develop the patterns. This is done in addition to biasing the mask by 1 ^im (section 3.1.1, 

Mask # 8). Both these steps help to compensate for the lateral etching of patterns during the 

structure-release etch (step# 17.1). 

The patterning for this step was done using an IR alignment procedure, for the first- 

generation sensors. Hence this step is performed before the backside metallization (the 

backside metal would not permit IR alignment). It must be noted that if the wafers are patterned 

using a normal frontside alignment (as in the case of the second-generation sensors), the 

preferred process sequence would be: backside metallization, sintering of metal, patterning for 

structure-release etch and finally the structure-release etch. 

Backside metallization (steps 16.1-16.2} 

This step was used to put down aluminum (e-beam evaporation with planetary rotation) 

on the backside of the wafers (Fig. 3.61). This metal layer is the common ground for all the 

devices on the wafer. 
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Structure-release etch (step 17.1-17.2) 

This step is used to release the floating-element structure using a dry plasma etching 

process. The etch depth was 7 |im, which is the thickness of the desired floating-element. The 

plasma chemistry is based SFJCCl^ (95 seem: 10 seem). This is the same chemistry that was 

used for the trench etch (step # 4.3). This silicon etch chemistry resulted in 86° vertical side 

walls for all the released structures, which is adequate for our application. The etch lasted for 

about 43 mins, including 5 mins of overetch time. Since there was some variation in the etch 

rate across the wafer, 5 mins of overetch was necessary to ensure the release of all the devices 

on the wafer. The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 3.6J. After the etch, the wafers are ashed 

in an O, plasma for 1 hour to remove the remaining photoresist. 

Sintering of metal (step 17.3) 

The sintering step (performed in forming gas at 400°C) helps to achieve an ohmic 

contact between the metal layer and the underlying silicon substrate. A scanning electron 

photograph of the final device is shown in Fig. 3.11. 

3.4 Measured Dopant Concentrations (Spreading Resistance Analysis) 

The actual dopant concentrations that were obtained on the wafers were measured using 

a spreading resistance analysis (SRA) measurement on monitor wafers. The monitor wafers 

were subjected to the same thermal steps as the real sensor wafers. All the results are included 

in Appendix A, only a summary of the results is presented in this section. All the 

measurements were done at Solecon Laboratories [96]. 

SRA determines the resistivity-depth profde in silicon. Using published values of 

carrier mobility, a majority carrier concentration-depth profile can be calculated. Going one step 

further, a dopant profile can be calculated (by solving Poisson's equation) by accounting for 

the space-charge distribution under the bevel used for the spreading resistance profile. The 

calculated dopant distributions are good representations of the actual dopant distribuiton in the 
wafer. 

The summary of the measurements are as follows: i) the measured junction depth of 2.1 

[Am compares well with the theoretically designed junction depth of 2.2 ^im; ii) the measured 

dose for the photodiode implant (step # 6.3) was 3.2 x 10'^ cml This is lower than the 

implanted dose of 5 x 10'^ cm"^, due to the loss of some dopant atoms due to segregation into 

the screening oxide layer; iii) the surface boron concentration (due to the blanket boron implant 

of step # 9) was measured to be 7 x 10''' cm"^. This is an order of magnitude greater than the 

substrate boron concentration. This surface concentration is adequate to prevent surface 
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Fig. 3.11 Scanning electron photograph of a 120 [im x 120 ^m x 7 [xm floating- 

element sensor. The tether ends have been cropped to clearly show 

the details of the floating-element structure. 

inversion; iv) the measured sheet resistances for all the implants are in good agreement with the 

values predicted by SUPREM. 

3.5   Discussion 

The die yield (on a wafer) for the fabrication process was typically 75%. The main 

factors that affected the final yield of devices were: 

1) Inability to achieve good adhesion of the metal to the silicon surface, resulting in the metal 

bond pads lifting-off from some areas of the wafer surface during the metal lift-off process in 

acetone (step # 13.4). The yield of the final devices was further reduced by some of the bond 

pads breaking off during electrical probing and wire bonding. This problem can be overcome 

by using a plasma etching process to pattern the metal layer. 

2) The plasma etching chemistry that was for used (for the first fabrication run) for the 

structure release step (step # 17.1) resulted in considerable lateral etching of the tethers. On 

some of the devices the tethers were very thin (1-2 |xm instead of the designed 10 ^im) and 

broke easily during testing. This problem was overcome in subsequent process runs by 

adjusting the plasma etch chemistry (ratio of 5F^ to CCl^) to obtain a more anisotropic etch. 
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The fabrication process developed for the optical shear stress sensor lends itself to the 

integration of read-out electronics on the same chip as the sensor. After the thin-back process 

(step # 11.3) the electronics can be fabricated on the top surface of the device wafer, before the 

silicon floating-element structures are released. It must be noted that all IC processing is done 

after the fusion bonding step, which is a high temperature process. This process-technology 

has been successfully demonstrated in the fabrication of integrated pressure sensors [971. In 

addition, the present process (with minor modifications) can be used to implement backside 

electrical contacts for the sensors. This backside electrical contacts' technology has already 

been demonstrated on piezoresistive shear stress sensors |46, 98] and can be easily adapted to 

the optical shear stress sensors. 
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Chapter 4. SENSOR TESTING 
The goal of this chapter is to describe the tests that were performed to verify and 

characterize the sensor performance. The first ten sections present the results for the first- 

generation sensors. The final three sections discuss the test results from the second-generation 

sensors. 

The testing of the sensors can be divided into the following categories: 1) electrical 

functionality; 2) light-response tests; 3) sensor calibration and measurements in the laminar- 

calibration flow cell; 4) measurements in a laminar boundary layer in a wind tunnel; 5) dynamic 

calibration: frequency-response studies; and 6) stochastic calibration in a turbulent boundary layer. 

4.1 Electrical Functionality (First-Generation Sensors) 

The sensors and diode test-structures were first tested to evaluate the electrical 

characteristics of the photodiodes. All the electrical functionality tests were performed at the wafer- 

level (before the sensors were diced and packaged) on a Hewlett Packard semiconductor parameter 

analyzer (HP 4145). The three photodiode parameters of interest that were measured are: (i) 

ideality factor; (ii) reverse leakage current; (iii) reverse breakdown voltage. 

4.1.1 Ideality Factor 

The ideality factor is a measure of the closeness in operating behavior between an ideal 

diode and a real diode. The ideality factor n (not to be confused with the n in p-n diode) of the p-n 

junction photodiode can be determined from the forward biased i-v characteristic. The total 

photodiode current (in the absence of any incident light) is given as |591: 

i = fleakage(e'"""''±l) (4.1) 

where 4.^^^^,, is the reverse leakage current,V is the applied voltage, A' is the Boltzmann constant 

(1.38 X lO"''' J/K), T is the absolute temperature and n is the ideality factor. For forward bias 

voltages greater than the thermal voltage of KT/q = 25 mV, the exponential term in equation (4.1) 

is much greater than unity and hence the equation can be approximated as 

i-^leakage^'"''"'''- (4.2) 

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation (4.2) we get 

,    ._,    , qV 

When equation (4.3) is plotted on a semilog scale with V as the abcissa, the ideality factor can be 

calculated from the slope. The intercept gives the value of the reverse leakage current. The 

configuration of the diode structure for the sensors is shown in Fig. 4.1. It must be noted that the 

diode structure is not planar, as in conventional CMOS diodes. The non-planar diode structure 
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the configuration of the diode structure 

results in some variation in the performance of these diodes (as compared with CMOS diodes), as 

described in the next two sub-sections. 

A typical forward bias characteristic (on a semilog plot) of these diodes is shown in Fig. 

4.2. The measured slope is 16.9/V, which corresponds to an ideality factor of 1.00. For all the 

fabricated photodiodes the ideality factors were measured to be in the range of 1.00 - 1.04. 

4.1.2 Reverse Leakage Current 

The reverse leakage current is defined as the constant current that flows across an ideal 

reverse-biased p-n junction. This current has a constant value for an ideal diode for reverse-bias 

voltages less than the breakdown voltage. In real diodes the reverse leakage current may not be a 

constant as a function of the applied bias. 

The reverse leakage current for the photodidoes was measured to be in the range of 40 - 

100 pA, for diodes with a junction depth of 2.1 [xm and total junction area in the range 43350- 

111100 |xm'. All of the implant parameters for the photodiode (see sensor design chapter) and for 

the blanket boron implant (to prevent surface inversion) were values similar to that used for the 

MIT twin-well CMOS process [99]. The typical value for the leakage current density for the MIT 

twin-well CMOS process is 0.0009 pA/jim^ at -50 mV of applied bias. This current density 

multiplied by the complete junction area yields the reverse leakage current. The total junction area 

for the present case is the sum of: i) floor surface area = length times the width of the rC junction 

lead; and ii) sidewall surface area = length times the p-n junction depth. For the diodes in the 

sensors which were flow tested, the total junction area was 43350 \\vc^. Hence the estimated 
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Fig. 4.2 Forward biased /-v characteristics of a photodiode (under no illumination). The 

measured slope is 16.9/V which yields an ideality factor of/? = 1 

reverse leakage current is equal 39 pA, which is smaller than the measured value. We believe that 

the two main factors for the higher measured leakage current are: i) imperfections (traps) at the Si- 

Si bonded interface; ii) dangling bonds located on the diode pedestal interface, contributing to an 

increased surface leakage current (Fig. 4.1). It must be noted that the measured leakage current is 

several orders of magnitude smaller than the typical value of the photocurrent (lO's of nA - [xA). 

4.1.3 Reverse Breakdown Voltage 

The reverse breakdown voltage V^,^ is the value of the reverse-bias voltage at which the 

magnitude of the current suddenly becomes very large. The expression for the reverse breakdown 

voltage for a linearly-graded p-n junction is given as [60]: 

V, 
4£. 

br- 

yn. 
critical ^^■S'1Q±I/2 

3       \ R )" (4.4) 

where £■,,,„■,.„/ is the critical breakdown field in silicon, £^,. is the permeability of silicon, q is the 

electronic charge and a is the impurity gradient. The critical breakdown field is a physical constant 

for a given semiconductor material and is almost independent of doping. 
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Fig. 4.3 Reverse biased i-v characteristic of an unilluminated photodiode. The breakdown 

voltage is approximately equal to -40 V 

Using the value of the critical breakdown field in silicon to be equal to 3 x lO"* V/cm |601, 

the reverse breakdown voltage is calculated to be equal to -125 V. The typical measured value of 

the breakdown voltage was -40 V, as shown in Fig. 4.3. It can be seen from Fig. 4.3 that the 

measured breakdown voltage is lower than the value predicted by equation (4.4). We believe that 

this is due to the presence of imperfections (traps) at the silicon-silicon bonded interface. 

It can also be seen from Fig. 4.3 that the diodes exhibited a "soft" breakdown, i.e., there is 

no voltage at which the reverse-bias current increased dramatically. The reverse current increased 

steadily as the reverse-bias was increased. The "soft" breakdown in the case of the airbridge 

sensors could be the premature breakdown of the junction due to the absence of passivation oxide 

around the bond pads. 

4.2 Light-Response Tests (First-Generation Sensors) 

The aim of the light-response tests was to study the following two aspects of the 

photodiode performance. The first test was to measure the amount of photocurrent generated by the 
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Fig. 4.4 Photodiode i-v response under incandescent AC light illumination. The AC 

light is used to observe the response of the photodiodes under dark, low 

intensity and high intensity conditions 

diodes and the second test was to study how well the photocurrent response of the two diodes 

were matched. All the tests described in this sub-section were performed on a HP 4145, using 

either the incandescent AC light source of the microscope or using a DC light source. 

4.2.1 Intensity Response 

Figure 4.4 shows the response of the photodiode to increasing light intensity (incandescent 

AC light illumination), in the absence of any flow. It can be seen that the photocurrent increases 

with increasing light intensity and the magnitude of the current is of the order of tens of nA. It must 

be noted that all the flow test results presented in this thesis are based on measurements using a 7 

mW, 670 nm laser source. The output photocurrent obtained using a 7 mW, 670 nm laser source 

was of the order of 1 ^lA, for the same photodiode area. The increased magnitude in the value of 

the current is due to the increased incident light intensity (W/m"). 
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Fig. 4.5 Response of the two photodiodes to DG light illumination. The response 

shows the output photocurrent as a function of time when subjected to a 

50 second light-off period followed by a 50 second light-on period and 

a final 50 second light-off period. 

4.2.2 Light-Matching Tests 

The aim of this test was to check the degree of match of the response of the photocurrents 

from the two diodes, without any flow. Figure 4.5 shows the response of the two photodiodes to 

incident light from a DC light source. The figure shows an initial 50 second "light off-period," 

followed by a 50 second "light on-period" and a final 50 second "light off-period." It can be seen 

that the response of the two photodiodes are matched at all times. 

The sensors on one of the wafers showed a small difference in the output currents of the 

two photodiodes, when subjected to uniform incident illumination. We believe that this is due to a 

difference in the exposed photodiode area (in the undeflected position of the floating-element) 

caused by misalignments (~ 1 |im) of the mask that was used to release the microstructures. This 

degree of misalignment results in a 4 % change in the exposed area of the photodiodes. It can be 

shown (using equation (2.2)) that this can result in a constant, non-zero value of differential 

photocurrent of approximately 30 nA, in the undeflected position of the floating-element. This 

value is in good agreement with the measured differential photocurrent output of 45 nA. The 
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difference in the predicted and the measured values could be due to the error in estimating the exact 

value of the miaslignment. For all measurements made with these sensors, the measurement circuit 

(described in section 4.5.3) was designed to null out the resulting differential voltage. 

43 Sensor Package 

This section describes the sensor package (for both the first-generation and second - 

generation sensors) that was used for calibration of the sensors in the laminar-calibration flow cell 

and for testing in the wind tunnel. The main requirements on the sensor package are: 

a) Flush-mounting of the sensor chip to the package and the package to the wall of the test facility. 

The effect of protruded or recessed floating-element was explained in chapter 1 (Fig. 1.5). It can 

be seen from Fig. 1.5 that a protruded or recessed floating-element results in perturbation of the 

streamlines around the element and hence a disturbed pressure-field around the sensor. This can 

change the effective shear stress that is imposed on the floating-element. The sensor chip cannot 

protrude (or be recessed) by more than a few percent of the channel height. During testing in the 

wind tunnel, the chip and package must be flush-mounted to within a few wall units (1 wall unit = 

30 um at/?e„= 16000 and ^7= 15 m/s, in the low-speed wind tunnel at MIT). For measurements 

in the flow cell, the maximum deviation from flushness (- 1 |im) was measured to be 1% of the 

minimum channel height, and hence the error contribution due to this was negligible. For 

measurements in the wind tunnel the sensor was mounted flush to within one wall unit. 

b) Minimization of any protrusions caused by the frontside electrical access to the chips. The wire 

bonds (which provide the electrical interface between the chip and the read-out electronics) must 

have a small loop-height as illustrated in Fig. 2.7 of the sensor design chapter. It must be noted 

that the wire bonds were located sufficiently downstream of the floating-element, and hence any 

flow perturbation caused by the them would not be felt at the floating-element (see section 2.8.1). 

c) Minimization of any gaps between the sensor chip and the package and between the package and 

the wall of the test facility. As described in chapter 1, gaps around the floating-element structure 

can cause errors in the shear stress measurement by disturbing the flow field around the sensor. 

The gaps around the floating-element were designed to be as small as possible (7^im in this case), 

within the constraints of our fabrication process. Also, all gaps between the sensor chip and the 

package were filled with moulding clay. 
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43.1 First-Generation Sensors 

The sensors were packaged in a 25 mm diameter acrylic (PMMA) plug similar to |1.311. 

PMMA was chosen because it is electrically insulating and is easy to machine. The plug comprises 

of a square recess (1.2 cm x 1.2 cm x 790 ^im) on the top surface and three through-holes (for 

three copper wires) downstream of the recess. The copper wires are 1/16" in diameter and are 

mounted such that the top surface of the wires are flush with the top surface of the plug. A 

complete dimensioned drawing of the plug can be found in Appendix E. The sensor chip (1cm 

(length) X 1cm (width) x 550 [im (thickness)) was mounted in the recess and the gaps around the 

chip were filled with moulding clay. A flat (slip gage quality) and smooth (< 2 ^m surface 

roughness) aluminum block was used to press on the edges of the chip to ensure flushness of the 

chip to the top surface of the plug. Wire bonds were made from the bond pads on the chip to the 

top surface of the three copper wires (the three wires correspond to diode #1, diode #2 and the 

frontside ground shield). Electrical access to the backside (common ground) was achieved by 

using silver epoxy (BIPAX® TRA-DUCT BA-2902 manufactured by Tra-Con, Inc.) to attach a 

1/16" copper wire to the backside of the chip. The four copper wires (3 frontside and 1 backside) 

form the output leads from the sensor. A schematic illustration and scanned photograph of the 

sensor plug with the mounted chip are shown in Fig. 4.6. The four output leads from the sensor 

can be seen in Fig. 4.6b. 'e- 

43.2 Second-Generation Sensors 

For the second-generation sensor arrays, a PC-board type package was used, as shown in 

the schematic illustration of Fig. 4.7a (a similar PC-board type design has been used to package 

thermal shear-stress sensors by [52]). The PC-board was manufactured by an outside vendor 

1100). The custom-made PC-board (1.4"x 1.4" x 3/32") comprises of a central square chip-recess 

(1.2 cm x 1.2 cm X 790 fim ). A layer of gold was deposited and patterned to form the bond pads 

and output leads on the frontside of the PC-board. These outputs were connected to a 20-pin dual- 

inline connector (3M 3421-6620). The connector was mounted and soldered in place from the 

backside of the board. The pins were made flush with the frontside of the board. The entire 

backside of the PC-board was coated with gold to form the common ground plane. The sensor 

chip (1cm X 1cm X 520 [xm) was mounted in the square recess using the same procedure used for 

the first-generation sensors. Electrical access to the chip was made by wire bonding from the bond 

pads on the chip to the pads on the frontside of the PC-board. There were sixteen wirebonds on the 

frontside (2 wire bonds per sensor times 8 sensors). Electrical access to the backside was achieved 

by using silver epoxy to attach a copper wire from the backside of the chip to the common backside 

ground plane. The ground plane was electrically connected to the pins on the twenty pin connector. 
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This PC-board was mounted on a 2" diameter PMMA plug which has a central square 

recess (1.4"x 1.4" x 0.095") such that the board was flush with the top surface of the plug. All the 

small gaps around the board were filled with moulding clay and made flush with the top surface of 
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Cross-sectional view 

-copper post 
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Fig. 4.6: a) Schematic diagram showing the.top and cross-sectional views of the first-generation 
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sensor package . It must be noted that the loop on the wire bond has been exaggerated 

in this drawing; b) photograph of the first-generation sensor package. The four output 

leads from the sensor can be seen in this picture 
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Fig. 4.7: a) Schematic illustration of the second-generation sensor package. Note that the 

wire bonds have been exaggerated in this drawing; b) photograph of the second- 

generation package 

the plug. The package was interfaced with the measurement circuit using a twenty-connector 

shielded ribbon cable (3M 3659/20). The dimensioned drawings the PMMA plug can be found in 

Appendix E. A photograph of the packaged sensor is shown in Fig. 4.7b. 
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4.4 Laminar-Calibration Flow Cell Design 

The sensors were calibrated in a specially designed laminar-calibration flow cell as shown 

in Fig. 4.8. The flow cell is comprised of a bottom aluminum plate (with six static pressure taps 

machined in it) and a top optical glass plate. The channel height is defined using a brass shim 
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Fig. 4.8 Laminar-calibration flow cell 

stock. Shim stocks of different thickness were used to obtain different channel heights. The 

channel was 27.7 cm long and 12.7 cm wide. The width of the channel was designed to be much 

larger than the maximum channel height and hence the flow in the cell is two-dimensional in 

nature. The diameter of the static pressure taps was designed to be 100 um, so as to minimize 

thecurvature of the streamlines in the vicinity of the taps and hence minimize the error in the static 

pressure measurement [lOlJ. A photograph of the different components of the flow cell and the 

assembled flow cell are shown in Fig. 4.9. A detailed drawing of this laminar-calibration flow cell 

can be found in Appendix E. 

Dry compressed air is introduced into the channel through a pressure regulator. By 

adjusting the pressure regulator, different values of inlet pressures were obtained. The pressure 

distribution in the flow cell is obtained by measuring the pressure at pressure tap # 1 using a 

Honeywell-microswitch 160 series pressure transducer 1102]. The differential pressure between 

any two pressure taps was measured using Setra systems model 206 and 264 series differential 

pressure transducers [103|. These measurements provide the complete pressure distribution P(x} in 
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the flow cell. The wall shear stress in the flow cell for a fully-developed laminar channel flow can 

be evaluated from a momentum balance as [3j: 

_ /, dPjx) I 
H' - 2     dx ^   l-'=-v„w (4.5) 

where h is the channel height and dP(x)/dx is the gradient of the pressure measured at a location x. 

The Reynolds number based on the channel height is defined as Rej, = uh/v, where u is the average 

velocity in the channel and vis the kinematic viscosity of air. For all our experiments Re,^ < 1500, 

and hence the flow in the channel is always in the laminar regime. 

For all the tests, care was taken to provide a "smooth" inlet of the flow into the channel and 

to minimize any entrance effects. The maximum entrance length for the entire calibration range was 

calculated, and all the static pressure taps were located beyond this maximum entrance length. 

Hence the pressure (and therefore shear stress) measurements were made in a fully-developed 

laminar channel flow. The sensor response was measured using an off-chip measurement circuit. 

The details of the measurement circuit are described in the next section. 

4.5 Measurement Circuit 

The low magnitude photocurrent from the sensor is converted into an output voltage using 

a differential l-V converter employing an amplitude modulation scheme. The next sub-section 

describes the design of the circuit. 

4.5.1 Circuit Design for Small-Current Detection 

The differential photocurrent output from the transducer is small in magnitude. Therefore, 

this signal needs to be amplified before detection. Any noise in the system (between the transducer 

and first-stage amplification) will also be amplified along with the sensor signal. Hence the 

measurement circuit must be designed to be immune to any interfering noise input. The noise 

sources can be classified as: i) low-frequency noise - examples of this type of noise include 60 Hz 

noise that originates from AC power distribution systems, and DC noise that originates from offset 

voltages in the circuit components. Another dominant source of low-frequency noise is J/f noise 

generated due to surface leakage in transistors and semiconductor diodes, which are significant 

only below 1 kHz; ii) high-frequency noise - examples of this type of noise include white noise 

(noise that has the same energy at all frequencies) from resistors and diodes (shot noise). Our 

measurement circuit was designed to pick out the desired signal and reject all forms of noise. A 

detailed description of all the different noise sources and the theoretical SNR for the detection 

system, can be found in section 2.4 of the sensor design chapter. 
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Fig. 4.9: a) Photograph showing the different components of the laminar-calibration flow cell;, 

b) photograph showing the assembled flow cell 
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A schematic diagram of the measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 4.10. A detailed layout 

of this circuit can be found in Appendix F. The laser output is modulated using a square carrier 

wave from a function generator. Since the laser source is modulated at a high frequency (5 kHz), 

the sensor output signal is also modulated at this high frequency. The differential photocurrent 

from the sensor is converted to a voltage using a differential I-V converter. The differential 
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Low - Pass 
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Fig. 4.10 Schematic diagram of the measurement scheme 

amplifier amplifies both the signal and noise. However, some of the common-mode noise is 

rejected due to the high common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of the differential amplifier. This 

modulation process (which frequency-shifts the output signal), helps to get away from the 1/f and 

60 Hz noise sources. By bandwidth limiting the output signal, the white noise can also be 

minimized. The signal is then demodulated and low-pass filtered to retrieve the original sensor 

output. The above technique is known as amplitude modulation/demodulation. Another motivation 

to use the amplitude modulation/demodulation process is to be able to measure DC signals using 

AC amplifiers. To measure small signals we require a very-high-gain amplifier. Because of drift 

problems, a high-gain amplifier is easier to build as an AC rather than a DC unit. An AC amplifier, 

however, does not amplify DC signals (due to a roll-off in its gain at low-frequencies). By 

frequency-shifting the signal, the AC amplifier can be employed to amplify it. A good description 

of the above technique can be found in 1104]. We only present a brief summary here: 
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1) Drive the laser source at a high frequency, greater than the ///noise corner frequency (~ 1 kHz). 

For the measurements presented in this thesis the laser source was driven at 5 kHz. For making 

measurements of fluctuating wall shear stress, the laser must be driven at a frequency that is at least 

twice the maximum frequency at which we wish to measure the wall shear stress (Nyquist 

criterion). 

2) Amplify both the noise signal and desired signal using a differential amplifier. 

3) Demodulate the amplified output with a carrier signal that has the same frequency as the laser 

drive frequency. 

4) Select the DC portion of this signal by using a low-pass filter with a low cut-off frequency (in 

the present case/.„„,„. = 100 Hz). For measurements of fluctuating wall shear stress, this low-pass 

filtering step is bypassed. 

The output of the low-pass filter is a DC voltage whose magnitude is a measure of the 

magnitude of the desired signal and the signals' phase difference with respect to the carrier signal 

[104]. Since all the lead lengths were designed to be equal, the phase difference for the present 

case is zero. Hence the output voltage of the circuit is proportional to the magnitude of the desired 

signal. 

The above described circuit was used for our initial experiments. In subsequent tests we 

used two SR 570 low-noise current preamplifiers 1105] instead of the measurement circuit. The SR 

570 has adjustable gain and allowed the low-pass filtering of the signal at different cut-off 

frequencies. It duplicated ail the features of our measurement circuit. 

4.5.2 Other Circuit Design Issues 

This sub-section presents some of the other circuit design features that had to be 

implemented in order to make accurate off-chip measurements of low-level photocurents. They are: 

a) All voltages in the circuit were measured with respect to ground. Since the ground plane itself 

has some resistance, different points on the ground plane could have different potentials. This 

could lead to errors in the measured voltages. A method by which we minimized the problem was 

by using one common ground bus on the circuit. All the voltages were measured with respect to 

this common ground bus. 

b) The cable that connects the sensor to the first stage /-V converter is the "weak link" in the whole 

measurement system. Any noise input into the system at this stage will get amplified along with the 

desii-ed signal. The noise interference into the system can be considerably minimized by using a 

coaxial cable, which is as short as possible and is also well shielded (see section 2.4.2). It must be 

noted that the shield on the coaxial cable must be connected to the above described common 

ground. For our circuit we used a coaxial cable which was one foot long with C = 31 pF/ft and 

impedance = 50 Q. 
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c) In order to minimize any electromagnetic coupling between the circuit components and any 

external energy sources, the entire circuit board was enclosed in a metallic box, which was 

connected to the common ground. The physics of the reduction in EMI, which can be achieved by 

using metallic shields, is discussed in 1106]. An excellent discussion of grounding and shielding 

techniques for small-signal measurements can be found in 1107|. 

d) As explained earlier, any phase difference between the carrier frequency and the amplified 

sensor signal will result in an output voltage that carries this phase difference information. One 

way of reducing this error is to design all the cables to be of the same length. 

e) All the resistors used for the gain stages must be well matched. For our circuit we used 1% 

metal-fllm resistors. 

4^3 Nulling of Nominal Signal 

As described in section 4.2.2 some of the sensors have a nominal output signal, i.e., a 

constant non-zero output voltage when there is no applied shear stress. This signal is not desired 

because it adds on to all the output readings obtained in a flow environment. To obtain the real 

output voltage in the presence of a flow, this nominal value will have to be accounted for. In order 

to simplify the data collection process, this nominal output voltage was eliminated by adding an 

offset adjustment stage between the first and second stages, as shown in Appendix F. The offset 

stage subtracts out this nominal voltage, thereby making the zero shear stress output of the circuit 

equal to zero. 

4^.4 Noise-Floor of Measurement Circuit 

The noise-floor for the circuit (at a gain of 10^ V/A) was measured to be 10 mV. This 

corresponds to a wall shear stress of 3.6 x 10"* Pa for the 500 ^im sensor and 3.4 x 10'' Pa for the 

120 um sensor. The signal-to-noise ratio was equal to 4 at the lowest shear stress for the 500 ^m 

sensor and 3.38 for the 120 \xm sensor (see next section for the lowest measured shear stress). 

4.6 Testing in Laminar-Calibration Flow Cell 

4.6.1 Sensor Calibration 

This sub-section presents the results from the calibration of the sensors over a wide range 

of wall shear stress: 0.001 Pa to 100 Pa. The experiments can be divided into two categories: A) 

low shear stress regime, 0.001 Pa s T„, S 1 Pa ; B) high shear-stress regime, I Pa s T^, < 133 Pa . 

We will flrstderive the expressions for the shear stress in the two regimes. As shown in equation 

(4.5) the wall shear stress for a fully-developed channel flow is given as 

h dPix) 
^«' = 2    dx 
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For small pressure ratios {Pi„,„/ /'„„,;„ :s 1.1), the pressure distribution in the channel 

(excluding the entrance region) should be linear for a fully-developed laminar flow (which is 

incompressible). For a linear pressure distribution in the flow cell, equation (4.5) reduces to: 

rw = f^ (4-6) 

where AP is the pressure drop across the sensor and is measured across a length of L. Hence the 

theoretical wall shear stress in the flow cell can be calculated from a differential pressure 

measurement across the sensor. 

For large pressure ratios (^,,,/e/^ow/e/- ^ •' ), the flow in the channel becomes 

compressible and the pressure distribution is no longer linear |74|. The square of the non- 

dimensional pressure (JJ) is proportional to the non-dimensional distance {X) along the channel, 

and can be expressed as/7 - aX + b where [J\s the ratio of the pressure P(x) at any location x to 

the outlet pressure P,,,,,,^,,, X is the ratio of the distance x to the total length of the channel L^, and a 

and b are the slope and intercept of the plot of // versus X. This relationship between the non- 

dimensional pressure and distance is valid when the flow in the channel is steady, two-dimensional 

and isothermal. All these assumptions are valid for our experiments. The expression for the wall 

shear stress for large pressure ratios can then be derived from equation (4.5) as described below. 

Derivation of expression for \.for a non-linear pressure distribution in the flow cell 

Equation (4.5) can be re-written as follows 

T   — h_     'outlet  'outlet 
"■-2   d-f-      L,    ■ 

(4.7) 

The above equation can be simplified using the substitution, /7= PM/P„„„„, X - xlL^. as follows 

r   -h ^outlet dTI 
'^' "2    L,    dX X = X sensor 

get 

2/7(X)^^J = «. 

dn           _    a 
dX 1,..;,.           2/7( X) 

^ - \s('/)\or 

(4.8) 
Differentiating [f = aX + b we get 

(4.9) 
which can be written as 

(4.10) 
Substituting for dJf/dX from equation (4.10) in equation (4.8) we get 
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■j-   —h 'outlet       a 
-    2    L,    in{X)- (4.11) 

Using  77= >JaX + b     in equation (4.11) the final expression for the wall shear stress can be 

written as 

T   - h 'outlet a 

The theoretical value of the wall shear stress in the flow cell can then be calculated using equation 

(4.12). The values of h, L^ and X„,,„,,^ for our channel are known. The pressure at the channel 

outlet P„,„/^,, and the pressure at various x-locations along the channel P(x) were measured. The 

constants a and ZJ are evaluated from a plot of//and X. 

A. Measurements in the Low Shear-Stress Regime (Linear Pressure Distribution) 

All measurements in this regime are based on P-,,,,^,/ P,,,,,!,, s 1.1. The pressure drop along 

the channel was confirmed to be linear by measuring the pressure using six pressure taps (all six 

are not shown in Fig. 4.9) located along the length of the channel. Figure 4.11 shows the 

measured pressure distribution in the flow cell, plotted as a function of the distance x. The data 

points represent the measured values and the solid lines are the theoretically predicted pressure 

values. The expression for the theoretical pressure distribution for a laminar, incompressible flow 

is given as |3|: 

2h-W (4.13) 

where P.,,^,, is the pressure at the inlet to the channel, fu is viscosity of air, Q is the volumetric flow 

rate and W'ls the width of the channel. It can be seen from Fig. 4.11, that the measured pressure 

distribution is linear and the measured values are in good agreement with the theory. It must be 

noted that for measurements in this regime, Re,,^^^ = 369. 

In order to obtain a range of wall shear stress in the flow cell, channels of different heights 

(different shim stock thickness) were used. The experiments in this regime were done using shims 

of thickness' 127 |xm, 254 fxm and 508 f^m. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 are the composite plots of the 

sensor output voltage plotted as function of the wall shear stress for the 500 [im and 120 |im 

sensor, respectively. It can be seen that for both the sensors, the response is linear over four orders 

of wall shear stress. The measured sensitivity is in good agreement with the theoretically predicted 

sensitivity. 

The lowest measured shear stress was 0.0014 Pa for the 500 ^im sensor and 0.0115 Pa for 

the 120 ^i,m sensor. The lowest measured value was limited by the smallest differential pressure 
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that could be measured by the differential pressure transducer and not by the smallest signal which 

could be measured by the circuit. 

1.0240e+5 

1.0220e+5 

1.0200e+5 

1.0]80e+5 
P (X) [Pa] 

.0160e+5 

.0140e+5 

Xw = 1.26 Pa 

Q (Flow Rate) Increasing 

1.0120e+5 - x„, =0.08Pa 

_i L l.OIOOe+5' ^ 
0.064     0.089     0.114     0.139     0.164     0.189     0.214     0.239 

x[m] 

Fig. 4.11 Plot showing the linear pressure distribution in the laminar-calibration flow 

cell in the low shear-stress regime 

B.    Measurements    in   the   High    Shear-Stress      Regime    (Non-Linear     Pressure 
Distribution) 

All measurements in this regime are based on PinkJ^outlet - ^ •' -A large magnitude shear stress 

can be obtained in the flow cell by adjusting both the channel height h and the pressure ratio 

PinJPomkr A" the tests in this regime were performed using shims of thickness 508 [am and 1016 

jAm. The maximum Reynolds number for this regime was /?e,,„^, = 1500. 

The pressure distribution in the channel P{x) was again measured using six pressure taps. 

The measured pressure at different x locations was normalized by the outlet pressure and plotted 

asa function of the non-dimensional channel length X (=x/L^.), as shown in Fig. 4.14. This plot of 

Yf versus X is a universal pressure curve, which is independent of the channel height. The shear 

stress in the channel can be estimated from this plot, as described in the previous sub-section. 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the response of the 500 ^im and 120 ^m sensors in the high-shear 
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regime. Again, the response is linear with the same sensitivity as in the low-shear regime. The 
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Fig. 4.12 Response of the 500 \im sensor in the low shear-stress regime 
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Fig. 4.13 Response of the 120 ^m sensor in tlie low shear-stress regime 
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Fig. 4.14 Plot of the pressure distribution in the laminar-calibration flow cell in the high shear- 

stress regime. The square of the non-dimensional pressure shows a 
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Fig. 4.16 Response of the 120 [xm sensor in the high shear-stress regime 
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maximum measured shear stress was 133 Pa for both the sensors. This was limited by the 

maximum shear stress that we were able to generate in our channels, for a fully-developed laminar 

flow. 

The linearity of the sensors (for both the regimes) can be expressed in the form "within ± 

... % FSO" as the maximum deviation of any calibration voltage from the corresponding value on 

the "best-fit" line [108|. The "best-fit" line is defined such that the sum of the squares of the 

residuals is minimized. (The term residual refers to the deviation of the actual sensor output from 

the corresponding point on the calculated straight line). The expression for the linearity of the 

sensor is given as 

maximum deviation from the "best±fit" line 
Lmearitv = 7-71 T-^ ; . 

full±scale output voltage ,. , .^ 

The measured linearity in the range 0.001 Pa < r^, < 1 Pa   for both the sensor sizes was < 

± 1% FSO. The linearity in the range 1 Pa < r„. < 133 Pa for both the sensor sizes was < ± 2% 

FSO. 

4.7 Other Performance Criteria 

4.7.1 Repeatability 

Repeatability is the ability of a sensor to reproduce output readings when the same 

measurand (shear stress in this case) value is applied to it either consecutively or at different times, 

under the same experimental conditions and in the same direction. It is normally expressed as the 

maximum difference between the output readings at any measurand value within the range of 

interest and is stated as "within ...% of the full-scale output (FSO)" [108]. The expression for 

repeatability is given as 

maximum value of the difference betM'een sensor 
.... output voltages at a given wall shear stress 

Repeatabuity = -r-r, ;— ; . 
futl±scale output voltage ,A , c\ 

Several calibration cycles (a set of three loading and unloading cycles for each experiment) 

of the sensor performed at different times were used to calculate the repeatability of the sensor. The 

repeatability experiments were performed both in the low shear and in the high shear regime. The 

measured repeatability in the low-shear regime ( 0.001 Pa < T^, < 1 Pa ) was within ± 3% FSO and 

in the high-shear regime ( 1 Pa s r^,, < 133 Pa ) was ± 1% FSO, for both the 120 [xm and 500 \Km 

sensors. We have tested one of the 500 \xm floating-element sensors' several times over a period of 
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a year and half. The response of the sensor was found to be identical for each calibration-cycle 

during that period. 

4.7.2 Drift 

For the sensors in this thesis, drift is defined as the variation in the value of AI,   II, 

over time, in the absence of any flow. The expression for drift is given as 

Drift = maximum shift in the value ofAI.JI.^^ over a 2 hour interval measured 

by a HP 4145. (4.16) 

The measured long-term drift was found to be < ± 4 % chanse in the value of AI,   II, 

in a 2 hour measurement interval. The short-term drift (time < 30 mins) was less than 0.5 % and 

hence is acceptable for measurements of both DC and AC wall shear stress. We believe that the 

cause for the drift in the photocurrent is the laser-heating of the photodiodes (resulting in a thermal 

current). The magnitude of the drift should therefore be smaller in the presence of the flow (due to 

the cooling of the photodiodes). 
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Fig. 4.17 Response of the 500 |im sensor in a laminar flow, with th« t^thoro oriented 

parallel to the flow. The differential voltage output was deliberately set at a 

non-zero value (under no flow condition) 

4.73 Cross-Axis Sensitivity 

The shear stress sensors have been designed to be sensitive to wall shear in only one direction 

(transverse direction, i.e., flow direction perpendicular to the tethers). This is accomplished by 

making the stiffness of the sensor structure much larger for motions in the longitudinal direction 

(flow parallel to tethers) compared with the transverse direction. Cross-axis sensitivity is defined 

as the coupling into the primary sense axis of the sensor, of any longitudinal sensitivity. This can 

occur if the tethers are not perfectly perpendicular to the flow direction. This error can be 

minimized if the longitudinal sensitivity of the sensor is small. Figure 4.17 shows the sensor 

output voltage plotted as a function of the wall shear stress with the tethers parallel to the flow 

direction. This experiment was conducted in a laminar boundary layer, where the shear stress 

values were calculated for a Blasius boundar}' layer on the walls of the wind tunnel arid using the 

free stream velocity measured by a Pitot tube. It can be seen that sensor response is almost flat; 

implying almost zero longitudinal sensitivity. The small deviation from a perfectly flat response is 

probably due to a misalignment of the tethers with the flow direction. This plot therefore indicates 

that the cross-axis sensitivity of the sensors, if any, is negligible. 
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Fig. 4.18 Response of a 500 |.im sensor as it is rotated through 180° in steps of 

45". The measured acceleration sensitivity is 50 mV/g 

4.8 Acceleration Sensitivity of the Sensor 

The acceleration sensitivity of the sensor can be estimated by considering the effect of an 

acceleration force in terms of an equivalent shear stress. The force acting on the floating-element 

due to an acceleration of one-g is given as F = mg where in is the mass of the floating-element and 

IS given as m = Ps/L^Wj. This force divided by the area of the floating-element is the equivalent 

shear stress and is given as 

_Ps]L^W£_ 
^M'. equivalent ~      [^ \Y       ~ PS't^S 

(4.17) 

For our sensor t = 1 [im and using p^. = 2328 Kg/m^ the equivalent shear stress 

corresponding to one-g of acceleration is 0.16 Pa. Figure 4.18 shows the output voltage of the 

sensor plotted as a function of the angle, as the sensor is rotated through 180° in steps of 45°. The 

deviation from a perfectly sinusoidal response is due to the error in aligning the tethers parallel to 
the desired angular position. 
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4.9 Measurements in a Laminar Boundary Layer 

The 500 |im x 500 |im sensor was tested in the low-speed, low- turbulence wind tunnel at 

MIT. The sensor plug was mounted on a circular port, which was in turn mounted on a circular 

window on the wall of the wind tunnel. The laser was located on a traverse, close to the opposite 

wall of the wind tunnel. The laser spot position relative to the sensor was adjusted by moving the 

computer-controlled traverse. The output leads from the sensor were connected to an A/D 

automated data acquisition system. A scanned photograph of the measurement set-up is shown in 

Fig. 4.19. 

Figure 4.20 shows the sensor response in a laminar boundary layer plotted versus the 

calculated wall shear stress. This is the same sensor that was calibrated in the laminar-calibration 

flow cell, but with an additional gain of 100. The sensor response is linear over the entire 

measurement range. It can be seen from Fig. 4.21 (which is a composite plot of the data from the 

calibration cell in the range 0-1 Pa and the data from the laminar boundary layer) that the sensor has 

the    same    sensitivity    in    the    wind    tunnel    as    measured    in    the    calibration    cell. 

Laser 

Fig. 4.19 Photograph showing the measurement set-up in the low-speed wind tunnel at MIT 
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Fig. 4.20 Response of the 500 |.im sensor in a laminar boundary layer 

0.015 

The sensor was able to transduce shear stresses of 0.01 Pa and lower, in a laminar boundary layer. 

This is three orders of magnitude lower than what we have measured before using micromachined 

sensors |28]. It must be noted that the shear stress values were calculated for a Blasius boundary 

layer (this was independently confirmed) on the walls of the wind tunnel and using the free stream 

velocity measured by a Pitot tube. 

4.10 Dynamic Testing - Frequency-Response Studies 

In order to make shear stress measurements in a turbulent flow, it is desirable that the 

sensor possess an optimally flat, unity gain and minimum phase frequency response function. 

Such characteristics are required for accurate correlation and spectral analysis during 

measurements in turbulent boundary layers. It is therefore necessary to characterize the frequency- 

response of the sensor. By frequency response we mean the steady state response of the sensor to 

a known sinusoidal input. The frequency of the input signal (oscillating wall shear stress in this 

case) is varied over a certain range and the resulting output of the sensor is studied. 

The transfer function of the sensor can also be obtained from such frequency-response 

tests. A good description of frequency-response methods can be found in 1109]. In order to obtain 

the frequency-response of the sensor, it is necessary to generate a known sinusoidal wall shear- 
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Fig. 4.21 Composite plot of the data from Fig. 4.20 and the data from Fig. 4.12 in the 

shear-stress range of 0-1 Pa 

stress input. The generation of such a known shear stress is difficult in practice. However, an 

acoustic plane-wave excitation offers the capability of generating known oscillating shear stresses 

over a certain frequency range. The next three sub-sections discuss the basic theory of acoustic 

plane waves and the theory and experimental design of the set-up that was used to acoustically 

generate oscillating wall shear stresses of known magnitude and frequency. 

4.10.1 Acoustic Plane Wave 

An acoustic plane wave (or a sound wave) in air consists of sinusoidally oscillating planes 

of constant pressure and particle velocity (which is parallel to the direction of propagation of the 

sound wave). As the wave propagates, it disturbs the air from its mean rest-state. The properties of 

air (ex: pressure and density) change by a small percentage from their rest-state value and a 
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fluctuating pressure and density are established in the medium, superimposed over the mean rest- 

state pressure and density. The relationship between the rms value of this fluctuating pressure p at 

a given location in the medium and the local particle velocity u is given by: 

P^Zu (4.18) 

where Z is the specific acoustic impedance of air and is equal to the product of the density and 

speed of sound in air |110|. The range of amplitudes of the fluctuating pressure that are commonly 

experienced in sound waves is great, and hence it is convenient to express the pressure fluctuation 

on a logarithmic scale. The level of sound pressure fluctuations can be expressed in decibels (db) 

as follows: 

SPL in db = 20 los^n ( K -) 
^^^  2x10-'N/m^ (4.19) 

where SPL stands for sound pressure level. The value of p in most commonly experienced sound 

waves is only a fraction of a percent of the atmospheric pressure. 

4.10.2 Theory and Design of Plane Wave Tube (PWT) 

Oscillating shear stresses of known magnitude and frequency can be generated using 

acoustic plane waves in a PWT. A PWT is widely used as a standard for measuring the 

performance of speaker drivers 11II ]. A schematic illustration of the set-up of a PWT is shown in 

Fig. 4.22a. The set-up is comprised of an acrylic tube with a speaker/compression driver on one 

end and a wedge-shaped end-termination on the other. The end-termination is designed to minimize 

the reflections of the sound waves from the end of the tube and thereby set-up a purely traveling 

wave in the tube. A signal generator and an amplifier drive the speaker to radiate sound at different 

intensities and frequencies. The sound waves very close to the speaker are not plane waves. The 

waves become planar at some distance X^,^„^^ downstream of the speaker. A condenser 

microphone, the shear-stress sensor and the laser are mounted on the PWT, downstream of the 

speaker and at the same downstream location, X > X^,„„^^. The fluctuating pressure p in the PWT 

is measured using the microphone. The fluid mechanics problem in the PWT is a variation of the 

classic fluid dynamics problem of Stokes oscillating plate. The only difference is that instead of an 

oscillating wall and stationary fluid far away from the wall, we have a stationary wall and 

oscillating fluid molecules far away from the wall. The flow configuration is illustrated in the 

schematic diagram of Fig. 4.22b. The analytical expression for the wall shear stress in the PWT is 

derived below. A photograph of the plane wave tube set-up is shown in Fig. 4.23. 

The stokes oscillating plate problem consists of a semi-infinite fluid initially at rest and 

bounded below by a solid infinite plane at v = 0 (note K-direction is the coordinate normal to the 

plate). The problem is to find the velocity field in the fluid as the plate oscillates in its own plane. 
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Assuming a parallel flow and neglecting hydrostatic pressure variations in the fluid, the equation of 

motion for the fluid medium reduces to |77|: 

du _ y _du_ 
dt d^-2 

(4.20) 

where u is the velocityof the fluid particles (equation (4.16) relates this to the pressure) and v is the 

kinematic viscosity of air. It must be noted that for measurements in a tube (PWT in this case), it 

can be shown thatw represents the velocity-defect, that is, u is the difference between the particle 

velocity in the boundary layer and the freestream (the set-up is designed such that the boundary 

layers on the walls don't merge). The boundary conditions for the problem are as follows: 

plate initially at rest =^ u{y. t=0) = 0 ; 

fluid stationary far away from wall ^> u(y -* «=, r) = 0 ; 

oscillating plate =^ u(y = 0,t) = U cos (cm) . 

The steady-state solution to the problem yields the following expressions for the  velocity 

distribution and boundary-layer thickness |77|: 

M (y t) = U e-y^^^^^' cos((ot ± y/aJ/lv) ; (4.21) 

S{(o) = 6.5/v/(o . (4.22) 

Although the complete solution is the sum of both the steady-state and transient solutions, only the 

steady-state solution is needed to obtain a frequency-response. Hence the transient solution is not 

discussed here. 

The governing equations for this problem are invariant under an unsteady transformation, 

allowing us to turn the problem around into one in which the wall is stationary and fluid particles 

far away are oscillating, as is the case in the PWT. This problem represents the near-wall behavior 

of a plane acoustic wave. The boundary conditions for our problem are as follows: 

stationary wall =^ u{y, t=0) = 0 ; 

oscillating fluid far away from wall ^> u{y -^x,t)z=lj cos {(or) ; 

no-slip condition =» w(y = 0. /) = 0 . 

The equation of motion for the particles can be solved in cylindrical coordinates, to yield the 

following expression for the wall shear stress |77|: 

r{w,t) = Real part of { U /pfuo f- eJ^' -^i(^/ /g^)! 

where R is the radius of the tube, 7^ and J, are Bessel functions of the zeroth and first order, 

respectively. It can be seen from equation (4.23) that the wall shear stress is proportional to the 

velocity of the particles (and hence the pressure) and to the square root of the frequency (rad/s). 
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Fig. 4.22 : a) Schematic drawing of the plane wave tube set up. The laser source is mounted at 

the same axial location as the shear-stress sensor and microphone and is not shown 

in this figure; b) model for the near-wall flow behavior in the tube (stationary wall 

and oscillating fluid particles), resulting in a frequency-dependent boundary layer 

thickness. This results in a frequency-dependent wall shear stress 
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Fig. 4.23: a) Photograph of the plane wave tube set up; b) zoomed-in view of the holder 

for the microphone, laser and sensor (courtesy of Sarah Lee| 112]) 
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4.103 Experimental Design 

This section discusses the issues associated with the design of the different components of 

the plane wave tube set-up: a) tube; b)speaker/compression driver; c) end-termination; and d) 

microphone. 

a) Tube. The tube geometry imposes the low and high-frequency limits on the plane waves that it 

will support. The maximum frequency to which the sensor can be calibrated is determined by the 

onset of the first non-planar wave mode in the tube (since the analytical relations between pressure, 

velocity and shear stress described in the previous sections are valid only for a plane wave). This 

high-frequency cut-off is given as/^,„,_„^ = 0.5861 eld, where d is the tube diameter and c is the 

speed of sound in air 1110]. For our experiments we used an acrylic tube of T diameter and hence 

the high-frequency cut-off is/„„.„^= 4 kHz. 

The length of the tube will determine the lowest frequency for which the wave envelope can 

be defined. The magnitude of the envelope is defined in a quarter wavelength of the traveling 

wave. Hence the low-frequency cut-off is given as c/4l where / is the length of the tube. For our 

tube / = 8 feet and hence the low-frequency cut-off works out to 35 Hz. The lowest frequency to 

which our calibration is valid is actually 600 Hz and not 35 Hz. This is because of tube resonance 

caused by the propagating sound waves, during the experiments. The first resonance frequency of 

the tube vibrations was observed to be around 600 Hz (as seen from Fig. 4.24). Hence the low- 

frequency cut-off for our plane wave tube is 600 Hz. 

b) Speaker/compression Driver. The radiation characteristics of the speaker will detemiine the 

magnitude and frequency range over which the sensor can be calibrated in the P\VT. The wall 

shear stress in the tube is proportional to the velocity and the square root of the frequency. The 

velocity of the particles is proportional to the pressure and hence the SPL in the tube. For our 

experiments, the shear stress range was designed to be 0.01 Pa - 3 Pa and the frequency range was 

designed to be 100 Hz - 10 kHz. For this magnitude and frequency range, the desired SPL was 

found to be in the range of 130 db to 150 db 1112]. Hence a 2-inch compression driver (JBL 

2446J) was chosen, since it can generate SPL's between 130 db and 150 db and in the frequency 

range of 500 Hz to 10 kHz. 

c) £/2J-rer77i/7zar/o77. The end-termination must be designed to absorb all the sound waves incident 

on it. Improper termination results in partial reflection of the incident wave, thereby setting-up a 

standing wave in the tube. A combination of standing and traveling waves in the PWT complicates 

the analytical relationships (described in section 4.8.1 and 4.8.2) between the pressure, velocity. 
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Fig. 4.24 Plot showing a comparison of the response of the plane wave tube 

and the manufacturers' calibration curve for the JBL speaker 

shear stress and frequency and hence is not desirable. For our experiments we used a wedge- 

shaped insert filled with glass fibers. This has been shown to be able to absorb sound waves 

effectively 1113]. 

d) Microphone. All pressure measurements in the tube were taken via a Briiel & Kjeer (B&K) 4138 

1/8" condenser microphone in conjunction with a B&K 2804 microphone power supply, a B&K 

2639 preamplifier and a UA 0036 adaptor. The B&K 4231 sound level calibrator (with DP 0774 

adaptor) was used for the microphone calibration. 

4.10.4 Measurements in the PWT 

The following three experiments were conducted to characterize the response of the sensor 

in the PWT: i) characterization of the PWT itself; ii) measurement of the output of the shear-stress 

sensor as a function of the frequency; and iii) measured transfer function of the sensor. 
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4.10.4.1 Characterization of the PWT 

The first test was to characterize the performance of our plane wave tube. The speaker 

output was adjusted to a SPL of 150 db. The fluctuating pressure in the tube was measured using 

the B&K microphone, for different drive frequencies of the speaker. Figure 4.24 shows the output 

of the microphone (in decibels) plotted as a function of the frequency (the raw voltage output of the 

microphone is converted to a pressure using the sensitivity of the microphone and the pressure is 

then converted to a db value using equation (4.19)). The manufacturers' calibration curve for the 

JBL speaker [llll is also superimposed in Fig. 4.24. Our measurement shows a "spike" in the 

microphone output at 600 Hz. We believe that this corresponds to the first resonance frequency for 

the tube vibration. The first non-planar mode appears at 4 kHz, as described in the previous 

section. Hence the PWT data shown in Fig. 4.24, is accurate only upto 4 kHz. It can be seen that 

there is good agreement between the measured data and the manufacturers' curve for the speaker in 

the frequency range of 600 Hz - 4 kHz. 

4.10.4.2 Oscillating Shear-Stress Measurement 

Figure 4.25 shows the raw differential voltage output from the 500 ,um sensor plotted as 

function of the frequency. As per equation (4.23) the shear stress varies with frequency asT„. - 

co'-. It can be seen from Fig. 4.25 that the sensor shows a co''- dependence to 10 kHz, even 

though the analytical relationship (equation (4.23)) is valid only to 4 kHz. 

The sensor output in the rotated position (the tethers parallel to the flow) was lower than in 

the original position by two orders of magnitude and did not show a co'"   dependence. The above 

two observations confirm that the sensor was accurately tracking the oscillating shear-stress input 

that was imposed on it. 

4.10.4 J Transfer Function of the Sensor 

The transfer function is defined as the ratio of the shear stress measured by the sensor to 

the shear stress that is imposed on it (this is estimated from the microphone pressure measurement 

and equation (4.23)). Figure 4.26 shows the transfer function of a 500 \xm sensor plotted as a 

function of the frequency. For an ideal dynamical system, the transfer function should be flat at 

zero db. For our sensor we observe a deviation of a few decibels (from zero) in the frequency 

range of 600 Hz - 4 kHz. We believe that the main factor responsible for this is the loss of some of 

the input energy due to tube vibration and due to viscous effects. Both these result in a lower 

measured pressure by the microphone and hence a positive decibel value for the transfer function. 
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Fig. 4.25 Response of the 500 \xm sensor to oscillating shear-stress inputs at different 

frequencies. The output shows a square-root of frequency dependence, as 

predicted by the analytical relationship 

4.11 Calibration in a Turbulent Boundary Layer - Stochastic Calibration 

In order to make measurements in a turbulent boundary layer, the sensor needs to be first 

calibrated in the turbulent environment. This can be accomplished by performing a stochastic 

calibration in a turbulent flow field. If the sensor response is linear over the complete calibration 

range, there is no need to perform a stochastic calibration for that sensor. This calibration technique 

is generally employed for devices with a non-linear response (ex: hot wires). This sub-section 

briefly outlines the calibration procedure. A more detailed description of the stochastic calibration 

method can be found in |4.22|. 

The time-dependent wail shear stress rjt) in a turbulent boundary layer can be written as a 

function of the sensor output voltage V as: 

Tj/) = Co + C, V + C, V^ + ... + C^V^' (4.24) 
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where C^'s are the cahbration coefficients and A' is the order of the cahbration polynomial. At any 

instant (in a turbulent flow) both rjt) and Vcan be written as a sum of a mean and fluctuating 
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Fig. 4.26 Transfer function of the 500 \xm sensor, as measured in the PWT 

0000 

quantity. It must be noted that equation (4.24) assumes that the sensor transfer function (output 

voltage/wall shear stress) is flat over the range of frequencies over which the calibration is being 

performed. This is a good assumption for the sensors presented in this thesis, which have a high 

operating bandwidth. 

Substituting for r„, = f;;, + TJ    and \/ = V + v'   in equation (4.24) we get 

r;, + T,; = CQ+C,{V+V)+C2{y+V?+..+Cj^V+Vf (425) 

By averaging (time averaging) equation (4.25) we get 

r;. = (Co+C, V+C2yh..}+..+{C2V^+3C^V V^+..} . (4.26) 

It can be seen from equation (4.26) that at each calibration point both the average voltage V and the 

 5         ^ —       7 ^ higher order statistics V  & V   need to be measured. In making measurements ofV, V   & V" 

care must be taken to ensure that all the statistics are fully converged for the calibration to be 
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accurate. The statistics for V^' converge slower than V, and for V'- slower than V  , and so on. 

Hence longer averaging times must be used for higher order statistics. 

It must be noted that if the sensor response is linear, there is no need to perform an 

elaborate stochastic calibration. This is because equation (4.26) then reduces to 

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 
Shear Stress [Pa] 

0.45 0.5 

Fig. 4.27 Sensor response in a turbulent boundary layer. The freestream velocity range 

for this experiment was 8 m/s - 12 m/s. The value of/?e^= 1500 at 10 m/s. 

The shear stress was measured usins a Preston tube 

T^, = CQ + C]V. (4.27) 

Hence at each calibration point only the mean shear stress and the mean output voltage need to be 

recorded. 

The 500 \xm x 500 [im sensor was calibrated (stochastically) over a velocity range of 

8 m/s £ Wx^ \2m/s in a turbulent boundary layer. The voltage output from the sensor is plotted 

as a function of the wall shear stress in Fig. 4.27 (The shear stress at different flow velocities was 

measured using a Preston tube). It can be seen that, even though not assumed, the sensor response 
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is linear over the complete velocity range and hence there is no need to perform a stochastic 

calibration for this sensor in the future. 

4.12 Electrical Functionality (Second-Generation Sensors) 

The sensors exhibited ideality factors in the range of 1-1.05, reverse breakdown voltages 

of 45 V and reverse saturation currents in the range 40 - 100 pA. All the measured values are 

similar to those obtained with the first generation sensors (section 4.1).This was expected since all 

the fabrication parameters for the photodiodes were identical for the two generations. 

4.13 Light-Response Tests (Second-Generation Sensors) 

The sensors exhibited performance characteristics similar to the first generation sensors, 

i.e.. the response of the two photodiodes were well matched when subjected to illumination from a 

DC source. 

Another test that was performed with the second-generation sensors was to evaluate the 

performance of the three-photodiode scheme in minimizing the sensitivity to intensity variations. 

As described in section 2.5.3 of the sensor design chapter, the output of the first generation 

sensors was very sensitive to the alignment of the laser spot relative to the two photodiodes. This 

was due to a non-uniform intensity distribution across the laser spot. The sensitivity of the sensor 

to variations in light intensity can be considerably reduced by either normalizing the photocurrent 

of the diodes against the output of a reference diode or by using a three-photodiode scheme (as 

described in section 2.10.1 of the sensor design chapter). 

The laser spot (with non-uniform intensity) was scanned across the floating-element and 

the differential voltage normalized by the average voltage, AVIV was recorded for both the two- 

photodiode and three-photodiode sensors. Figure 4.28 shows the 4WV outputs (with no flow) for 

the two devices, as a function of the laser spot position. The two features to be noted from this 

figure are: i) the value of 4V7Vfor the three-photodiode devices is lower at all spot positions. This 

implies that the new scheme is less sensitive to variations in light intensity. The new scheme 

showed 94% (average) reduction in sensitivity to variations in the light intensity (this was 

estimated by calculating the difference between the AVIV for the two schemes and normalizing by 

the original AVIV). This is in agreement with the theoretical value predicted by the model described 

in Appendix C; ii) the "sweet-spot," i.e., region where AVIV = 0 is much larger for the three- 

photodiode devices. This makes the task of aligning the spot relative to the floating-element much 
easier. It can be seen that the value of AVIV is non-zero at several spot positions even with the 
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three-photodiode scheme. We believe that this is due to the presence of non-linear gradients in 

intensity across the spot, which are not nulled out by this scheme. 
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4.14 Calibration of Sensor Arrays in Laminar-Calibration Flow Cell 

The sensor arrays were packaged and calibrated in the laminar-calibration flow cell. The 

array was mounted such that the tethers were perpendicular to the 

flow direction. Such an array configuration provides the spanwise distribution of the streamwise 

shear stress. The response of each of the sensors was recorded as the shear stress in the flow cell 

was ramped-up from 0 to 1 Pa in steps of approximately 0.1 Pa. This experiment was performed at 

a channel height of 508 ^m and maximum Reynolds number (based on the channel height) of 369. 

The pressure distribution in the channel was confirmed to be linear for the entire calibration range. 

The sensor arrays were tested with the new laser source, which was manufactured to have a 

uniform intensity distribution across the spot. 

Figure 4.29 shows the response of the sensors in the 120 (im array. It can be seen that the 

sensors exhibit very similar sensitivities. This was expected since in a two-dimensional laminar 

channel flow there is no spanwise variation of the streamwise shear stress. The response is linear 

with a measured sensitivity of 0.097%/Pa. This compares well with the theoretical sensitivity of 

0.102 %/Pa. The bond pads on one of the sensors' broke during wire bonding, and hence the data 

shows the output from seven (as opposed to eight) sensors. 
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Fig. 4.29 Response of a 120 ^m sensor array in a laminar channel flow 
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Chapter 5. CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this thesis was to design, fabricate and test a micromachined shear-stress 

sensor for operation in a low-speed turbulent boundary layer. There have been various 

accomplishments that have resulted from this research effort. We highlight the significant 

accomplishments in this chapter. The contributions of this work can be categorized into the 

following topics: development of a new transduction scheme based on optical position-sensing 

with integrated photodiodes, design of a readout scheme, design and development of a robust 

fabrication process, static-calibration of the sensors over five orders of wall shear stress, dynamic- 

calibration of the sensors upto 10 kHz, measurements in a laminar and turbulent boundary layer, 

design of an improved sensing scheme for the second-generation sensors, design and fabrication 

of sensor arrays and static-calibrations of sensor arrays. In the following sections we summarize 

the results and contributions in each of these areas. 

New Transduction Scheme and Readout 

Measurements of low-magnitude shear-stress (such as in low-speed turbulent boundary 

layers) require extremely high sensitivity to detect the small forces (O(nN)) and correspondingly 

small displacements (0(A)). In addition, unsteady measurements in turbulent boundary layers 

require sensors with high operating bandwidth (- 20 kHz). These requirements render most of the 

existing sensors inadequate for this application. In response to the limitations of the existing 

devices, we have developed a floating-element sensor based on a new transduction scheme (optical 

position-sensing by integrated photodiodes). The floating-element structure was designed to be 

compliant enough to detect the low-magnitude shear forces and at the same time have a large 

resonance frequency for lateral motions (and hence large operating bandwidth). A set of analytical 

expressions were developed to predict the static and dynamic response characteristics of the 

sensor. The new design was found to have the desired sensitivity and bandwidth to make 

measurements of mean and fluctuating wall shear stresses in a turbulent boundary layer. A 

summary of the features of the new sensors are: 

- low-impedance device; 

- mechanically robust structure; 

■   - differential sensing results in twice the sensitivity and allows for common-mode signal 

rejection; 

- the output {AV/\^ is insensitive to variations in light intensity (to first order). 

The readout scheme was designed to allow for the off-chip measurements of the output 

signal from the sensor. In addition, the frontside electrical readout from the sensor chip had to be 

designed to minimize the flow perturbation and also keep the magnitude of the photodiode leakage 
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current to a minimum. The differential photodiode sensing scheme developed in this thesis can be 

applied to a broader range of sensors, in applications that require the measurement of small 

displacements of a proof-mass. 

Fabrication Process 

Although the fabrication process was an extension of a process that had been previously 

developed at MIT |85|, the actual fabrication scheme and the resulting photodiode quality were 

different. We had to redesign the existing fabrication process to allow for the integration of 

photodiodes. The fabricated photodiodes exhibited excellent behavior, with ideality factors of unity 

in the forward direction and reverse breakdown voltages of 45V. It is perhaps the first time a 

photodiode of such a quality has been fabricated using a wafer-bonding process. This new process 

has utility in a wide variety of sensors beyond the shear-stress sensor. 

Static Calibratiom 

The sensors were packaged and calibrated in a laminar flow environment. The calibration 

procedure depended on the ability to generate wall shear stresses of known magnitude in a 

repeatable manner. This was accomplished by testing the sensor in a custom-designed laminar- 

calibration flow cell. By adjusting the inlet pressure of air (and by maintaining the outlet at 

atmospheric pressure) shear stresses of different magnitudes were generated. The wall shear stress 

in the flow cell (under laminar flow conditions) is known from a measurement of the pressure drop 

along the length of the channel. The individual floating-element sensors have been calibrated in the 

laminar flow cell over a range of four orders of wall shear stress. The sensors have demonstrated a 

linear response over four orders of wall shear stress (0.003 Pa - 10 Pa). The lowest measured 

shear stress of 0.003 Pa is three orders of magnitude lower than that has been measured before 

using micromachined sensors |281. The maximum observed non-linearity was 1% or better over 

the four orders of wall shear stress. In addition, the sensors have demonstrated excellent 

repeatability, long-term stability and minimal drift. We have tested one of the 500 \xm floating- 

element sensors' several times over a period of a year and half. The response of the sensor was 

found to be identical for each calibration-cycle during that period. 

Dynamic Calibrations 

The dynamic response of the sensor has also been experimentally verified to 10 kHz. This 

is the first time that the dynamic response of a micromachined shear-stress sensor has been 

experimentally verified using a direct method. The dynamic response of the sensor was obtained 

by providing the sensor system with an oscillating shear-stress input and observing the output. An 

oscillating shear stress of known magnitude and frequency was generated via acoustic plane wave 
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excitation, in a custom-designed plane wave tube (PWT). In this technique, the pressure of a plane 

acoustic wave is directly related to the wall shear stress by the analytical solution to the fluid 

mechanics problem of pipe-flow driven  by an oscillating pressure gradient. The  measured 

fluctuating shear stress showed a ciJ'^ dependence, as predicted by the analytical relationship. The 

sensors demonstrated the square-root of frequency dependence to 10 kHz even though the 

analytical relationship is valid only to 4 kHz. The limits on the lowest and highest frequency to 

which the sensor can be dynamically tested are set by the PWT design. The present PWT set-up 

needs to be modified to allow for calibrations over a wider range of frequencies. 

The dynamic test results presented in this thesis show that the sensor can track an 

oscillating shear stress to 10 kHz. The effect of non-linearities introduced into the system due to 

the non-linear speaker dynamics (at high operating sound pressure levels) is currently being 

investigated. 

V^/ind Tunnel Measurements 

The sensors have been tested in both laminar and turbulent boundary layers in the low- 

speed, low-turbulence wind tunnel at MIT. The sensor plug was mounted on a circular port, which 

was in turn mounted on the wall of the wind tunnel. The laser source was mounted on the opposite 

wall of the tunnel. The response of the sensor in a laminar boundary layer was found to be linear 

and the sensor demonstrated the same sensitivity as measured in the laminar-calibration flow cell. 

The sensor was able to transduce shear stresses of 0.01 Pa and lower, in the laminar boundary 

layer. The sensors were also calibrated in a turbulent boundary layer over a velocity range of 

%mls'^u^^ \2mls . The sensor response was observed to be linear over the entire velocity 

range (the shear stress at different velocities was measured using a Preston tube). 

One of the issues associated with using the floating-element sensors in a wind tunnel 

environment, is the measurement errors caused due to the acceleration sensitivity of the devices. 

This problem can be overcome by making an independent acceleration measurement and adjusting 

the sensor output voltage to compensate for this (using the data acquisition software). 

Design-Improvements in the Second-Generation Sensors 

The first-generation devices employed a two-photodiode differential sensing scheme. This 

scheme was found to be sensitive to non-uniformities in the incident illumination. To overcome 

this, a new three-photodiode design was developed for the second-generation sensors. The new 

scheme was designed to null out any linear gradients in the intensity. The new design has been 

tested and has demonstrated 94% reduction in sensitivity to intensity variations when compared to 

the earlier design. 
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Sensor Arrays 

The new photodiode design was implemented in the fabrication (using the same process 

used for the first-generation sensors) of one-dimensional arrays of sensors. The one-dimensional 

array is comprised of eight floating-element sensors. The array chip was packaged in a custom- 

made PC-board type package. The package was designed such that the electrical output from the 

sensor could be directly interfaced with a computer for data acquisition. The sensor arrays were 

tested in the laminar-calibration flow cell (flow direction perpendicular to the tethers). Under such a 

flow condition the shear stress imposed on each of the sensors is identical. The sensors exhibited a 

linear response with identical sensitivities. 

The summary of this work is that we have developed a microfabricated shear-stress sensor 

for turbulent boundary layer research. The sensors have been statically/dynamically tested and have 

shown to meet the requirements for operation in low-speed turbulent boundary layers. The next 

stage is to use the individual floating-element sensors to make measurements of fluctuating shear 

stresses and to measure the spectra of the wall shear in a turbulent boundary layer. In addition, the 

one-dimensional sensor arrays can be used to obtain cross-correlation measurements in turbulent 

flows. Such measurements can be used to obtain estimates of the spanwise spacing and streamwise 

orientation of the coherent structures, thereby providing new insights into the structure of turbulent 

boundary layers. 

The optical shear stress sensor described in this thesis is useful for sensing applications in 

wall-bounded flows where the laser source can be mounted on a wall opposite to the sensor. In 

applications involving external flows, this sensor can used to precisely calibrate other devices 

which can operate in such a flow environment. In future designs it is possible to modify the 

present scheme to allow for the measurement of shear stresses in two dimensions by the same 

floating-element structure and to fabricate two-dimensional sensor arrays. Ultimately, one could 

hope to incorporate such sensor arrays in a system of microfabricated sensors and actuators to 

perform the task of active control in turbulent boundary layers. 
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Appendix A 
SUPREM Simulations and Spreading Resistance Analysis 

The SUPREM input files for the handle and device wafer simulations are given 
below. The simulation output showing the calculated values (and plots) of the different 
parameters, follows the input files. 

A.] Handle Wafer Simulation 

******************************************************** 

*** TMA SUPREM-3 (TM) *** 
*** Version 6.1.1 *** 
*** System F (DEC ALPHA: OSF/1) *** 
*** Copyright (C) 1985-1994 *** 
*** Technology Modelins Associates, Inc. *** 
*** All Rights Reserved *** 
****************************************:): ^^I^:;);^^:;):;!;;);^:);^;!:^^. 

30-Dec-96 21:01:29 
Statements input from file /amd/robeson/a/aravind/supreme/handle_old_final.inp 

1... TITLE Handle wafer simulation 
2...   INITIALIZE SILICON <100> THICKNES=7.0  X.LOCAT=0.0 Z.LOCAT=0.0 

DX=.OOI + 
... MIN.DX=0.001 XDX=0.0 SPACES=200 RESISTIV B0R0N=15 

3... S grow sro in trenches 
4... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950 TIME=]0 INERT 
5... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950TIME= 128.5 DRY02 
6... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950 TIME=30 INERT 
7... PRINT     LAYERS 
8... S blanket boron implant 
9... IMPLANT   BORON PEARSON RP.EFF DOSE=0.8eI2 ENERGY=70 
10... $ photodiode implant 
II... IMPLANT   PHOSPHOR PEARSON RP.EFF DOSE=5.0el5 ENERGY=90 
12... $ LTO densification 
13... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=900 TIME=30 INERT 
14... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=I000 TIME=60 INERT 
15... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=900 TIME=60 INERT 
16... $ wafer bonding 
17... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=1100 TIME=70 INERT 
18... $ sro on device wafer before n+ implant 
19... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950TIME= 10 INERT 
20... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950TIME=128.5 INERT 
21... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950 TIME=30 INERT 
22... $ device wafer n+ drive-in 
23... $ DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=1150 TIME=400 INERT 
24... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=800 TIME=240 INERT 
25... PLOT     ACTIVE BORON T0P=le21 C0L0R=1 LINE.TYP=1 
26... PLOT      ACTIVE PHOSPHOR TOP=Ie22 ADD COLOR=I LINE.TYP=2 
27... $ set sheet resitivities 
28... ELECTRICAL STEPS=1 EXTENT=5 TEMPERAT=27 DISTRIBU 
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29... END.ELECTRICAL 
30... S PLOT     ACTIVE ARSENIC ADD C0L0R=1 LINE.TYP= 
31... STOP 

Input line #  2 
Coefficient data group read 
File: /usr/Iocal/tma/supreme3-6.1 .l/library/s3cofO 
Date: 21-Jun-94 11:39:19 
Documentation from data file: 

S-3 Rev 6.1 Release Version Default Coefficients 
s3init,v 1.1 93/02/25 10:57:04 lynetteq Exp $ 

Handle wafer simulation 
grow sro in trenches 

Material layer information 
Input line #  7 

layer material     thickness   dx     xdx top bottom orientation 
no. (um)    (um)    (urn) node node or arain size 
2    oxide 0.0490 0.0100   0.00 798   808 
1 silicon 6.9784 0.0010   0.00 809  1000      <100> 

Integrated Dopant (#/cm**2) 
layer Net Sum 
no.      active      chemical      active      chemical 
2 -8.4936E+09 -8.4936E+09   8.4936E+09   8.4936E+09 
1 -6.2171E+11  -6.2171E+11   6.2171E+11   6.2171E+11 

sum   -6.3020E+11  -6.3020E+11   6.3020E+11   6.3020E+11 

Integrated Dopant (#/cm**2) 
layer boron 
no.     active     chemical 
2 8.4936E+09   8.4936E+09 
1 6.2171E+11   6.2171E+11 

sum    6.3020E+1I   6.3020E+11 

Boundary Locations and Integrated Dopant 
Concentrations for Each Diffused Region 

layer region type      top      bottom       net sum 
no.     no. depth      depth    active Qd    chemical Qd 

(um)       (um)     (#/cm**2)     (#/cm**2) 
2 1      p     0.0000     0.0490    8.4936E+09    8.4936E+09 
1        1      p     0.0000     6.9784    6.2171E+11    6.2171E+11 

Handle wafer simulation 
get sheet resitivities 

Electrical information 
Input line # 29 

layer region type Conductor Bias Electron Bias   Hole Bias 
no.    no. (volts)        (volts)       (volts) 
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2    n 
1     P 

O.OOOOE+00   O.OOOOE+00 
O.OOOOE+00   O.OOOOE+00 

Electron Charge, Conductance, and Resistance 

Electron      Sheet      Sheet     Vertical    Vertical 
layer region type   Charge   Conductance Resistance Conductance Resistance 
no.    no.       (#/cm**2) (l/(ohm/sq)) (ohm/sq)   (mho/cm**2) (ohm-cm**2) 

1      2    n   4.578E+15   5.6746E-02 1.7623E+01   4.0765E+02 2.453lE-03 
1      1     p   1.137E+07   2.4395E-09 4.0992E+08   O.OOOOE+00 

Hole Charge, Conductance, and Resistance 

Hole       Sheet      Sheet     Vertical     Vertical 
layer region type  Charge   Conductance Resistance Conductance Resistance 
no.    no.       (#/cm**2) (]/(ohm/sq)) (ohm/sq)   (mho/cm**2) (ohm-cm**2) 

1      2     n   1.099E+02   7.9095E-15  1.2643E+14  O.OOOOE+00 
1      1     p   8.017E+11   6.0064E-05  1.6649E+04   1.3742E-03 7.2771E+02 

*** END SUPREM-3 *** 
TOTAL CPU TIME =    0.03 minutes 

Handle wafer simulation 
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Fig. Al Carrier concentration versus depth for the handle wafer after all the thermal 
steps. It can be seen that the estimated junction depth is 2.2 ^im and the 
surface concentration of phosphorus is 1 x 10'' cm"^. 

A.2 Device Wafer Simulation 
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***               TMA SUPREM-3 (TM) *** 
***                 Version 6.1.1 *** 
***           System F (DEC ALPHA: OSF/1) *** 
***            Copyright (C) 1985-1994 *** 
*** Technology Modeling Associates, Inc. *** 
***              All Rights Reserved *** 

14-Jul-96 19:48:54 
Statements input from file /amd/robeson/a/aravind/supreme/device_old_fmal.inp 

1... TITLE photoshear simulation for device wafer 
2...   INITIALIZE SILICON <100>  THICKNES=10  X.LOCAT=0.0 Z.LOCAT=0.0 

DX=.001 + 
... 1VIIN.DX=0.001 XDX=0.0 SPACES=200 CONCENTR B0R0N=lel5 

3... $ srow sro device wafer 
4... DfEFUSION TEMPERAT=950 TIME=10 INERT 
5... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950 TIME=128.5 DRY02 
6... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950 TIME=30 INERT 
7... PRINT     LAYERS 
8... $ ECE junction implant 
9... IMPLANT   PHOSPHOR PEARSON RP.EFF DOSE= 1.4e 13 ENERGY=180 
10... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=1150 TIME=1260 INERT 
11... $ wafer bonding 
12... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=1100 TIME=70 INERT 
13...$ model ECE 
14... INVERT 
15... ETCH      SILICON TH1CKNES=2.6504 
16... $ sro on device wafer before n+ implant 
17... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950TIME=10 INERT 
18... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950TIME=128.5 DRY02 
19... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=950 TIME=30 INERT 
20... IMPLANT   PHOSPHOR PEARSON RP.EFF DOSE=7el5 ENERGY=90 
21... $ device wafer n-i- drive-in 
22... $ DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=1150 TIME=400 INERT 
23... DIFFUSION TEMPERAT=800 TIME=240 INERT 
24... PLOT      ACTIVE BORON TOP=le21 COLOR=l LINE.TYP=1 
25... PLOT      ACTIVE PHOSPHOR ADD C0L0R=1 LINE.TYP=2 
26... $ PLOT      CHEMICAL PHOSPHOR ADD C0L0R=1 LINE.TYP=3 
27... PRINT     LAYERS 
28... ELECTRICAL STEPS=1 EXTENT=5 TEMPERAT=27 
29... END.ELECTRICAL 
30... STOP 

photoshear simulation for device wafer - RESULTS 
grow sro device wafer 

Material layer information 
Input line #7 
layer material      thickness   dx      xdx top bottom orientation 
no. (um)    (um)    (um) node node or grain size 
2    oxide 0.0490 0.0100   0.00 798   807 
1    silicon 9.9784 0.0010   0.00 808 1000     <100> 
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'^s'¥^^i-i-:'^d^-r'iSr:il/i^^t'^^.^^^^ 

Integrated Dopant (#/cm**2) 
layer Net Sum 
no.     active     chemical     active     chemical 
2    -9.3912E+09 -9.3912E+09  9.3912E+09  9.3912E+09 
1 -9.8964E-I-11 -9.8964E-I-1]   9.8964E+11   9.8964E+11 

sum   -9.9903E+]1 -9.9903E+11   9.9903E+11   9.9903E+11 

Integrated Dopant (#/cm**2) 
layer boron 
no.     active     chemical 
2 9.3912E+09   9.3912E+09 
1 9.8964E+11   9.8964E+11 

sum    9.9903E-1-11   9.9903E+11 

Boundary Locations and Integrated Dopant 
Concentrations for Each Diffused Region 

layer region type     top     bottom      net sum 
no.     no. depth      depth    active Qd    chemical Qd 

(um)       (um)    (#/cm**2)     (#/cm**2) 
2 1      p     0.0000     0.0490    9.3912E+09    9.3912E+09 
1 1      p     0.0000    9.9784   9.8964E+11    9.8964E+11 

photoshear simulation for device wafer 
PLOT     CHEMICAL PHOSPHOR ADD C0L0R=1 L1NE.TYP=3 

Material layer information 
Input line # 27 
layer material      thickness   dx      xdx top bottom orientation 
no. (um)    (um)    (um) node node or srain size 
3 oxide 0.0490 0.0100  0.00 825   826 
2 silicon 7.3065 0.0010  7.31  827   990     <100> 
1 oxide 0.0490 0.0100  0.05 991   1000 

Integrated Dopant (#/cm**2) 
layer Net Sum 
no.     active     chemical     active     chemical 
3 2.1403E+13   2.1403E+13   2.1416E+13   2.1416E+13 
2 2.7420E+15   6.9416E+15   2.7435E+15   6.9430E+15 
1 -3.5180E+09 -3.5180E+09  4.3786E+09  4.3786E+09 

sum    2.7634E+15   6.9630E+15   2.7649E+15   6.9645E+15 

Integrated Dopant (#/cm**2) 
layer boron phosphorus 
no.     active     chemical     active     chemical 
3 6.0673E+09   6.0673E+09  2.1409E+13   2.1409E+13 
2 7.1261E+11   7.1261E+11   2.7428E+15   6.9423E+15 
1     3.9483E-I-09   3.9483E-I-09  4.3026E+08   4.3026E+08 

sum    7.2263E+11   7.2263E+I1   2.7642E+15   6.9637E+15 

Boundary Locations and Integrated Dopant 
Concentrations for Each Diffused Region 

layer region type     top     bottom      net sum 
no.    no. depth     depth   active Qd    chemical Qd 
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(urn)       (um)     (#/cm**2)     (#/cm**2) 
3       1      n     0.0000    0.0490   2.1403E+13    2.1416E+13 
2       1      n     0.0000    7.3065    2.7421E+15    6.9431E+15 
1 1      p    0.0000    0.0490    3.5180E+09   4.3786E+09 

1 
photoshear simulation for device wafer 
PLOT     CHEMICAL PHOSPHOR ADD COLOR=l LINE.TYP=3 

Electrical information 
Input line # 29 
Bias step   1 
layer region type Conductor Bias Electron Bias   Hole Bias 

no.    no. (volts)        (volts)       (volts) 
2 1     n O.OOOOE+00   O.OOOOE+00 

Electron Charge, Conductance, and Resistance 
Electron     Sheet      Sheet     Vertical    Vertical 

layer region type  Charge   Conductance Resistance Conductance Resistance 
no.    no.       (#/cm**2") (l/(ohm/sq)) (ohm/sq)   (mho/cm**2) (ohm-cm**2) 
2      1     n   2.742E+15   3.1306E-02 3.1943E+01   2.3975E+03 4.1710E-04 

Hole Charge, Conductance, and Resistance 
Hole       Sheet      Sheet     Vertical     Vertical 

layer region type   Charge    Conductance Resistance Conductance Resistance 
no.    no.        (#/cm**2l (l/(ohm/sq)) (ohm/sq)   (mho/cm**2) (ohm-cm**2) 
2      1     n   O.OOOE+00   O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 

*** E.ND SUPREM-3 *** 
TOTAL CPU TIME =     0.03 minutes 
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Fig. A2 Carrier concentration versus depth for the device wafer after all the thermal 
steps. It can be seen that the estimated device layer thickness is 7.2 \xm. 

A.3 Sheet Resistance Analysis (SRA) 

The following figures show the dopant/carrier concentrations as measured on 

monitor wafers, using sheet resistance analysis. 
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Fig. A3 Dopant concentrations versus depth for the handle wafer (after all thermal steps) 
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in the handle wafers, as a result of the blanket boron implant (step # 5.3). 
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Parameter SUPREM 
(Theorj) 

Sheet Resistance Analysis 
(Measured) 

Photodiode junction depth 

Peak surface concentration of phsophorus on the handle 
wafer after all the thermal steps 

Photodiode implant dose 

Sheet resistance of the active region on the handle wafer 
after all thermal steps 

Surface boron concentration on the handle wafer 

2.2 urn 

4x 10"'cm--'' 

5x lO'-'^cm-^ 

17.64 Q/square 

9xl0'=cm-^ 

2.1 i^m 

lxl0'%m-^ 

3.2 X 10'-"cm-2 

20.5 Q/square 

7 X lO'^cm--'' 

Table A Comparison of the measured values of different parameters and the 

SUPREM-predicted values 

A.4 Notes about SRA and SRA Results 

SRA determines a resisitivity-depth profile in silicon. Using published values of 

carrier mobility, a majority carrier-concentration-depth profile can be calculated. Going one 

step further, a dopant profile can be calculated by accounting for the space-charge 

redistribution under the bevel used for the spreading resistance profile. Poisson's equation 

is solved iteratively, subject to boundary conditions consistent with the carrier 

concentration profile. 

Figure A3 shows a plot of | A'^ ± NQ \ versus the depth into the wafer and uses the 

symbol A where the difference is positive and D where it is negative. The photodiode 

junction depth estimated from Fig. A3 is 2.1 j.im, which compares well with the value of 

2.2 um predicted by the SUPREM simulations. The peak surface concentration of 

phosphorus is measured to be 1 x 10'^ cm"\ This is lower than the SUPREM predicted 

value of 4 X 10'^ cm'^, due to the loss of dopant atoms in the oxide layer (due to 

segregation). The measured dose (due to the photodiode implant) and the sheet resistance 

in the active region of the handle wafer have been estimated from Fig. A4 as 3.2 x 10'"'^cm'^ 

and 20.6 ohms/square respectively. The measured dose is lower than the specified dose of 

5 X 10'"'^ cm'^ because of the loss of dopant atoms due to segregation. Figure A4 shows the 

carrier concentration profile on a monitor wafer which has seen all the steps (as the real 

handle wafer) except for the photodiode implant (step # 6.3). The surface boron 

concentration as a result of step #5.3 (on the process traveler) was measured from this 

wafer to be equal to 7 x 10''' cm"^. This is about an order of magnitude higher than the 

surface boron concentration on the unprocessed handles wafers (~ 8 x lO'"* cm"''). The 
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higher surface concentration of boron helps to avoid surface-inversion and photodlode 

cross-talk. A complete comparison of the measured parameters and the SUPREM-predicted 

values is presented in Table A above. 
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Appendix B 

Derivation of the Expression for the Sensitivity of the Sensor 

First-Generation Sensors 

The total current generated by a photodiode when it is subjected to incident illumination 

is given as 

'total — 'leakcii;e + 'photo . (B.l) 

The diodes are designed such that the reverse leakage currents are several orders of magnitude 

smaller than the photocurrent and hence 

hotal - ^photo ■ (B.2) 

Substituting for /^,,^„„ from equation (2.2) we get 

'photo - he /X ^diode ■ ^°-^^ 

This equation can be rewritten as: 

'photo ~ ^ ^diode ~ ^ '^diode -^ ^diode Cg A\ 

where C = (Jy;^,,^ (]±r) {1 ±e±«""})/(/2c/X) .  The exposed area of the  diode  can  be 

expressed as the product of the exposed length times the exposed width, i. e., A^^.,^^, = Lj-^^j^. x 

^^dinde- 'n the absence of any flow the photocurrent generated by each of the photodiodes is 

given by equation (B.4). This is the undeflected photocurrent. In the presence of a flow the 

floating-element deflects by <5 and hence the exposed areas of the two photodiodes changes. 

For the leading-edge diode the exposed area is now given as (Wj,„j^, + S) Lj.^^^^, and for the 

trailing edge diode it is (IV^,,,^, - <5) L^,.,^^,. Substituting these in equation (A.4) we can obtain 

the expressions for the deflected photocurrents for the two diodes, /^,.„^^ / and 4,,^^, ^ as 

htode. 1 =C iW,,„,, + <5) L,,„^. (B.5) 

hiode. 2 = C{ W^,,j^,, - <5) Lj,,^^.. (B .6) 

The differential photocurrent (in the deflected position) is given as 

^' = h;ode., - Lode. 2 = 2 C 8 L„,„^.. (B .7) 

Hence the differential deflected photocurrent normalized by the average undeflected 

photocurrent is obtained by dividing equation (B.7) by equation (B.4) and is given as 
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The expression for the sensitivity of the sensor can be obtained by dividing both sides of 

equation (B.8) by T„. 

sensitivits' = —~-/T^ = -Tjrf= . 
'' ^^diode^w (B.9) 

By calculating the value of 6 for \. - I Pa, the sensitivity can be expressed as a % change in 

the photocurrent per Pa change in the shear stress (%/Pa). 

Secoiid'Generation Sensors 

For the second-generation sensors that employ a three-photodiode scheme, the 

expression for sensitivity can be similarly calculated. In the three-photodiode scheme the 

exposed areas of each of the top and bottom diodes is half (/lj,„^,) that of the middle diode 

i2Ajj^,jJ. The top and bottom diodes are electrically connected to form photodiode #1 and the 

middle diode forms photodiode #2. The undeflected photocurrent for each of the diodes is 

again given as 

^photo ~ ^ '^ diode ~ ^ '^diode ^ ^diode ■ (B 4) 

When the floating-element deflects the photocurrents for the three photodiodes are given as 

hu,,..u,p = C m,„,W,,„, + L,„J). (B.IO) 

hi„de.middle~ ^ \'^'^diode^dUdf ' '^diode^'- (B.l 1) 

'diode, honom ~ ^ y'^diodc^diode "'" '^diode^'- (B.l2) 

Since the top and bottom diodes are connected we get 

diode. I ~    diode, lop       ^diode. t>oiiom ' \D. I J) 

'diode.2 ~ 'diode, middle ■ (B.14) 

The differential photocurrent (in the deflected position) is given as 

^t = Jdiode.,-hiode.2=      ^ C L,,,J . (B.15) 

Hence the differential photocurrent normalized by the average undeflected photocurrent is 

obtained by dividing equation (B.15) by equation (B.4) and is given as 

Al ^   3<3 

^      ^^^'orfe (B.l 6) 
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Appendix C 
Sample Calculation of the Improvement in Sensitivity Obtained 

using a Three-Photodiode Scheme 

The intensity distribution across the spot can be approximated to be a two- 

dimensional Gaussian (based on the measured intensity distribution). The photocurrent 

obtained as a result of scanning this spot across the floating-element, can be obtained from 

a convolution of the Gaussian intensity distribution and the area of the photodiodes 

(rectangles of constant area). In this Appendix we present a sample calculation which 

evaluates the typical reduction in sensitivity (to intensity variations) obtained by using 

three-photodiode scheme instead of the two-photodiode scheme. 

The intensity distribution can be approximated as follows: 

^g±(.r+r)/2S ^^_j^ 

where A and B are constants obtained from the measured intensity distribution across the 

spot. The output photocurrent (or voltage) can be obtained from a convolution integral (for 

each spot position) as follows: 

Output Voltage = A e-^-'' + ■^■"''-^ dx dy 
''=>■*„,,, '^^''''■'"''' (•(-_2) 

where 2xj.^^j^, and 23^.,^^, are the length and width of the photodiode, respectively. 

By knowing the spot size, spot position relative to the floating-element and the 

measured values of A and 5, the magnitude of AV/V at each spot position for the two 

schemes can be calculated. We present the results for one position of the spot, x = -0.2 mm 

(x = 0 mm represents a spot perfectly centered relative to the floating-element) and a spot 

size of 1 cm. By numerically integrating (C.2) we get AV/V - 0.09 for the old sensor and 

0.02 for the new sensor. This corresponds to reduction in sensitivity of 78 %. The 

observed reduction in sensitivity at this spot position was 96 %. We believe that the 

difference between the two numbers are due to the assumption of a perfect Gaussian 

function for the intensity distribution (used in this analysis). 
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Appendix D 

Sensor Fabrication 

Process Traveler 

The following is a process traveler for the optical shear-stress sensor process. Processing was 

carried out in the Integrated Circuits Laboratory (ICL), Technology Research Laboratory (TRL), 

Research Group Laboratories (RGL) and MIT Lincoln Laboratories (LL). 

OPTICAL SHEAR STRESS SENSOR - Process Traveler 

Lot Name : Photoshear 
Lot Owner : Aravind Padmanabhan (revised 05/22/96) 

Wafer 
Notation 

H Handle 
D Device 
B Bonded 

4" p-type <100> 10-20 ohm-cm, double polished 
4" p-type <100> 10-20 ohm-cm, double polished 
handle and device wafers bonded front to front 

Wafer Lab      Step   Process Description 
# 

H TRL -|      piranha clean 

H ICL        2.1    RCA 

H ICL        2.2    grow SRO-recipe #210, tube A1 (thickness-460 A) 

H ICL        2.3    ion implant (backside)-dopant = boron, energy = 100 KeV 
dose = 5eI5 /cm2 

H ICL        2.4    RCA (NO HF DIP) 

H ICL        2.5    drive-in (in N,)-recipe #255, time=2hr,temp= 1150C, tube Bl 
(total time = 5 hrs 5 mins) 

H ICL        3-^    spin photoresist on backside ( 1 |xm, recipe # 11) 
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H ICL       3 2    strip SRO (7:1 BOE) - from frontside 

H ICL       3 3    piranha strip photoresist 

H ICL        41    HMDS/coat photoresist on frontside (1 ji,m, recipe #11) 

H TRL       4 2    pattern trenches on the top surface using CM mask 
(Mask#l, Dark Field Mask) 

H ICL       4 3    plasma etch silicon - recipe # 19, etcher-1 
(time = 2 mins 20 sees, - 1.12 [im trenches) 

H ICL        4 4    piranha strip photoresist 

H ICL       5-1    RCA (only 5 sec HF dip) 

H ICL        52    grow SRO-recipe #210, tube A1 (thickness-460 A) 

H ICL        5 3    ion implant (blanket)-dopant = boron, energy = 70 KeV 
dose = 8el 1 /cm2. 7 deg tilt 

H ICL        Q -|     coat photoresist on frontside (2[xm, recipe #7) 

H TRL       g 2    pattern diodes using CS mask (Mask #2, CS Dark field mask) 

H ICL        g 3    ion implant - dopant = phosphorus, energy = 90 KeV 
dose = 5el5,7 deg tilt (photodiode implant) 

H ICL        g 4    strip photoresist (Ash once -l- piranha) 

H ICL        71    deposit LTO (2000 A), recipe #462, Tube A7, time = 36 mins 

H ICL        j2    LTOdensification,recipe#322, Tube A3, time = 45mins 
(total oxide thickness after densification = 2500 A) 

H ICL        7 3    coat photoresist on frontside (2 }xm, recipe #7) 

H TRL       7 4    pattern SRO+LTO using CD mask (Mask #3, Clear field mask) 

H ICL        7 5    strip oxide (7:1 BOE) - Check for dewetting on BOTH SIDES OF THE 
WAFER 

H ICL        7 g    piranha strip photoresist 

D TRL g      piranha clean 
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D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

ICL 

ICL 

ICL 

9.1 RCA 

ICL        9 2    grow SRO-recipe #210, tube = A1 

9 3    ion implant - dopant = phosphorous, dose = 1.4e 13/cm2 
energy = 180 keV,7 deg tilt 

9 4    RCA ( NO HF DIP) 

ICL        9 5    drive-in (in N,)-time = 21 hrs, temp = 1150C, recipe #255, Tube Bl 

ICL       9 5    strip SRO 

D.H TRL 

B = D + H     TRL 

B ICL 

B RGL 

B LL 

B RGL 

B RGL 

B TRL 

B TRL 

ICL 

TRL 
ICL 

B TRL 

0 1   RCA (Preparation for bonding) 

0 2   wafer bonding (in O,) 

03   bonding anneal - temp =1 lOOC, time = 70min. in N, atmosphere 
(Tube A3, recipe #225) 

■j -^    strip native oxide (7:1 BOE) for thin-back KOH etch 

"I 2   Grind-back device wafer to a thickness of - 100 um 

■\ 3   electrochemical etch (20% by weight KOH solution) for diffused - 
junction wafers. And one-sided KOH etch for SOI wafers. (Protect 
backside of SOI wafers with 2500 A nitride) 

■\ 4   rinse vigorously in DI water, time = lOmin, blow dry in N, 

■j 5   acid hood - piranha clean (3:1 H^SO^: HjO,) time = 15 min 
rinse 3 times in dump-to-rinse resistivity tank 

"15   acid hood - dip in 50 : 1 HF for 10 sees 
rinse three times in dump-to-resistivity tank 
photo-wet station - spin-dry cycle, monitor resistivity to better than 9 
Mohm-cm 

"I 7   strip nitride in hot phosphoric acid time ~ Ihr 
(this step is only for SOI wafers) 

1 Q   RCA station - 
RCA clean 
monitor resisvity at the spin-dry cycle with a 160 sec rinse 

1 9   HMDS/coat 1 um of image reversal resist. Pattern with alignment-marks 
mask. (IR alignment) 
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ICL Plasma etch in etcher -1, time = 10 mins, etch depth ~ 0.4 |im 
Piranha strip photoresist 

B ICL       12.-1    grow SRO-recipe #210, tube = A1 

B ICL       -12 2   HMDS/coat photoresist on frontside (2 jim, recipe #7) 

B TRL      12.3   pattern using CP mask (Mask #4, Clear field mask, IR alignment) 

B ICL       12 4   ion implant - dopant = phosphorous, energy = 180 KeV 
dose = 5el5/cm2,7 deg tilt (Current-limited implant) 

B ICL       12 5   strip PR (ash 2 times, piranha) 

B ICL      12.6   RCA (for drive-in) 

B TRL      12.7   drive-in (in N2)- time = 4 Hrs, temp = 800 C, tube A3 
(Drive-in done with tube in idling condition) 

B ICL       12.8   strip SRO (7:1 BOE) (Check for dewetting) 

B TRL       13 1    pattern for lift-off process using CW mask (Mask #5, Clear field mask) 
(Image Reversal Resist) 

1)HMDS 
2) AZ 5214 -E PR 4000 RPM 30 sec, about 1.4 |am 
3)90Cprebake.30min 
4) 3 sec. exposure, 8.7 mW/cm2 
5) 120 C, 90 sec, directly on hot plate 
6) 90 sec. flood exposure 
7) 80 sec. develop. AZ422-MIF developer 

B            TRL      13 2   descum - 02 plasma (~ 40 seconds) 

B ICL       13 3   BOE dip ~ 15 seconds 

B ICL       13 3   e-beam evaporation - on frontside, NO planetary rotation 
5000 A Aluminum 

B TRL      13 4   metal lift-off in acetone - NO ULTRASONIC 
(after taking wafer out of acetone, immediately squirt some acetone on it, 
then squirt some methanol, then water. Acetone dries on the surface like 
glue if immersed in water directly) 
Spin rinse and dry 

B ICL       14 1    HMDS/coat photoresist on frontside (2 ^im, recipe #7) 
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B TRL 14 2 pattern for vent holes using CV mask (Mask #6, dark field mask) 

B ICL 143 plasma etch silicon, recipe #19, etcher-1, time - 13 mins 

B ICL 14 4 ash PR (2 times) 

B TRL 14 5 nanostrip (~ 2 mins to get rid of residual PR) 

B ICL 15 1 HMDS/coat photoresist on frontside (2 |xm, recipe #7) 

B TRL      15 2   Pattern structure release using CC mask (Mask #7, dark field mask) 
Postbake PR for 30 mins. (May need to overexpose and overdevelop 
to clear the ventholes) 

B TRL      ig 1    BOE dip ~ 5 seconds 

B ICL       1 g 2   e-beam evaporation - on backside 
5000 A Aluminum 

B ICL       iy 1    plasma etch silicon, modified recipe #19, etcher-1 
(SF^ = 95 seem. CCI4 = 10 seem) 

B ICL/TRL   17 2   ash PR 2 times, check in TRL fluoroscope to see if PR is cleared 

B ICL       13 1    aluminum sintering-tube B8. recipe #710. approx time = 35 mins 

RCA Clean 

The RCA clean is a standard wet chemical clean designed to remove organic and ionic 

contaminants from the wafer surface before entering a high temperature (350°C) diffusion or oxidation 
step. 

The organic clean consists of a 5:1:1 mixture of H20:NHpH:H202- The solution is heated to 

80°C before the wafers are immersed in it. Following the organic clean (10 mins), the wafers are 

rinsed in deionized water (DI HjO) until a resisitivity of 120 Q-cm is reached. The next step is to dip 

the wafers in a 50:1 DI H,0:HFfor 15 seconds, to remove any oxide which may have formed during 

the organic clean. The wafers are rinsed in DI H-f) again. The final step involves the ionic clean of the 

wafers in a solution of 6:1:1 of H20:HC1:H20,. The solution is heated to 80°C before the wafers are 

immersed in it (for 15 mins). Subsequent to the ionic clean, the wafers are again rinsed in DI HjO until 

a resisitivity of 120 Q-cm is reached and then they are spin-rinsed and dried. 
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Piniaha Etch 

Piranha is 3:1 solution of H2S04:H202. This etch is often used to strip photoresist from the 

wafers (before metallization), to remove any organic contaminants from the wafer or to hydrate (create 

surface OH" groups) the wafer surface before the wafer bonding step. 

7:1 BOE Etch of Oxide 

The buffered oxide etch (BOE) is a 7:1 solution of DI H20:HF buffered in NH^F, which is 

used for etching oxides. The NH^F is used to buffer the pH of the solution so that the photoresist layer 

will not delaminate from the wafer surface during the oxide etch. At room temperature the typical etch 

rate of thermal oxide in 7:1 BOE is 9(X) A/min. 

Dry Processes 

Plasma Etch 

All the plasma etches described in this thesis were carried out in a Lam Research model 480 

etcher. The lam etchers are cassette-to-cassette, load-locked, parallel plate electrode single-wafer 

etchers. The following table describes the parameters and the gas flow rates that were used for the 

etching of silicon. 

Process Parameters 

Chamber Pressure (mTorr) 

Top electrode RF Power (W) 

Electrode gap spacing (cm) 

CCL_j flow rate (seem) 

O; Flow rate (seem) 

He flow rate (seem) 

Cl, flow rate (seem) 

SFg flow rate (seem) 

Process time 

Step 
#1 
500 

Step 
#2 
500 

Step 
#3 
200 

Step 
#4 
200 

Step 
#5 
500 

Step 
#6 
500 

Step 
#7 
500 

0 300 0 300 0 0 50 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

0 0 130 130 0 3 3 

200 200 20 20 0 0 0 

100 100 70 70 120 120 120 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 95 95 

StabI 6 sees Stabl 10 sees 90 sees Stabl Actual 
etch 
time 
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Photolithography 

All the photolithographic steps were performed in TRL using Solitec Inc., Model 5110 manual 

spinner with Blue M Model DDC - 146C convection ovens for softbake and hardbake steps. A 

Karlsuss Model MA 4 contact aligner with infrared (IR) alignment capabilities was used for all the 

patterning steps. 

Photoresist 

The positive photoresist used in all the photolithographic steps was OCG 825 - 35 CTS (centi 

Stoke). The photoresist was developed using KTI 934 alkali-ion-free developer. The wafers were 

coated using a GCA corporation model 1006 Wafertrac. The wafertrac is a cassette-to-cassette process 

which uses an air-track wafer transport system and hot plate baking modules. Before the coating step, 

the wafers are primed in a HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane) vapor prime oven (Yield Engineering 

Systems, Inc., Model 3/10). The standard coating recipe (recipe#ll) results in a photoresist layer 

thickness of 11500 A. For some of the photolithographic steps we also used a "thick-photoresist" 

process (recipe#7) which provides a photoresist thickness of 20000 A. Also, both the recipes could be 

programmed to incorporate the edge bead removal (EBR) step. 

For the metal lift-off step we used an image-reversal photoresist (AZ 5214-E). This photoresist 

was developed in AZ 422 MIF developer. 

Diffusion and Oxidation Steps 

All the oxidation and diffusion steps were carried out in ICL using BTU Bruce Engineering 

Corporation Model BDF-4 furnaces (the atmospheric pressure tubes have an inner diameter of 170 mm 

and approximate length of 2.11 m). All the furnaces were microprocessor controlled, and wafer lots 

are introduced into the furnace tubes using suspended, cantilever-loading systems. The 

oxidation/diffusion recipes used in this thesis were either standard baseline recipes or baseline recipes 

which were modified for our application. 
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Appendix E 
Detailed Drawings 

First-Generation Sensor Plug 

• All dimensions are in inches 

• Surfaces A and B must be square 

• Surface S must be flush with the 
part provided 

• All Surfaces = sA^ 

• Material = PMMA 

Section YY 

R = 1/32" 

(j)i ifr 

03" 

OJ" 

Section XX 

1/32- 
1 L.^ 

1 
,0.5" 

''   A 
1                  1        1 

t 
1 

1 

1 

'—I ' 

B 

1.4" 

I 
<t)0.15" 
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Second-Generation Sensor Plug 

•t"!''-0.001 

Section XX 

AH dimensions are in inches 

Surfaces A and B must be square 

Surface S must be flush with the 
part provided 

AH Surfaces = \^/^ 

Material = PMMA 

0.25"T 
B - 

-^\ 

i 
B   0.094"     i i 

.T 
Locator 
hole 1.375" 

1.3125" 
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Laminar-Calibration Flow Cell - Bottom Plate 
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Laminar-Calibration Flow Cell - Top Plate 
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Optical Glass Plate 

r >. 

X 

K ) 

X 

 ^ 

80   mm 

215   mm 

Section    XX 

I 1 5   mm 

length   =   215mm,   width   =   80   mm,   thickness =   15   mm 

Specif icat ions 
(i) flatness   within   l^im   or   (3 5/1000 00 0)    inches 
(ii)       surface   roughness   within   0.1 ^m   or   (4/1000000)    inches 
(iii)    rounded    corners 
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Appendix F 
Measurement Circuit 
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